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Access Control / Components

ALPEMS1200 - Compact Shearlock Magnet EMS1200

$471.50

The Alpro EMS1200 compact shearlock magnet is available in mortice or surface

mount models (including glass mount) and offer slimline dimensions whilst maintaining

high physical security.

Independently tested to 500,000 cycles, the compact size combined with 1200kg of

proven shear holding force makes this compact shearlock both innovative and easy to

install.

AT1G26-200 - Baran: Self contained access control keypad

$431.25

EA280 - ABLOY Power Transfer

$71.30

Specifications
- Steel with Bright Chrome finish.

- Max diameter of cable 7.5mm.

- Max opening angle of door < 120°.

- Distance between pin hinge & door frame < 20mm.

EZYAC1 - "Auto" Series Switch - On/Off LW5 KD

$469.58

AUTOMATIC DOOR SERIES KEY

SWITCHES.
On/Off Key switch, key removable in 2 positions.

Specifications
- Maximum current ratings: AC1 10 amp 440v, DC1 10 amp 24v.

- Maximum 2 x 1.5mm wires per terminal.

- Complete switch supplied with 2 keys.
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EZYAC2 - "Auto" Series Switch - Spring Return LW5 KD

$469.58

AUTOMATIC DOOR SERIES KEY

SWITCHES.
Momentary switch

Specifications
- Maximum current ratings: AC1 10 amp 440v, DC1 10 amp 24v.

- Maximum 2 x 1.5mm wires per terminal.

- Complete switch supplied with 2 keys.

 

EZYAC5 - "Auto" Series Switch - 4 Pos Auto Door LW5 KD

$469.58

AUTOMATIC DOOR SERIES KEY

SWITCHES.
Open, Auto, Exit, Lock key removeable in 4 positions switch

Specifications
- Maximum current ratings: AC1 10 amp 440v, DC1 10 amp 24v.

- Maximum 2 x 1.5mm wires per terminal.

- Complete switch supplied with 2 keys.

EZYA1 - "Auto" Series Switch - On/Off - Less Cylinder

$362.00

AUTOMATIC DOOR SERIES KEY

SWITCHES.
On/Off Key switch, key removable in 2 positions.

Specifications
- Maximum current ratings: AC1 10 amp 440v, DC1 10 amp 24v.

- Maximum 2 x 1.5mm wires per terminal.
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EZYA2 - "Auto" Series Switch - Spring Return - Less Cylinder

$362.00

AUTOMATIC DOOR SERIES KEY

SWITCHES.
Momentary switch

Specifications
- Maximum current ratings: AC1 10 amp 440v, DC1 10 amp 24v.

- Maximum 2 x 1.5mm wires per terminal.

EZYOA1 - "Oval" Series Switch - On/Off (Less Cylinder)

$244.75

Oval Series Key Switch - Less Cylinder.
Lazy Cam (1 N/O, 1 N/C changeover).

Specifications
- Maximum current ratings: AC1 10 amp 440v, DC1 10 amp 24v.

- Maximum 2 x 1.5mm wires per terminal.

EZYOA2 - "Oval" Series Switch - Spring Return (Less cylinder)

$244.75

Oval Series Key Switch - Less Cylinder.
Spring Return (1 N/O, 1 N/C changeover).

Specifications
- Maximum current ratings: AC1 10 amp 440v, DC1 10 amp 24v.

- Maximum 2 x 1.5mm wires per terminal.

EZYOA3 - "Oval" Series Switch - 2 Way Spring Return (Less Cyld)

$244.75

Oval Series Key Switch - Less Cylinder.
EZYOA3 - Spring Return to Centre "ON / OFF / ON".

Specifications
- Maximum current ratings: AC1 10 amp 440v, DC1 10 amp 24v.

- Maximum 2 x 1.5mm wires per terminal.
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EZYOA4 - "Oval" Series Switch - Captive Key (Less Cylinder)

$244.75

Oval Series Key Switch - Less Cylinder.
EZYOA4 - Captive Key 1 N/O, 1 N/C Changeover.

Specifications
- Maximum current ratings: AC1 10 amp 440v, DC1 10 amp 24v.

- Maximum 2 x 1.5mm wires per terminal.

EZYA5 - "Auto" Series Switch - 4 Pos Auto Door - Less Cylinder

$362.00

AUTOMATIC DOOR SERIES KEY

SWITCHES.
Open, Auto, Exit, Lock key removeable in 4

positions switch

Specifications
- Maximum current ratings: AC1 10 amp 440v, DC1 10 amp 24v.

- Maximum 2 x 1.5mm wires per terminal.

EZYAC3 - "Auto" Series Switch - 2 Way Spring Return LW5 KD

$469.58

AUTOMATIC DOOR SERIES KEY

SWITCHES.
2 way Spring return to middle switch

Specifications
- Maximum current ratings: AC1 10 amp 440v, DC1 10 amp 24v.

- Maximum 2 x 1.5mm wires per terminal.

- Complete switch supplied with 2 keys.
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EZYA3 - "Auto" Series Switch - 2 Way Spring Return - Less Cylinder

$362.00

AUTOMATIC DOOR SERIES KEY

SWITCHES.
2 way Spring return to middle switch

Specifications
- Maximum current ratings: AC1 10 amp 440v, DC1 10 amp 24v.

- Maximum 2 x 1.5mm wires per terminal.

WAVbi8000CA - No Key Override Aust 60/90mm Prox/Code

$1,006.25

Fast, easy, and smart

WAVbi Standalone mode is the simplest way in which to operate your access control

system. Each handle set is programmed with a Management Card and then users are

simply added and deleted when the management card is presented to the outside

reader.

WAVbi8108CA - Key Override Aust 90mm Prox/Code

$1,006.25

Fast, easy, and smart

WAVbi Standalone mode is the simplest way in which to operate your access control

system. Each handle set is programmed with a Management Card and then users are

simply added and deleted when the management card is presented to the outside

reader.

WAVbi8102PA - Key Override Aust 60mm Prox

$914.25

Fast, easy, and smart

WAVbi Standalone mode is the simplest way in which to operate your access control

system. Each handle set is programmed with a Management Card and then users are

simply added and deleted when the management card is presented to the outside

reader.
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WAVbi8010CA - No Key Override Euro Prox/Code

$1,029.25

Fast, easy, and smart

WAVbi Standalone mode is the simplest way in which to operate your access control

system. Each handle set is programmed with a Management Card and then users are

simply added and deleted when the management card is presented to the outside

reader.

WAVbi8010PA - No Key Override Euro Prox

$914.25

Fast, easy, and smart

WAVbi Standalone mode is the simplest way in which to operate your access control

system. Each handle set is programmed with a Management Card and then users are

simply added and deleted when the management card is presented to the outside

reader.

WAVbi8116PA - Key Override Euro 85mm Prox

$914.25

Fast, easy, and smart

WAVbi Standalone mode is the simplest way in which to operate your access control

system. Each handle set is programmed with a Management Card and then users are

simply added and deleted when the management card is presented to the outside

reader.

WAVbi-CARD-U - User Card

$9.20

WAVbi-CARD-P - Passage Card

$28.75
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WAVbi-CARD-M - Management Card

$24.73

WAVbi-CARD-APP - App Management Card

$24.73

CL5510 - Codelock Smart Electronic Tubular Mortice Latch

$1,175.30

The SMART Lock CL5510 makes access control easier, offering flexibility and

convenience by providing a range of entry methods

Specifications
- Battery Status Monitor via App.

- Batteries: 4 x AA Cells.

- Low Battery Warning.

- Memory Stores: 350 different Clients, 100 codes, 150 cards, 150 phone clients.

- Spindle Type 8 mm (5/16”) spring loaded spindle.

- Material: Zinc Alloy.

- Door Thickness: 35 mm – 60 mm (13/8” – 23/8”).

- Latch Options: 60 mm (23/8”) and 70 mm (2¾”).

- Buttons 12 button back-lit keypad.

CL4510 - Codelock Smart Electronic Tubular Mortice Latch

$918.85

Smart locks get smarter. The CL4500 range of locks offers the Codelocks smart

lock features but in a smaller, sleeker lock model.

Specifications
- Battery Status Monitor via App.

- Batteries: 4 x AA Cells.

- Low Battery Warning.

- Memory Stores: 350 different Clients.

- Spindle Type 8 mm (5/16”) spring loaded spindle.

- Material: Zinc Alloy.

- Door Thickness: 35 mm – 60 mm (13/8” – 23/8”).

- Latch Options: 60 mm (23/8”) and 70 mm (2¾”).

- Buttons 12 button back-lit keypad.
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Viro Van Lock

$920.00

NOTE: At Levco these Viro Van Locks can be adapted to take other types of high

security keys systems (Abloy, BiLock and more). - Please inquire with us about this

service.

Specifications
- Body: One-piece, electropolished stainless steel, oval shape without edges.

- Plug: 7 pin brass plug, with case-harded, tempered, copper, nickel and chrome plated

steel burglar-resistant anti-drill plate.

- Keys: Nickel plated brass with easy to handle grip (even when wearing gloves) with

Viro Top Security profile (3 keys supplied).

- Weight: 1980 gs. 

- Dimensions: 88(H) x 125(W) x 44.7(D) mm.

KL1000 RFID Kitlock Smartlock Card Access

$235.45

The KL1000 RFID is a simple, smart card KitLock providing codeless access to

lockers,

cabinets, cupboards and enclosures.

The KL1000 RFID KitLock offers functions for single users (Private Function) and

short-term use by multiple users (Public Function). The KL1000 RFID is easy to fit to

replace an existing cam lock, or fit to a new locker or cabinet that does not have an

existing locking device. The lock will perform up to 15,000 openings on just two AAA

batteries.

Private Function
This is intended for use where there is a single user. Up to 50 individual MIFARE™

cards can be registered on the lock and only those registered cards can continue to

unlock that lock. The Master User Card is used to open a lock, register a new User

Card and remove a User Card. The Technician Card is not available in this function.

Dedicated and existing MIFARE™ cards can be used, no need to purchase new smart

cards.

Public Function
Suitable for short-term use by different users. Touch a MIFARE™ smart card to lock

the lock and then use the same card to unlock the lock, leaving the lock in that

unlocked state for any other compatible card to be used. Pre-registration of the card is

not required and any new or existing MIFARE™ card, fob or wristband can be used.

Suitable for use in short-term multi-occupancy applications such as leisure centres,

spas and hotels.

Go Keyless. Go KitLock.
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LIW AACYL - Lock it Well A series Abloy cylinder only

$86.24

Abloy cylinder to suit Lock it Well A series key switches

LIW ABCYL - Lock it Well A series Bilock cylinder only

$158.67

Bilock cylinder to suit Lock it Well A series key switches

LIW ACCYL - Lock it Well A series 6 pin inline cylinder only

$86.24

6 pin inline cylinder to suit Lock it Well A series key switches.

This cylinder does not come with a plug

CLXT1 - PINGuard™ by Codelocks XT1

$36.42

Suitable for CL100, CL200 and CL2000.

Flexible, high grade polymer weather covers with additional code protection privacy.

PINGuard™ by Codelocks’ range of covers are now available in three sizes to suit a

wide range of Codelocks mechanical and electronic locks. The covers provide

additional PIN security whilst also protecting your Codelocks from adverse weather

conditions.

Suitable for the CL100, CL200 & CL2000.

The covers are flexible, high grade polymer that fit behind the lock, improving the

gasket seal and preventing water ingress making them an ideal external accessory to

your Codelocks digital standalone lock.

Protect Your PIN
Keep prying eyes away from your entry code! Add to external and internal doors where

the PIN needs protecting from view.

Protect Your Lock
PINGuard™ by Codelocks significantly reduces the effects of water ingress. The

added weather protection will extend the life of your lock. Protect the finish, the keypad

and overall appearance of your Codelocks product. Small, medium and large

PINGuard™ by Codelocks available, suitable for external applications; gates, sheds,

out buildings, work sites etc.
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CLXT2 - PINGuard™ by Codelocks XT2

$36.42

Suitable for the CL500.

Flexible, high grade polymer weather covers with additional code protection privacy.

PINGuard™ by Codelocks’ range of covers are now available in three sizes to suit a

wide range of Codelocks mechanical and electronic locks. The covers provide

additional PIN security whilst also protecting your Codelocks from adverse weather

conditions.

Suitable for the CL500 range.

The covers are flexible, high grade polymer that fit behind the lock, improving the

gasket seal and preventing water ingress making them an ideal external accessory to

your Codelocks digital standalone lock.

Protect Your PIN
Keep prying eyes away from your entry code! Add to external and internal doors where

the PIN needs protecting from view.

Protect Your Lock
PINGuard™ by Codelocks significantly reduces the effects of water ingress. The

added weather protection will extend the life of your lock. Protect the finish, the keypad

and overall appearance of your Codelocks product. Small, medium and large

PINGuard™ by Codelocks available, suitable for external applications; gates, sheds,

out buildings, work sites etc.

LIW AQCYL - Lock it Well A series Bilock Quick Change Core cylinder

only

$183.95

Bilock Quick Change Core cylinder to suit Lock it Well A series key switches
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Architectural Hardware for ABLOY Electric Locks

DH611 - ABLOY - Inoxi X/012 PZBL (72) Handle Set for EL560

$805.00

INOXI 3-19/012 PZ+BL = Key hole on outside plate and plain plate inside. 

For use with EL560 60mm Backset Mortice Lock

Specifications
- On the broader plate suitable for solid doors, the distance between the holes is 72

mm, and on the narrower plate designed for profile doors, it is 92 mm.

- Door thicknesses: 38-42 mm, 43-47 mm, 48-52 mm, 53-57 mm, 58-62 mm.

- Material: stainless steel.

DH619 - ABLOY - Inxoi X/013 PZBL (92) Handle Set for EL460

$414.00

INOXI 3-19/012 PZ+BL = Key hole on outside plate and plain plate inside.

For use with EL460 .0mm Backset Mortice Lock.

Specifications
- Material: stainless steel.

- On the broader plate suitable for solid doors, the distance between the holes is 72

mm, and on the narrower plate designed for profile doors, it is 92 mm.

- Door thicknesses: 38-42mm, 43-47mm, 48-52mm, 53-57mm, 58-62mm.

DH612 - ABLOY - Inoxi X/012 PZPZ (72) Handle Set for EL560

$805.00

INOXI 3-19/012 PZ+PZ = Plate with key holes inside and outside.

For use with EL560 60mm Backset Mortice Lock.

Specifications
- Material: stainless steel.

- On the broader plate suitable for solid doors, the distance between the holes is 72

mm, and on the narrower plate designed for profile doors, it is 92 mm.

- Door thicknesses: 38-42mm, 43-47mm, 48-52mm, 53-57mm, 58-62mm.
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DH621 - ABLOY - Inxoi X/013 PZPZ (92) Handle Set for EL460

$414.00

INOXI 3-19/012 PZ+PZ = Plates with key holes inside and outside.

For use with EL460 .0mm Backset Mortice Lock.

Specifications
- Material: stainless steel.

- On the broader plate suitable for solid doors, the distance between the holes is 72

mm, and on the narrower plate designed for profile doors, it is 92 mm.

- Door thicknesses: 38-42mm, 43-47mm, 48-52mm, 53-57mm, 58-62mm.

Inoxi 3-19ss/002 - ABLOY - Inoxi 3-19SS 002 Lever Set

$111.55

INOXI 3-19/002.

Material: stainless steel.
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Brands

EA280 - ABLOY Power Transfer

$71.30

Specifications
- Steel with Bright Chrome finish.

- Max diameter of cable 7.5mm.

- Max opening angle of door < 120°.

- Distance between pin hinge & door frame < 20mm.

DH611 - ABLOY - Inoxi X/012 PZBL (72) Handle Set for EL560

$805.00

INOXI 3-19/012 PZ+BL = Key hole on outside plate and plain plate inside. 

For use with EL560 60mm Backset Mortice Lock

Specifications
- On the broader plate suitable for solid doors, the distance between the holes is 72

mm, and on the narrower plate designed for profile doors, it is 92 mm.

- Door thicknesses: 38-42 mm, 43-47 mm, 48-52 mm, 53-57 mm, 58-62 mm.

- Material: stainless steel.

DH619 - ABLOY - Inxoi X/013 PZBL (92) Handle Set for EL460

$414.00

INOXI 3-19/012 PZ+BL = Key hole on outside plate and plain plate inside.

For use with EL460 .0mm Backset Mortice Lock.

Specifications
- Material: stainless steel.

- On the broader plate suitable for solid doors, the distance between the holes is 72

mm, and on the narrower plate designed for profile doors, it is 92 mm.

- Door thicknesses: 38-42mm, 43-47mm, 48-52mm, 53-57mm, 58-62mm.

DH612 - ABLOY - Inoxi X/012 PZPZ (72) Handle Set for EL560

$805.00

INOXI 3-19/012 PZ+PZ = Plate with key holes inside and outside.

For use with EL560 60mm Backset Mortice Lock.

Specifications
- Material: stainless steel.

- On the broader plate suitable for solid doors, the distance between the holes is 72

mm, and on the narrower plate designed for profile doors, it is 92 mm.

- Door thicknesses: 38-42mm, 43-47mm, 48-52mm, 53-57mm, 58-62mm.
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DH621 - ABLOY - Inxoi X/013 PZPZ (92) Handle Set for EL460

$414.00

INOXI 3-19/012 PZ+PZ = Plates with key holes inside and outside.

For use with EL460 .0mm Backset Mortice Lock.

Specifications
- Material: stainless steel.

- On the broader plate suitable for solid doors, the distance between the holes is 72

mm, and on the narrower plate designed for profile doors, it is 92 mm.

- Door thicknesses: 38-42mm, 43-47mm, 48-52mm, 53-57mm, 58-62mm.

Inoxi 3-19ss/002 - ABLOY - Inoxi 3-19SS 002 Lever Set

$111.55

INOXI 3-19/002.

Material: stainless steel.

CL100B - ABLOY Sentry - Cam Lock

$52.33

Specifications
- Cam turns: 90°/180°, key removable in locked position only.

- Number of discs: 11.

- Cylinder housing: Brass.

- Universal range of cams (ordered separately).

- Finish: Chrome Plate.

CL103B - ABLOY Sentry - Cam Lock

$58.08

Specifications
- Cam turns: 90°/180°, key removable in locked position only.

- Number of discs: 11.

- Cylinder housing: Brass.

- Universal range of cams (ordered separately).

- Finish: Chrome Plate.

- Overall Length: 43 mm.

- Maximum Door Thickness: 19.5 mm.

- Cam Distance: 28.5 mm.
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CL104B - ABLOY Sentry - Cam Lock

$52.33

Specifications
- Cam turns: 90°/180°, key removable in locked position only.

- Number of discs: 9.

- Cylinder housing: Brass.

- Universal range of cams (ordered separately).

- Finish: Chrome Plate.

- Overall Length: 33 mm.

- Maximum Door Thickness: 9.5 mm.

- Cam Distance: 18.5 mm.

CL104C - ABLOY Classic - Cam Lock

$64.98

Specifications
- Cam turns: 90°/180°, key removable in locked position only.

- Number of discs: 9.

- Cylinder housing: Brass.

- Universal range of cams (ordered separately).

- Finish: Chrome Plate.

- Overall Length: 33 mm.

- Maximum Door Thickness: 9.5 mm.

- Cam Distance: 18.5 mm.

- Supplied: Assembled with 2 x Keys.

CL290B - ABLOY Sentry - T-Handle Cylinder (Spring Loaded Latch)

$103.50

Specifications
- Cylinder housing: Chrome-plated steel case.

- Cylinder face: Hardened chrome plated steel.

- Latch: Nickel-plated steel.
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OF230C - ABLOY Classic - Vega Cabinet Lock

$94.88

Specifications
- Number of discs: 11.

- Cylinder housing material: Zinc.

- Cylinder housing finish: Chrome.

- Bolt material: Steel Bolt, Finish: Nickel plated.

- Type of bolt: Flat.

- Maximum door thickness: 25 mm.

- Bolt projection: 9 mm.

- Cylinder diameter: 20 mm.

OF231B - ABLOY Sentry - Vega Cabinet Lock "Sprung Latch"

$80.50

Specifications
- Number of discs: 11.

- Cylinder housing material: Zinc.

- Cylinder housing finish: Chrome.

- Bolt material: Brass.

- Type of bolt: Sprung Latch.

- Maximum door thickness: 25 mm.

- Bolt projection: 7 mm.

- Cylinder diameter: 20 mm.

OF231E - ABLOY Exec - Vega Cabinet Lock "Sprung Latch"

$112.70

Specifications
- Number of discs: 11.

- Cylinder housing material: Zinc.

- Cylinder housing finish: Chrome.

- Bolt material: Brass.

- Type of bolt: Sprung Latch.

- Maximum door thickness: 25 mm.

- Bolt projection: 7 mm.

- Cylinder diameter: 20 mm.
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OF231N - ABLOY Protec - Vega Cabinet Lock "Sprung Latch"

$112.70

Specifications
- Number of discs: 11.

- Cylinder housing material: Zinc.

- Cylinder housing finish: Chrome.

- Bolt material: Brass.

- Type of bolt: Sprung Latch.

- Maximum door thickness: 25 mm.

- Bolt projection: 7 mm.

- Cylinder diameter: 20 mm.

OF430B - ABLOY Sentry - Vega Push Button Lock

$115.00

Specifications
-  Number of discs: 11.

- Cylinder housing material: Zinc.

- Cylinder housing finish: Chrome.

- Cylinder material: Zinc.

- Cylinder finish: Chrome.

- Type of bolt: Stainless Steel.

- Maximum door thickness: 32 mm.

- Bolt projection: 12 mm.

- Cylinder diameter: 22 mm.

OF430E - ABLOY Exec - Vega Push Button Lock

$131.68

Specifications
-  Number of discs: 11.

- Cylinder housing material: Zinc.

- Cylinder housing finish: Chrome.

- Cylinder material: Zinc.

- Cylinder finish: Chrome.

- Type of bolt: Stainless Steel.

- Maximum door thickness: 32 mm.

- Bolt projection: 12 mm.

- Cylinder diameter: 22 mm.
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OF431B - ABLOY Sentry - Vega Push Button Lock

$152.95

Specifications
- Number of discs: 11.

- Cylinder housing material: Zinc.

- Cylinder housing finish: Chrome.

- Cylinder material: Zinc.

- Cylinder finish: Chrome.

- Type of bolt: Stainless Steel.

- Maximum door thickness: 2-9 mm.

- Bolt projection: 12 mm.

- Cylinder diameter: 22 mm.

OF431E - ABLOY Exec - Vega Push Button Lock

$161.00

Specifications
-  Number of discs: 11.

- Cylinder housing material: Zinc.

- Cylinder housing finish: Chrome.

- Cylinder material: Zinc.

- Cylinder finish: Chrome.

- Type of bolt: Stainless Steel.

- Maximum door thickness: 2-9 mm.

- Bolt projection: 12 mm.

- Cylinder diameter: 22 mm.

OF432B - ABLOY Sentry - Vega Push Button Lock

$161.00

Specifications
-  Number of discs: 11.

- Cylinder-housing material: Brass.

- Cylinder housing finish: Satin chrome.

- Cylinder material: Zinc.

- Cylinder finish: Satin chrome.

- Bolt projection: 14 mm.

- Cylinder diameter: 22 mm.
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OF432N - ABLOY Protec - Vega Push Button Lock

$161.00

Specifications
- Number of discs: 11.

- Cylinder-housing material: Brass.

- Cylinder housing finish: Satin chrome.

- Cylinder material: Zinc.

- Cylinder finish: Satin chrome.

- Bolt projection: 14 mm.

- Cylinder diameter: 22 mm.

DC270 - ABLOY Door Closer. EN 6-7

$2,354.05

DC330 - ABLOY Door Closer. EN 1-4

$576.15

ABLOY DC330 can be adjusted to meet requirements of light opening resistance; for

example the DDA (disability Discrimination Act) in the UK.

Maximum door weight is 80 kg and door leaf width 1100 mm with sliding arm

installation.

 

CY406N - ABLOY Protec - Key-In-Knob cylinder

$109.83

Specifications
- Number of discs: 11.

- Cylinder housing material: Brass.

- Cylinder housing finish: Satin Chrome.

CY410T - ABLOY Protec2 - Key-In-Knob cylinder

$161.00

Specifications
- Number of discs: 11.

- Cylinder housing material: Brass.

- Cylinder housing finish: Satin Chrome.
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CY503N - ABLOY Protec - Australian Cylinder

$151.23

This cylinder is used for hold back applications on Lockwood 3570 & 3580 series

mortice locks.

Specifications
- Number of discs: 11.

- Cylinder housing material: Brass.

- Cylinder housing finish: Satin Chrome Brushed.

CY801N - ABLOY Protec - Australian Cylinder

$133.98

This cylinder is used in the Lockwood 530 Series Key in Knob Locksets and the

930/950 Series Key in Lever Locksets.

Specifications
- Number of discs: 11.

- Cylinder housing material: Brass.

- Cylinder housing finish: Satin Chrome Brushed.

PL321C - ABLOY Classic - Padlock with 20mm shackle

$106.95

Specifications
- Body Material: Brass.

- Finish: Chrome.

- Number of Discs: 11.

- Key removable in locked position.

- Display packed with 2 x Classic Keys.

Shackle
- Material: Stainless Steel.

- Finish: Chrome

- Diameter: 5 mm.

- Vertical Clearance: 20 mm.

- Horizontal Clearance: 18 mm.

PL330C - ABLOY Classic - Grade 3 Padlock with 25mm shackle

$177.10

Specifications
- Body Material: Brass.

- Finish: Chrome.

- Number of Discs: 11.

- Key removable in locked position.

- Display Packed with 2 x Classic Keys.

Shackle
- Material: Case-hardened boron steel.

- Finish: Chrome.

- Diameter: 8 mm.

- Vertical Clearance: 25 mm.

- Horizontal Clearance: 25 mm.
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PL330N - ABLOY Protec - Grade 3 Padlock with 25mm shackle

"Unassembled"

$197.80

Specifications
- Body Material: Brass.

- Finish: Chrome.

- Number of Discs: 11.

- Key removable in locked position.

- Can be master-keyed with door cylinders.

Shackle
- Shackle Material: Case-Hardened

boron steel.

- Finish: Chrome.

- Diameter: 8 mm.

- Vertical Clearance: 25 mm.

- Horizontal Clearance: 25 mm.

PL330N/50 - ABLOY Protec - Grade 3 Padlock with 50mm shackle

"Unassembled"

$204.13

Specifications
- Body Material: Brass.

- Finish: Chrome.

- Number of Discs: 11.

- Key removable in locked position.

- Can be master-keyed with door cylinders.

Shackle
- Shackle Material: Case-Hardened

boron steel.

- Finish: Chrome.

- Diameter: 8 mm.

- Vertical Clearance: 50 mm.

- Horizontal Clearance: 25 mm.

PL340N - ABLOY Protec - Grade 4 Padlock with 25mm shackle

"Unassembled"

$287.50

Specifications
- Body Material: Case-Hardened steel.

- Finish: Chrome.

- Number of Discs: 11.

- Key removable in locked position.

Shackle
- Shackle Material: Case-Hardened boron

steel.

- Diameter: 10 mm.

- Vertical Clearance: 25 mm.

- Horizontal Clearance: 28 mm.
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PL342N - ABLOY Protec - Grade 4 Padlock with 25mm shackle

"Unassembled"

$402.50

Specifications
- Body Material: Case-Hardened steel.

- Finish: Chrome.

- Number of Discs: 11.

- Key removable in locked position.

- Can be master-keyed with door cylinders.

Shackle
- Shackle Material: Case-Hardened

boron steel.

- Finish: Chrome.

- Diameter: 10 mm.

- Vertical Clearance: 25 mm.

- Horizontal Clearance: 25 mm.

PL350N - ABLOY Protec - Grade 5 Padlock with 25mm shackle

"Unassembled"

$465.75

Specifications
- Body Material: Case-Hardened steel.

- Finish: Chrome.

- Number of Discs: 11.

- Key removable in locked position.

- Can be master-keyed with door cylinders.

Shackle
- Shackle Material: Case-Hardened

boron steel.

- Finish: Chrome.

- Diameter: 14 mm.

- Vertical Clearance: 50 mm.

- Horizontal Clearance: 31 mm.

LC208 - ABLOY Security Mortice Latch

$192.05

Mortise latch with lever handle function only.

LC211 - ABLOY Security Mortice Lock

$302.45

Security mortice lock case (comparable with security grade 5 according to EN 12209)

with hardened deadbolt and drilling protection.
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LC300 1.3 - ABLOY Non-deadlocking mortice lock

$287.50

Non-deadlocking mortice lock for narrow profile entrance doors.

The lock is opened by a key or a thumbturn (or handles if in use).

Can be used with electromechanical striker plate.

Handing 1.3 (Left Handed)

LC300 2.4 - ABLOY Non-deadlocking mortice lock

$287.50

Non-deadlocking mortise lock for narrow profile entrance doors.

The lock is opened by a key or a thumbturn (or handles if in use).

Can be used with electromechanical striker plate.

Handing 2.4 (Right Handed)

LC302 2.4 - ABLOY Automatic deadlock for narrow profile doors

$313.95

Function is determined by sliding snib on forend: 
- UP position = automatic deadlocking. Opened by a key from either side, or by a

thumbturn from inside.

- MIDDLE position = lock is latched and operates also with handles.

- DOWN position = latchbolt is retained inside the lock case.

Handing 2.4 (Right Handed).

LC306 - ABLOY Security Deadlock for narrow doors

$330.05

Security lock case (comparable with security grade 5 according to EN 12209) for

narrow profile doors.

LC9652 - ABLOY Euro/DIN project lock for narrow profile doors

$155.25

Profile door locks for DIN Euro cylinder Non handed, reversible latchbolt.
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CY406T - ABLOY Protec2 - Key-In-Knob cylinder

$109.83

Specifications
- Number of discs: 11.

- Cylinder housing material: Brass.

- Cylinder housing finish: Satin Chrome.

CY414T - ABLOY Protec2 - Australian Cylinder

$170.78

This cylinder is used as the external cylinder in a wide range of rimlocks including

Lockwood 001, 002, 303, 355, 201, 211, 213 etc.

Specifications
- Number of discs: 11.

- Cylinder housing material: Brass.

- Cylinder housing finish: Satin Chrome Brushed.

CY504T - ABLOY Protec2 - Australian Cylinder

$149.50

This cylinder is used on Lockwood Cylinder Mortice Locks such asâ€¨Lockwood

Synergy 3570 Series (3572, 3574 etc.), 3580 Series (3582, 3584 etc.) and 3540

Series.

Specifications
- Cylinder housing finish: Satin Chrome Brushed.

- Cylinder plug: Brass.

- Discs and washers: Tin Bronze.

- Number of discs: 11.

PL330T - ABLOY Protec2 - Grade 3 Padlock with 25mm shackle

"Unassembled"

$197.80

Specifications
- Body Material: Brass.

- Finish: Chrome.

- Number of Discs: 11.

- Key removable in locked position.

- Can be master-keyed with door cylinders.

Shackle
- Shackle Material: Case-Hardened

boron steel.

- Finish: Chrome.

- Diameter: 8 mm.

- Vertical Clearance: 25 mm.

- Horizontal Clearance: 25 mm.
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PL330T/50 - ABLOY Protec2 - Grade 3 Padlock with 50mm shackle

"Unassembled"

$204.13

Specifications
- Body Material: Brass.

- Finish: Chrome.

- Number of Discs: 11.

- Key removable in locked position.

- Can be master-keyed with door cylinders.

Shackle
- Shackle Material: Case-Hardened

boron steel.

- Finish: Chrome.

- Diameter: 8 mm.

- Vertical Clearance: 50 mm.

- Horizontal Clearance: 25 mm.

PL340T - ABLOY Protec2 - Grade 4 Padlock with 25mm shackle

"Unassembled"

$287.50

Specifications
- Body Material: Case-Hardened steel.

- Finish: Chrome.

- Number of Discs: 11.

- Key removable in locked position.

Shackle
- Shackle Material: Case-Hardened boron

steel.

- Diameter: 10 mm.

- Vertical Clearance: 25 mm.

- Horizontal Clearance: 28 mm.

PL340T/50 - ABLOY Protec2 - Grade 3 Padlock with 50mm shackle

"Unassembled"

$288.08

Specifications
- Body Material: Case-Hardened steel.

- Finish: Chrome.

- Number of Discs: 11.

- Key removable in locked position.

Shackle
- Shackle Material: Case-Hardened boron

steel.

- Diameter: 10 mm.

- Vertical Clearance: 50 mm.

- Horizontal Clearance: 28 mm.

Abloy

ABLOY offers a range of systems from which you can select the best to suit your application.

Each ABLOY key platform is based on the unique rotating disc principle, and are immune to the practice of

"bumping" – a technique that involves the manipulation of the pins inside the lock.

As ABLOY cylinders do not use pins, this technique is totally ineffective.

High level of resistance to adverse climates and environmental conditions
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Large number of different combinations allowing extensive master keying possibilities

No pins or springs to wear out

Virtually pick proof

This section includes a guide to each system, as well as the various security levels they offer.

ALPEMS1200 - Compact Shearlock Magnet EMS1200

$471.50

The Alpro EMS1200 compact shearlock magnet is available in mortice or surface

mount models (including glass mount) and offer slimline dimensions whilst maintaining

high physical security.

Independently tested to 500,000 cycles, the compact size combined with 1200kg of

proven shear holding force makes this compact shearlock both innovative and easy to

install.

ALPFP1200/2 - Compact Shearlock EMS1200 - 2 mm Filler Plate

$11.50

Compact Shearlock Magnet EMS1200 - 2 mm Filler Plate

ALPFP122/6 - Compact Shearlock EMS1200 - 6 mm Filler Plate

$17.25

Compact Shearlock Magnet EMS1200 - 6mm Filler Plate

ALPGDC1200 - Glass Door Clamp for EMS1200

$34.50

Aluminium Frameless Glass (10/12 mm).

Door Clamp for use with ALPSMH1200 Surface Mount Housing

ALP524591 - Paddle handle with ANSI cam plug pull to left

$63.25

459 Paddle handles are designed to be ergonomically friendly and practical.

ALP524592 - Paddle handle with ANSI cam plug push to left

$63.25

459 Paddle handles are designed to be ergonomically friendly and practical.
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ALP524597 - Paddle handle with ANSI cam plug pull to right

$63.25

459 Paddle handles are designed to be ergonomically friendly and practical.

ALP524598 - Paddle handle with ANSI cam plug push to right

$63.25

459 Paddle handles are designed to be ergonomically friendly and practical.

ALP5222025 - Alpro Euro Hook Bolt 25mm

$46.00

Europrofile deadlocks are available in both barbolt and hookbolt versions.

ALP5222025R - Alpro Euro Hook Bolt 25 mm (RIV nut fixing)

$46.00

Europrofile deadlocks are available in both barbolt and hookbolt versions.

ALP5222030 - Alpro Euro Hook Bolt 30mm

$51.75

Europrofile deadlocks are available in both barbolt and hookbolt versions.

ALP5222030R - Alpro Euro Hook Bolt 30mm (RIV nut fixing)

$51.75

Europrofile deadlocks are available in both barbolt and hookbolt versions.

ALP5222125 - Alpro Euro Swing Bolt 25 mm

$46.00

Europrofile deadlocks are available in both barbolt and hookbolt versions.
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ALP5222130 - Alpro Euro Swing Bolt 30 mm

$51.75

Europrofile deadlocks are available in both barbolt and hookbolt versions.

ALP5245101 - Alpro ANSI Deadlatch 28 mm (1 1/8") RH

$63.25

The description of swinging door operation always viewed from the outside.

LH - door hinges on left

RH - door hinges on right

ALP5245102 - Alpro ANSI Deadlatch 28 mm (1 1/8") LH

$63.25

The description of swinging door operation always viewed from the outside.

LH - door hinges on left

RH - door hinges on right

ALP5245103 - Alpro ANSI Deadlatch 25 mm (31/32") RH

$57.50

The description of swinging door operation always viewed from the outside.

LH - door hinges on left

RH - door hinges on right

ALP5245104 - Alpro ANSI Deadlatch 25 mm (31/32") LH

$57.50

The description of swinging door operation always viewed from the outside.

LH - door hinges on left

RH - door hinges on right

ALP5245701 - Alpro Euro Deadlatch 25 mm RH

$57.50

The description of swinging door operation always viewed from the outside.

LH - door hinges on left

RH - door hinges on right
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ALP5245702 - Alpro Euro Deadlatch 25 mm LH

$57.50

The description of swinging door operation always viewed from the outside.

LH - door hinges on left

RH - door hinges on right

ALP5245703 - Alpro Euro Deadlatch 28 mm RH

$63.25

The description of swinging door operation always viewed from the outside.

LH - door hinges on left

RH - door hinges on right

ALP5245704 - Alpro Euro Deadlatch 28 mm LH

$63.25

The description of swinging door operation always viewed from the outside.

LH - door hinges on left

RH - door hinges on right

ALP5245705 - Alpro Euro Deadlatch 38 mm RH

$69.00

The description of swinging door operation always viewed from the outside.

LH - door hinges on left

RH - door hinges on right

ALP5245706 - Alpro Euro Deadlatch 38 mm LH

$69.00

The description of swinging door operation always viewed from the outside.

LH - door hinges on left

RH - door hinges on right

Alpro

The Alpro product range comprises a variety of contemporary handle styles, which are both hard wearing and

aesthetically pleasing.

A variety of electro-mechanical products complement this impressive product portfolio, designed to meet the

needs of the demanding access control market segment. Products include electric strikes, deadlocking bolts,

solenoid bolts, compact shearlocks, cabinet locks, waterproof keypads and exit switches, to name but a few
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appLOK S200-SIL - Bluetooth Smart Leverset Silver

$488.52

Easily manage your property access with smart

app operated locksets

appLOK'" is a series of smart APP operated locksets covering various installation

applications for residential and rental properties. All locks and key boxes connect to a

simple yet smart mobile APP that utilizes Bluetooth technology to set up and manage

your property access requirements.

 

Specifications
- Power Source - 4x AA Batteries (supplied)

- Working Environment - -40 to +80c

- Door Width - 35mm - 50mm

- Backset - 60/70 adjustable

- Emergency power source -9v battery

- Low battery indicator - Yes

- IP Rating - IP55

- Construction Material - Stainless Steel

- Warranty - 2 year

- Certification - Ro HS/CE
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appLOK S200-BLK - Bluetooth Smart Leverset Black

$488.52

Easily manage your property access with smart

app operated locksets
appLOK'" is a series of smart APP operated locksets covering various installation

applications for residential and rental properties. All locks and key boxes connect to a

simple yet smart mobile APP that utilizes Bluetooth technology to set up and manage

your property access requirements.

Specifications
- Power Source - 4x AA Batteries (supplied)

- Working Environment - -40 to +80c

- Door Width - 35mm - 50mm

- Backset - 60/70 adjustable

- Emergency power source -9v battery

- Low battery indicator - Yes

- IP Rating - IP55

- Construction Material - Stainless Steel

- Warranty - 2 year

- Certification - Ro HS/CE

appLOK S110-BLK - Bluetooth Smart Deadbolt Black

$529.71

Easily manage your property access with smart

app operated locksets
appLOK'" is a series of smart APP operated locksets covering various installation

applications for residential and rental properties. All locks and key boxes connect to a

simple yet smart mobile APP that utilizes Bluetooth technology to set up and manage

your property access requirements.

Specifications
- Power Source - 4x AA Batteries (supplied)

- Working Environment - -40 to +80c

- Door Width - 35mm - 50mm

- Backset - 60/70 adjustable

- Emergency power source -9v battery

- Low battery indicator - Yes

- IP Rating - IP55

- Construction Material - Zinc Alloy/ABS Plastic

- Warranty - 2 year

- Certification - Ro HS/CE
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appLOK S110-SIL - Bluetooth Smart Deadbolt Silver

$529.71

Easily manage your property access with smart

app operated locksets
appLOK'" is a series of smart APP operated locksets covering various installation

applications for residential and rental properties. All locks and key boxes connect to a

simple yet smart mobile APP that utilizes Bluetooth technology to set up and manage

your property access requirements.

Specifications
- Power Source - 4x AA Batteries (supplied)

- Working Environment - -40 to +80c

- Door Width - 35mm - 50mm

- Backset - 60/70 adjustable

- Emergency power source -9v battery

- Low battery indicator - Yes

- IP Rating - IP55

- Construction Material - Zinc Alloy/ABS Plastic

- Warranty - 2 year

- Certification - Ro HS/CE

appLOK S918-BLK - Bluetooth Smart Leverset Black

$597.66

Easily manage your property access with smart

app operated locksets

appLOK'" is a series of smart APP operated locksets covering various installation

applications for residential and rental properties. All locks and key boxes connect to a

simple yet smart mobile APP that utilizes Bluetooth technology to set up and manage

your property access requirements.

Specifications
- Power Source - 4x AAA Batteries (supplied)

- Working Environment - -40 to +80c

- Door Width - 35mm - 50mm/51mm - 90mm

- Mortice Lock Backset - 30, 35, 40, 45 or 60mm (Sold Seperately)

- Low battery indicator - Yes

- IP Rating - IP55

- Construction Material - Stainless Steel

- Warranty - 2 year

- Certification - Ro HS/CE

https://www.levco.co.nz/modules/SP_Webshop/shop.php?product_details&product=694
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appLOK S918LM-SIL - Bluetooth Smart Leverset Silver

$685.19

Easily manage your property access with smart

app operated locksets
appLOK'" is a series of smart APP operated locksets covering various installation

applications for residential and rental properties. All locks and key boxes connect to a

simple yet smart mobile APP that utilizes Bluetooth technology to set up and manage

your property access requirements.

Specifications
- Power Source - 4x AAA Batteries (supplied)

- Working Environment - -40 to +80c

- Door Width - 35mm - 50mm/51mm - 90mm

- Mortice Lock Backset - 30, 35, 40, 45 or 60mm (Sold Seperately)

- Low battery indicator - Yes

- IP Rating - IP55

- Construction Material - Stainless Steel

- Warranty - 2 year

- Certification - Ro HS/CE

appLOK S1019-SIL - Bluetooth Smart Leverset Silver

$633.71

Easily manage your property access with smart

app operated locksets
appLOK'" is a series of smart APP operated locksets covering various installation

applications for residential and rental properties. All locks and key boxes connect to a

simple yet smart mobile APP that utilizes Bluetooth technology to set up and manage

your property access requirements.

Specifications
- Power Source - 4x AA Batteries (supplied)

- Working Environment - -40 to +80c

- Door Width - 35mm - 50mm/51mm - 90mm

- Mortice Lock Backset - 30, 35, 40, 45 or 60mm (Sold Seperately)

- Low battery indicator - Yes

- IP Rating - IP55

- Construction Material - Stainless Steel

- Warranty - 2 year

- Certification - Ro HS/CE

https://www.levco.co.nz/modules/SP_Webshop/shop.php?product_details&product=694
https://www.levco.co.nz/modules/SP_Webshop/shop.php?product_details&product=694
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appLOK S1019-BLK - Bluetooth Smart Leverset Black

$633.71

Easily manage your property access with smart

app operated locksets
appLOK'" is a series of smart APP operated locksets covering various installation

applications for residential and rental properties. All locks and key boxes connect to a

simple yet smart mobile APP that utilizes Bluetooth technology to set up and manage

your property access requirements.

Specifications
- Power Source - 4x AA Batteries (supplied)

- Working Environment - -40 to +80c

- Door Width - 35mm - 50mm/51mm - 90mm

- Mortice Lock Backset - 30, 35, 40, 45 or 60mm (Sold Seperately)

- Low battery indicator - Yes

- IP Rating - IP55

- Construction Material - Stainless Steel

- Warranty - 2 year

- Certification - Ro HS/CE

appLOK S918-SIL - Bluetooth Smart Leverset Silver

$597.66

Easily manage your property access with smart

app operated locksets
appLOK'" is a series of smart APP operated locksets covering various installation

applications for residential and rental properties. All locks and key boxes connect to a

simple yet smart mobile APP that utilizes Bluetooth technology to set up and manage

your property access requirements.

Specifications
- Power Source - 4x AAA Batteries (supplied)

- Working Environment - -40 to +80c

- Door Width - 35mm - 50mm/51mm - 90mm

- Mortice Lock Backset - 30, 35, 40, 45 or 60mm (Sold Seperately)

- Low battery indicator - Yes

- IP Rating - IP55

- Construction Material - Stainless Steel

- Warranty - 2 year

- Certification - Ro HS/CE

https://www.levco.co.nz/modules/SP_Webshop/shop.php?product_details&product=694
https://www.levco.co.nz/modules/SP_Webshop/shop.php?product_details&product=694
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appLOK S918LM-BLK - Bluetooth Smart Leverset Black

$685.19

Easily manage your property access with smart

app operated locksets
appLOK'" is a series of smart APP operated locksets covering various installation

applications for residential and rental properties. All locks and key boxes connect to a

simple yet smart mobile APP that utilizes Bluetooth technology to set up and manage

your property access requirements.

Specifications
- Power Source - 4x AAA Batteries (supplied)

- Working Environment - -40 to +80c

- Door Width - 35mm - 50mm/51mm - 90mm

- Mortice Lock Backset - 30, 35, 40, 45 or 60mm (Sold Seperately)

- Low battery indicator - Yes

- IP Rating - IP55

- Construction Material - Stainless Steel

- Warranty - 2 year

- Certification - Ro HS/CE

appLOK S-651 Wifi/Bluetooth Gateway Hub

$200.10

Control your lock when you  are away from home.
appLOK Gateway takes all the Bluetooth Functions of your appLOK Smart Lock and

transmits it over Wi-Fi.

appLOK Gateway allows you to control and manage most functions of your appLOK

Remotely with a Wi-Fi Connection. You can unlock the appLOK Smart Lock remotely

and receive live notifications for when the appLOK is unlock and which unlock code

was used. You can delete codes, create codes, set one-off codes and receive a

notification when a code is used.

appLOK Gateway is great for those that want to keep an eye on who is coming into

your office or home.

appLOK Gateway is also perfect for AirBnB owners: You can set un-lock codes to only

work during their stay, and become inactive after their stay.

https://www.levco.co.nz/modules/SP_Webshop/shop.php?product_details&product=694
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appLOK S35B-BLK - Bluetooth Smart Leverset Black

$613.10

Easily manage your property access with smart

app operated locksets

appLOK'" is a series of smart APP operated locksets covering various installation

applications for residential and rental properties. All locks and key boxes connect to a

simple yet smart mobile APP that utilizes Bluetooth technology to set up and manage

your property access requirements.

Specifications
- Power Source - 4x AA Batteries (supplied)

- Working Environment - -40 to +80c

- Door Width - 35mm - 50mm/51mm - 90mm

- Mortice Lock Backset - 30, 35, 40, 45 or 60mm (Sold Seperately)

- Low battery indicator - Yes

- IP Rating - IP55

- Construction Material - Stainless Steel

- Warranty - 2 year

- Certification - Ro HS/CE

appLOK S35B-SIL - Bluetooth Smart Leverset Silver

$613.10

Easily manage your property access with smart

app operated locksets
appLOK'" is a series of smart APP operated locksets covering various installation

applications for residential and rental properties. All locks and key boxes connect to a

simple yet smart mobile APP that utilizes Bluetooth technology to set up and manage

your property access requirements.

Specifications
- Power Source - 4x AA Batteries (supplied)

- Working Environment - -40 to +80c

- Door Width - 35mm - 50mm/51mm - 90mm

- Mortice Lock Backset - 30, 35, 40, 45 or 60mm (Sold Seperately)

- Low battery indicator - Yes

- IP Rating - IP55

- Construction Material - Stainless Steel

- Warranty - 2 year

- Certification - Ro HS/CE

https://www.levco.co.nz/modules/SP_Webshop/shop.php?product_details&product=694
https://www.levco.co.nz/modules/SP_Webshop/shop.php?product_details&product=694
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appLOK SH81B-SIL - Bluetooth Lockset 3572 compatible

$699.81

Easily manage your property access with smart

app operated locksets
appLOK'" is a series of smart APP operated locksets covering various installation

applications for residential and rental properties. All locks and key boxes connect to a

simple yet smart mobile APP that utilizes Bluetooth technology to set up and manage

your property access requirements.

- Extended Cylinder may be required for installation, click here.

Specifications
- Power Source - 4x AAA Batteries (supplied)

- Working Environment - -10 to +55c

- Door Width - 35mm - 50mm

- Backset - 60mm

- Low battery indicator - Yes

- IP Rating - IP55

- Construction Material - Stainless Steel

- Warranty - 1 year

- Certification - RoHS/CE

appLOK S-LOCK4 - Stainless Steel Mortice lock for appLOK handles

$100.42

appLOK Stainless Steel Mortice Lock
-

Backset sizes avaliable 30, 35, 40, 45 and 60mm
-

Lift handle up to throw the bolt
-

Inside handle will aways release the bolt and latch

to exit
-

Outside will open when correct code/e

key/tag/finger print is presented to handle

appLOK

https://www.levco.co.nz/modules/SP_Webshop/shop.php?product_details&product=682
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Smart & convenient security for your home or Air
BnB property.

appLOK'" is a series of smart APP operated locksets covering various installation applications for residential

and rental properties. All locks and key boxes connect to a simple yet smart mobile APP that utilizes

Bluetooth technology to set up and manage your property access requirements.

KL1000 SLV - KitLock 1000 Silver Locker Lock

$187.83

KL1000NC - KL1000 KitLock NetCode Locker Lock

$218.50

Complete Control Wherever You Are.

Activate > Generate > Control.

The KitLock 1000 NetCode allows temporary access to lockers and cabinets via the

web-based NetCode Portal.

NetCode is activated prior to the lock owner shipping and installing at a remote site.

The NetCode Portal allows you to register and set up your account, activate your locks

and generate time-sensitive codes.

Using time-sensitive codes is a more secure way to grant access as the code will not

work outside a designated timeslot. Generated codes can be sent by email or SMS to

any email account or mobile phone.

KL1200 - Kitlock Electronic Cabinet Lock

$281.75

The CL1200 Cabinet locks are a quick retrofit for keyed cam locks supplied as

standard on a wide range of lockers, cabinets and cupboards. It can just as easily be

fitted to units which don’t have a locking device already fitted, giving the use

immediate, simple, keypad access without the hassle of keys!

P1000 SL - Kitlock Slam Latch for KL1200 & KL1550

$69.00

P1000 SL Slam Latch for KL1200 & KL1550.
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CL2200 KEY - Codelock Medium Duty Electronic Surface Deadbolt

Lock with key override

$402.50

The NEW CL2000 lock range are entry level electronic locks providing simple, effective

access control. 

The NEW CL2000 range has been designed to be easily fitted as a new install or as a

rapid retrofit when upgrading from basic single code mechanical digital locks.

CL2255 - Codelock Medium Duty Electronic Tubular Mortice Lock

$402.50

The NEW CL2000 lock range are entry level electronic locks providing simple. effective

access control. 

The NEW CL2000 range has been designed to be easily fitted as a new install or as a

rapid retrofit when upgrading from basic single code mechanical digital locks.

CL4000GD - Codelock medium duty electronic patch door lock

$1,610.00

Note: As standard the CL4000GD is supplied with a flat strike plate for fitting to solid

door frames. When fitting to a glass door with a glass side panel you will need to buy

the patch strike box. 

Specifications
- Batteries: 4 x 'N' Batteries.

- Body material: Zinc alloy.

- Door thickness: 8 mm -15 mm (5/16" - 10/16").

- Finishes: PVD (Physical Vapour Deposition) hardwearing low maintenance finish BS

(brushed steel).

- Latches: Medium duty, stainless steel latchbolt head with 8 mm (5/16") follower.

- Non handed Lever handle supplied as either right hand (RH) or left hand (LH)

versions, in-swing doors only.

- Spindle type 8 mm (5/16") spring loaded spindle.
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CL4010 - Codelock Medium Duty Electronic Tubular Mortice Lock

$805.00

The lock has fitted as standard two alarm release terminals.

Specifications
- Batteries: 4 x AA Cells (supplied).

- Body material: Zinc alloy.

- Door material: Suitable for wooden doors - For other materials contact Technical

Support.

- Door thickness: 35 mm - 65 mm (1 3/8" - 2 1/2").

- Finishes: PVD (Physical Vapour Deposition) hardwearing low maintenance finish SS

(stainless steel).

- Non handed Lock will fit doors hung on the left or right.

- Spindle type 8 mm spring loaded spindle.

CL415 - Codelock Medium duty tubular mortice latch with Code Free

entry option

$402.50

The outside lever handle will retract the latch after a correct code is entered.

The spring loaded latchbolt will lock automatically when the door is closed.

Specifications
- Body material: Zinc alloy.

- Door material: Suitable for wooden doors.

- Door thickness: 35 mm - 65 mm (1 3/8" - 2 1/2").

- Finishes: PVD (Physical Vapour Deposition) hardwearing low maintenance finish SS

(stainless steel).

- Non handed Lock will fit doors hung on the left or right.

- Spindle type 2 part 8 mm (5/16") spring loaded spindle.

CL425 - Codelock Medium duty mortice lock with double cylinder

$603.75

The CL425 is a Medium Duty Mortice Lock with double cylinder, 3 keys, code free

option and anti panic-safety feature.

Specifications
- Body material: Zinc alloy.

- Door material: Suitable for wooden doors.

- Door thickness: 35 mm - 65 mm (1 3/8" - 2 1/2").

- Finishes: PVD (Physical Vapour Deposition) hardwearing low maintenance finish SS

(stainless steel).

- Non handed Lock will fit doors hung on the left or right.

- Spindle type 2 part 8 mm (5/16") spring loaded spindle.
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CL5010 - Codelock Heavy Duty Electronic Tubular Mortice Lock.

$948.75

Specifications
- Batteries: 4 x AA Cells (supplied).

- Body material: Zinc alloy.

- Door material: Suitable for wooden doors.

- Door thickness: 35 mm - 65 mm (1 3/8" - 2 1/2").

- Finishes: PVD (Physical Vapour Deposition) hardwearing low maintenance finish BS

(brushed steel).

- Latches: Option 1 60 mm (2 3/8") backset latch requiring 25 x 82 mm (1" x 3 1/4")

hole.

- Latches: Option 2 70 mm (2 3/4") backset latch requiring 25 x 92 mm (1"x 3 5/16")

hole.

- Non handed Lock will fit doors hung on the left or right.

- Spindle type 8 mm (5/16") spring loaded spindle.

CL515 BB - Codelock CL515 Back to Back Tubular Mortice Latch With

Code Free Entry Option

$787.78

Specifications
- Body material: Zinc alloy.

- Door material: Suitable for wooden doors.

- Door thickness: 35 mm - 65 mm (1 3/8" - 2 1/2").

- Finishes: PVD (Physical Vapour Deposition) hardwearing low maintenance finish SS

(stainless steel).

- Non handed Lock will fit doors hung on the left or right.

- Spindle type 2 part 5/16" (inches) spring loaded spindle.

CL6010 - Codelocks CL6000 Heavy-Duty ADA Electronic Lock |

Weather Resistant

$1,121.25

Specifications
- Batteries: 4 x AA Cells (supplied).

- Body material: Zinc alloy.

- Door applicatons: Wood/metal swing doors with cylindrical latch preps.

- Door thickness: 1-3/4" ~ 2" (inches).

- Latch: Cylindrical Latch.

- Handing: Non handed Lock will fit doors hung on the left or right.
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KL1000 DG - Kitlock Locker Lock Door Gasket

$11.50

The KL1000 Door Gasket is available as an optional accessory for use with all the

KL1000 Cabinet Locks - vertical and horizontal models.

When used in conjunction with the CL1000 Cabinet Lock and fitted between the back

of the KL1000 and the face of the door, the product combination together achieves

IP54 Rating.

CL515 - Codelock CL515 Tubular Mortice Latch With Code Free Entry

Option

$632.50

Specifications
- Body material: Zinc alloy.

- Door material: Suitable for wooden doors.

- Door thickness: 35 mm - 65 mm (1 3/8" - 2 1/2").

- Finishes: PVD (Physical Vapour Deposition) hardwearing low maintenance finish SS

(stainless steel).

- Non handed Lock will fit doors hung on the left or right.

- Spindle type 2 part 5/16" (inches) spring loaded spindle.

CL200 - Codelock Light Duty Surface Deadbolt

$287.50

All products feature a beveled hexagonal handle, tumbler alignment for easy code

changing, and durable PVD (Physical Vapour Deposition) finishes. As with all

Codelocks, installation and code changing are simple, thanks to the easy flow clear

instructions supplied.

Specifications
- Body material: Zinc alloy.

- Door material: Suitable for wooden doors.

- Door thickness: 35 mm - 65 mm (1 3/8" - 2 1/2").

- Finishes: PVD (Physical Vapour Deposition) hardwearing low maintenance finish SS

(stainless steel).

- Non handed Lock will fit doors hung on the left or right.

- Spindle type 2 part 5/16" (inches) spring loaded spindle.
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CL200 KEY - Codelock Light Duty Surface Deadbolt with Key Override

$345.00

All products feature a bevelled hexagonal handle, tumbler alignment for easy code

changing, and durable PVD (Physical Vapour Deposition) finishes. As with all

Codelocks, installation and code changing are simple, thanks to the easy flow clear

instructions supplied.

Specifications
- Body material: Zinc alloy.

- Door material: Suitable for wooden doors.

- Door thickness: 35 mm - 65 mm (1 3/8" - 2 1/2").

- Finishes: PVD (Physical Vapour Deposition) hardwearing low maintenance finish SS

(stainless steel).

- Non handed Lock will fit doors hung on the left or right.

- Spindle type 2 part 5/16" (inches) spring loaded spindle.

KL1000 BLK - KitLock 1000 Black Locker Lock

$187.83

CL155 - Codelock Light Duty Mortice Latch with Hold Open

$258.75

The Codelocks CL155 Silver Mortice Latch is an entry level mechanical push button

lock which provides an extensive variety of functions for light duty entry control, for

internal office doors, storage rooms or cupboards in commercial premises, sheds,

garage-to-house doors or cupboards at home.

CL5510 - Codelock Smart Electronic Tubular Mortice Latch

$1,175.30

The SMART Lock CL5510 makes access control easier, offering flexibility and

convenience by providing a range of entry methods

Specifications
- Battery Status Monitor via App.

- Batteries: 4 x AA Cells.

- Low Battery Warning.

- Memory Stores: 350 different Clients, 100 codes, 150 cards, 150 phone clients.

- Spindle Type 8 mm (5/16”) spring loaded spindle.

- Material: Zinc Alloy.

- Door Thickness: 35 mm – 60 mm (13/8” – 23/8”).

- Latch Options: 60 mm (23/8”) and 70 mm (2¾”).

- Buttons 12 button back-lit keypad.
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CL4510 - Codelock Smart Electronic Tubular Mortice Latch

$918.85

Smart locks get smarter. The CL4500 range of locks offers the Codelocks smart

lock features but in a smaller, sleeker lock model.

Specifications
- Battery Status Monitor via App.

- Batteries: 4 x AA Cells.

- Low Battery Warning.

- Memory Stores: 350 different Clients.

- Spindle Type 8 mm (5/16”) spring loaded spindle.

- Material: Zinc Alloy.

- Door Thickness: 35 mm – 60 mm (13/8” – 23/8”).

- Latch Options: 60 mm (23/8”) and 70 mm (2¾”).

- Buttons 12 button back-lit keypad.

KL1000 RFID Kitlock Smartlock Card Access

$235.45

The KL1000 RFID is a simple, smart card KitLock providing codeless access to

lockers,

cabinets, cupboards and enclosures.

The KL1000 RFID KitLock offers functions for single users (Private Function) and

short-term use by multiple users (Public Function). The KL1000 RFID is easy to fit to

replace an existing cam lock, or fit to a new locker or cabinet that does not have an

existing locking device. The lock will perform up to 15,000 openings on just two AAA

batteries.

Private Function
This is intended for use where there is a single user. Up to 50 individual MIFARE™

cards can be registered on the lock and only those registered cards can continue to

unlock that lock. The Master User Card is used to open a lock, register a new User

Card and remove a User Card. The Technician Card is not available in this function.

Dedicated and existing MIFARE™ cards can be used, no need to purchase new smart

cards.

Public Function
Suitable for short-term use by different users. Touch a MIFARE™ smart card to lock

the lock and then use the same card to unlock the lock, leaving the lock in that

unlocked state for any other compatible card to be used. Pre-registration of the card is

not required and any new or existing MIFARE™ card, fob or wristband can be used.

Suitable for use in short-term multi-occupancy applications such as leisure centres,

spas and hotels.

Go Keyless. Go KitLock.
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KL10 - Kitlock Mechanical Furniture Lock

$108.20

Introducing the KitLock KL10. Designed with simplicity in mind, the KL10 offers

mechanical keyless access suitable for a variety of lockers, cabinets and cupboards.

Fixing Pack
The KL10 is provided with a straight cam, hex nut and screw as standard. An

additional fixing pack is available to purchase containing a cranked cam, metal clip,

washer and two screws.

KL10 - Additional Fixing Pack

$13.19

KL10 Additional Fixing Pack
An additional fixing pack containing a cranked cam (50mm / 2"), metal clip, washer and

two screws.

CL310 SG - Codelock Medium Duty Tubular Digital Deadbolt

$239.59

Affordable Access Control

Suitable for a variety of entry control applications in commercial and residential

premises. Take a good look at the CL310 and see how it could help you

CL515 MG - Codelock CL515 Marine Grade Tubular Mortice Latch With

Code Free Entry Option

$726.51

The Marine by Codelocks range features a selection of locks that have been specially

enhanced to withstand harsh outdoor environments and coastal applications. Reliable

and durable, the marine grade black finish has proven to be resistant against moisture

and salt spray, following rigorous salt spray testing for up to 1000 hours*.

Medium duty tubular mortice latch with ‘anti-shim’ plunger. Latch retracts by turning

inside handle freely, or the outside handle after code input. The CL515 model provides

a Code Free option. The outside lever will retract the latch freely until disabled.

https://www.levco.co.nz/modules/SP_Webshop/shop.php?product_details&product=638
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CLXT1 - PINGuard™ by Codelocks XT1

$36.42

Suitable for CL100, CL200 and CL2000.

Flexible, high grade polymer weather covers with additional code protection privacy.

PINGuard™ by Codelocks’ range of covers are now available in three sizes to suit a

wide range of Codelocks mechanical and electronic locks. The covers provide

additional PIN security whilst also protecting your Codelocks from adverse weather

conditions.

Suitable for the CL100, CL200 & CL2000.

The covers are flexible, high grade polymer that fit behind the lock, improving the

gasket seal and preventing water ingress making them an ideal external accessory to

your Codelocks digital standalone lock.

Protect Your PIN
Keep prying eyes away from your entry code! Add to external and internal doors where

the PIN needs protecting from view.

Protect Your Lock
PINGuard™ by Codelocks significantly reduces the effects of water ingress. The

added weather protection will extend the life of your lock. Protect the finish, the keypad

and overall appearance of your Codelocks product. Small, medium and large

PINGuard™ by Codelocks available, suitable for external applications; gates, sheds,

out buildings, work sites etc.
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CLXT2 - PINGuard™ by Codelocks XT2

$36.42

Suitable for the CL500.

Flexible, high grade polymer weather covers with additional code protection privacy.

PINGuard™ by Codelocks’ range of covers are now available in three sizes to suit a

wide range of Codelocks mechanical and electronic locks. The covers provide

additional PIN security whilst also protecting your Codelocks from adverse weather

conditions.

Suitable for the CL500 range.

The covers are flexible, high grade polymer that fit behind the lock, improving the

gasket seal and preventing water ingress making them an ideal external accessory to

your Codelocks digital standalone lock.

Protect Your PIN
Keep prying eyes away from your entry code! Add to external and internal doors where

the PIN needs protecting from view.

Protect Your Lock
PINGuard™ by Codelocks significantly reduces the effects of water ingress. The

added weather protection will extend the life of your lock. Protect the finish, the keypad

and overall appearance of your Codelocks product. Small, medium and large

PINGuard™ by Codelocks available, suitable for external applications; gates, sheds,

out buildings, work sites etc.

CL310K SG- Codelock Medium Duty Tubular Digital Deadbolt with Key

Override

$287.50

Affordable Access Control

Suitable for a variety of entry control applications in commercial and residential

premises. Take a good look at the CL310 and see how it could help you

CL355K FB - Codelock Tubular Digital Deadlatch with Key Override

and Hold Back - Black Finish

$383.89

Affordable Access Control

Suitable for a variety of entry control applications in commercial and residential

premises. Take a good look at the CL355K and see how it could help you
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CL255 MG - Codelock CL255 Marine Grade Tubular Mortice Latch With

Hold Back

$375.97

The Marine by Codelocks range features a selection of locks that have been specially

enhanced to withstand harsh outdoor environments and coastal applications. Reliable

and durable, the marine grade black finish has proven to be resistant against moisture

and salt spray, following rigorous salt spray testing for up to 1000 hours*.

Tubular mortice latch retracts by turning inside lever freely, or the outside knob after

code input. Features hold open function. Supplied with a hold open function enabled

allowing free entry when required, without having to use a code. The function can be

disabled during installation requiring code input to open the door. Key override is

available to order on compatible models within the CL200 range

CL290 MG - Codelock CL290 Back to Back Marine Grade Tubular

Mortice Latch

$420.41

The Marine by Codelocks range features a selection of locks that have been specially

enhanced to withstand harsh outdoor environments and coastal applications. Reliable

and durable, the marine grade black finish has proven to be resistant against moisture

and salt spray, following rigorous salt spray testing for up to 1000 hours*.

Tubular mortice latch retracts by turning inside lever freely, or the outside knob after

code input. Features hold open function. Supplied with a hold open function enabled

allowing free entry when required, without having to use a code. The function can be

disabled during installation requiring code input to open the door. Key override is

available to order on compatible models within the CL200 range

KL15 PVT - Kitlock KL15 Mechanical Combination Lock (Private)

$108.20

KL15 KitLock Mechanical Combination

Lock
Simple, tough and good value for money, the KL15 offers mechanical keyless access

suitable for a variety of locker and cabinet applications.

The KL15 can be surface mounted with an ergonomically designed surface trim plate

that provides additional grip allowing ease of opening. If it’s a sleek look that will better

suit the application, the KL15 can also be flush fitted.

 

Private Function
The KL15 Private Function is ideal for use where the same, personal 4 digit code will

be repeatedly used, e.g. an employee with the same locker/drawer in the workplace.

Public Function also available

https://www.levco.co.nz/modules/SP_Webshop/shop.php?product_details&product=701
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KL15 PUB - Kitlock KL15 Mechanical Combination Lock (Public)

$108.20

KL15 KitLock Mechanical Combination

Lock
Simple, tough and good value for money, the KL15 offers mechanical keyless access

suitable for a variety of locker and cabinet applications.

The KL15 can be surface mounted with an ergonomically designed surface trim plate

that provides additional grip allowing ease of opening. If it’s a sleek look that will better

suit the application, the KL15 can also be flush fitted.

Public Function
The KL15 Public Function is ideal for short term, multiple occupancy applications. The

user enters a personal four digit code, this locks the lock. The same code is entered

once only to open the lock, the lock remains open ready for the next user.

Private function also available.

CL160 - Codelocks Light Duty Mortice Latch Featuring QuickCode

Code Change.

$287.50

The CL160 is an entry level mechanical push button lock which provides an extensive

variety of functions for light duty entry control as well as providing on the door code

change and simple retrofit opportunities.

Codelocks

Codelocks is an innovative designer and manufacturer of electronic and mechanical push button locks for

doors, cabinets and lockers. Whether controlling access to certain areas or safeguarding confidential or

dangerous materials, the locks offer users a convenient standalone solution without the trouble of issuing

keys or cards. The locks are stylish, very easy to fit and are sold with ‘everything you need in the box’ to fit

them, including parts, instructions and templates.

Manufacturing

Codelocks manufactures its own product range and has a production facility in China. The facility is

accredited with the ISO9001:2000 quality standard. Having control of the manufacturing process, gives

Codelocks the confidence to offer every mechanical lock a limited lifetime guarantee. If the lock develops a

manufacturing fault it will be repaired, serviced or replaced free of charge.

Offices

Founded in 1990, Codelocks employs 105 people. The company offers after-sales support from its company

headquarters in Newbury, Berkshire, UK. It also has offices in China and America where locks can be bought

and serviced. Additionally Codelocks products are available through a worldwide network of distributors or

directly through the Codelocks website.

Products

https://www.levco.co.nz/modules/SP_Webshop/shop.php?product_details&product=700
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Through continuous development of new technology, Codelocks offers innovative ranges of mechanical and

electronic locks. The electronic functionality of digital locks provides major benefits over mechanical ones and

unlike other access control solutions, the digital locks do not require complex wiring, ID cards or external

power making them more cost effective for many applications.

Dominator DS0D

Dominator DS-0D Safe with Digital Lock
The Dominator Safes® DS Series safes are the only Australian designed safe to

achieve the CNS 105 minute fire resistance certification as well as the Underwriters

Laboratories UL-RSC Burglary Resistance certification, making them the market leader

in fire and theft protection safes.

Specifications
- External Dimensions: 370 mm(h) x 440 mm(w) x 390 mm (d)

- Internal Dimensions: 240 mm(h) x 360 mm(w) x 252 mm (d)

- Weight: 74 kilograms

- Capacity: 21 litres

- Fire Rating: 105 minute CNS tested

- Cash Rating: $40,000 recommended in unsupported application

-

GRADE: Certified AS/NZS3809:1998 Grade 1

Equivalent to EN 1143-1 Grade 1

Dominator DS1D

Dominator DS-1D Safe with Digital Lock
The Dominator Safes® DS Series safes are the only Australian designed safe to

achieve the CNS 105 minute fire resistance certification as well as the Underwriters

Laboratories UL-RSC Burglary Resistance certification, making them the market leader

in fire and theft protection safes.

Specifications
- External Dimensions: 515 mm(h) x 440 mm(w) x 375 mm (d)

- Internal Dimensions: 390 mm(h) x 300 mm(w) x 310 mm (d)

- Weight: 107 kilograms

- Capacity: 36 litres

- Fire Rating: 105 minute CNS tested

- Cash Rating: $50,000 recommended in unsupported application

- GRADE: Certified AS/NZS3809:1998 Grade 1

- Equivalent to EN 1143-1 Grade 1
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Dominator DS2D

Dominator DS-2D Safe with Digital Lock
The Dominator Safes® DS Series safes are the only Australian designed safe to

achieve the CNS 105 minute fire resistance certification as well as the Underwriters

Laboratories UL-RSC Burglary Resistance certification, making them the market leader

in fire and theft protection safes.

Specifications
- External Dimensions: 570 mm(h) x 550 mm(w) x 550 mm (d)

- Internal Dimensions: 445 mm(h) x 410 mm(w) x 370 mm (d)

- Weight: 173 kilograms

- Capacity: 67 litres

- Fire Rating: 105 minute CNS tested

- Cash Rating: $50,000 recommended in unsupported application

- GRADE: Certified AS/NZS3809:1998 Grade 1

Equivalent to EN 1143-1 Grade 1

Dominator DS3D

Dominator DS-3D Safe with Digital Lock
The Dominator Safes® DS Series safes are the only Australian designed safe to

achieve the CNS 105 minute fire resistance certification as well as the Underwriters

Laboratories UL-RSC Burglary Resistance certification, making them the market leader

in fire and theft protection safes.

Specifications
- External Dimensions: 770 mm(h) x 550 mm(w) x 550 mm (d)

- Internal Dimensions: 645 mm(h) x 410 mm(w) x 370 mm (d)

- Weight: 214 kilograms

- Capacity: 97 litres

- Fire Rating: 105 minute CNS tested

- Cash Rating: $50,000 recommended in unsupported application

- GRADE: Certified AS/NZS3809:1998 Grade 1

Equivalent to EN 1143-1 Grade 1
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Dominator DS4D

Dominator DS-4D Safe with Digital Lock
The Dominator Safes® DS Series safes are the only Australian designed safe to

achieve the CNS 105 minute fire resistance certification as well as the Underwriters

Laboratories UL-RSC Burglary Resistance certification, making them the market leader

in fire and theft protection safes.

Specifications
- External Dimensions: 1015 mm(h) x 550 mm(w) x 550 mm (d)

- Internal Dimensions: 890 mm(h) x 410 mm(w) x 370 mm (d)

- Weight: 242 kilograms

- Capacity: 135 litres

- Fire Rating: 105 minute CNS tested

- Cash Rating: $50,000 recommended in unsupported application

- GRADE: Certified AS/NZS3809:1998 Grade 1

Equivalent to EN 1143-1 Grade 1

Dominator HS1D

Dominator HS-1D Safe with Digital Lock
The Dominator Safes® HS Series safes are designed to provide protection against

both burglary and fire, while maintaining the efficient sizing of a typical domestic safe.

Including 30 minute fire protection as well as several attack resisting qualities, the HS

series is the ideal solution to protecting valuables in the home.

Specifications
- External Dimensions: 355 mm(h) x 355 mm(w) x 355 mm (d)

- Internal Dimensions: 319 mm(h) x 319 mm(w) x 251 mm (d)

- Weight: 53 kilograms

- Capacity: 25 litres

- Fire Rating: 30 minute recomended

- Cash Rating: $20,000 recommended in unsupported application
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Dominator HS2D

Dominator HS-2D Safe with Digital Lock
The Dominator Safes® HS Series safes are designed to provide protection against

both burglary and fire, while maintaining the efficient sizing of a typical domestic safe.

Including 30 minute fire protection as well as several attack resisting qualities, the HS

series is the ideal solution to protecting valuables in the home.

Specifications
- External Dimensions: 508 mm(h) x 381 mm(w) x 381 mm (d)

- Internal Dimensions: 472 mm(h) x 345 mm(w) x 277 mm (d)

- Weight: 73 kilograms

- Capacity: 45 litres

- Fire Rating: 30 minute recommended

- Cash Rating: $20,000 recommended in unsupported application

Dominator HS3D

Dominator HS-3D Safe with Digital Lock
The Dominator Safes® HS Series safes are designed to provide protection against

both burglary and fire, while maintaining the efficient sizing of a typical domestic safe.

Including 30 minute fire protection as well as several attack resisting qualities, the HS

series is the ideal solution to protecting valuables in the home.

Specifications
- External Dimensions: 508 mm(h) x 508 mm(w) x 508 mm (d)

- Internal Dimensions: 472 mm(h) x 472 mm(w) x 402 mm (d)

- Weight: 115 kilograms

- Capacity: 89 litres

- Fire Rating: 30 minute recommended

- Cash Rating: $20,000 recommended in unsupported application
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Dominator HS4D

Dominator HS-4D Safe with Digital Lock
The Dominator Safes® HS Series safes are designed to provide protection against

both burglary and fire, while maintaining the efficient sizing of a typical domestic safe.

Including 30 minute fire protection as well as several attack resisting qualities, the HS

series is the ideal solution to protecting valuables in the home.

Specifications
- External Dimensions: 686 mm(h) x 508 mm(w) x 381 mm (d)

- Internal Dimensions: 650 mm(h) x 472 mm(w) x 277 mm (d)

- Weight: 125 kilograms

- Capacity: 85 litres

- Fire Rating: 30 minute recommended

- Cash Rating: $20,000 recommended in unsupported application

Dominator HS5D

Dominator HS-5D Safe with Digital Lock
The Dominator Safes® HS Series safes are designed to provide protection against

both burglary and fire, while maintaining the efficient sizing of a typical domestic safe.

Including 30 minute fire protection as well as several attack resisting qualities, the HS

series is the ideal solution to protecting valuables in the home.

Specifications
- External Dimensions: 845 mm(h) x 508 mm(w) x 508 mm (d)

- Internal Dimensions: 803 mm(h) x 465 mm(w) x 402 mm (d)

- Weight: 160 kilograms

- Capacity: 150 litres

- Fire Rating: 30 minute recommended

- Cash Rating: $20,000 recommended in unsupported application
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Dominator GC-2D Gun Cabinet

Dominator GC-2D Gun Cabinet with

Digital Lock
The Dominator Safes® gun safes range is designed with the intention of providing

adequate security to not only meet the relevant state and territory requirements, but to

exceed them. Including adjustable internal fittings and various size options to cater for

collections of different sizes and specifications.

Specifications
- External Dimensions: 1450 mm(h) x 500 mm(w) x 420 mm (d)

- Internal Dimensions: 1260mm* (h) x 492mm (w) x 342mm (d) (*height dimension

does not include ammunition storage cupboard)

- Weight: 160 kilograms

- Capacity: 8 Large Rifles or 12 Small Rifles

- Capacity(litres): 241

- Cash Rating: $15,000 recommended in unsupported application

Dominator GC-3D Gun Cabinet

Dominator GC-3D Gun Cabinet with

Digital Lock
The Dominator Safes® gun safes range is designed with the intention of providing

adequate security to not only meet the relevant state and territory requirements, but to

exceed them. Including adjustable internal fittings and various size options to cater for

collections of different sizes and specifications.

Specifications
- External Dimensions: 1450 mm(h) x 800 mm(w) x 420 mm (d)

- Internal Dimensions: 1260mm* (h) x7492mm (w) x 332mm (d) (*height dimension

does not include ammunition storage cupboard)

- Weight: 275 kilograms

- Capacity: 16 Large Rifles or 24 Small Rifles

- Capacity(litres): 341

- Cash Rating: $20,000 recommended in unsupported application
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Dominator DF-2D

 

Dominator In Floor Safe DF-2D
CONCEALED SECURITY
Beginning with the 5 solid steel locking bolts and 20mm thick solid steel door, the DF-2

has increased security features and a bolt work design that allows more efficient

conversion to electronic locking.

The internal capacity increase allows storage of items larger than A4 in size and the

door is fitted with a pneumatic assist fitting to enable easy use and operation.

Specifications
- External dimensions: 344mm h x 379mm w x 299mm d

- Internal dimensions: 336mm h x 371mm w x 239mm d

- Weight: 44kg

- Capacity: 29 litres

- Paint finish: Textured black paint

- Locking points: 5

- Bolt down provisions: Poured concrete fixing

- Cash Rating: $20,000 recommended in unsupported application
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Dominator DD-2D

 

Dominator Tilt Door Deposit Safe DD-2D
TRUE FINANCIAL SECURITY
When access requirements are an obstacle and security is a must, the Dominator

Safes® Deposit Series provides the flexibility required to ensure an effective and

efficient security solution. With the tilting deposit drawer system and internal lockable

compartments, deposits  can be made without having to give access to those who

don’t require it.

Specifications
- External dimensions: 508mm h x 355mm w x 355mm d

- Internal dimensions: 260mm* h x 343mm w x 295mm d (*internal height includes

storage area only.)

- Door open width: 640mm

- Door open depth: 680mm

- Weight: 68kg

- Capacity: 26L

- Paint finish: Textured black paint

- Locking points: 3

- Bolt down provisions: 4 internal bolt holes

- Cash Rating: $15,000 recommended in unsupported application
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Dominator DD-3D

 

Dominator Tilt Door Deposit Safe DD-3D
TRUE FINANCIAL SECURITY
When access requirements are an obstacle and security is a must, the Dominator

Safes® Deposit Series provides the flexibility required to ensure an effective and

efficient security solution. With the tilting deposit drawer system and internal lockable

compartments, deposits can be made without having to give access to those who don’t

require it.

The DD-3 is the first size to introduce a separate internal compartment that catches the

deposited items and stores them separate to the other holdings. This feature allows

you to provide staff access to change or other items, without accessing the main cash

deposits.

Specifications
- External dimensions: 686mm h x 508mm w x 508mm d

- Internal dimensions: 420mm* h x 496mm w x 452mm d (*internal height includes

storage area and 180mm for lockable compartment.)

- Door open width: 950mm

- Door open depth:970mm

- Weight: 138kg

- Capacity: 94L

- Internal Fittings: 1 adjustable shelf and key lockable deposit compartment

- Paint finish: Textured black paint

- Locking points: 3

- Bolt down provisions: 4 internal bolt holes

- Cash Rating: $15,000 recommended in unsupported application
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Dominator PS2D

 

Dominator Plate/Pistol Safe PS2D
COST EFFECTIVE GUARD
A sleek but intimidating design, that provides exceptional security where fire resistance

isn't required. Adaptable to any of the locking platforms easily and fitted with

secondary relocking devices as standard. More than 40kgs of solid steel used in

construction and along with the 4 prefabricated mounting holes, allows a highly

effective installation.

Specifications
- External dimensions: 315mm h x 315mm w x 360mm d

- Internal dimensions: 300mm h x 300mm w x 265mm d

- Door open width: 578mm

- Door open depth: 623mm

- Weight: 41kg

- Capacity: 24L

- Internal Fittings: 1 adjustable shelf

- Paint finish: Textured black paint

- Locking points: 2

- Bolt down provisions: 4 internal bolt holes

- Cash Rating: $15,000 recommended in unsupported application (Suitable for Class H

firearm storage in accordance with the relevant Australian State regulations.)

Dominator DS5D

Dominator DS-5D Safe with Digital Lock
The Dominator Safes® DS Series safes are the only Australian designed safe to

achieve the CNS 105 minute fire resistance certification as well as the Underwriters

Laboratories UL-RSC Burglary Resistance certification, making them the market leader

in fire and theft protection safes.

Specifications
- External Dimensions: 1500 mm(h) x 725 mm(w) x 570 mm (d)

- Internal Dimensions: 1355 mm(h) x 725 mm(w) x 415 mm (d)

- Weight: 425 kilograms

- Capacity: 397 litres

- Fittings: 5 adjustable shelves, 4 recessed bolt-down holes in base

- Fire Rating: 105 minute CNS tested

- Cash Rating: $50,000 recommended in unsupported application

- GRADE: Certified AS/NZS3809:1998 Grade 1

- Equivalent to EN 1143-1 Grade 1
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Dominator Safes

Dominator Safes® in an Australian owned safe brand, committed to the design and supply of the highest

quality domestic, commercial and specialty safes. With over 40 years of combined experience in the safe and

security industry, the team behind Dominator Safes® has applied their expertise to each and every safe they

design. With an extensive product range, including gun safes, floor safes and fireproof safes, we’re able to

uphold the most efficient and effective designs executed throughout our manufacturing process. Get the best

security for your home with Dominator Safes®.

Dormakaba

Infinity Safe

THE LUXURY STANDARD OF CUSTOM SAFES

0S48-001 - Key-Bak Super 48 - Heavy Duty Self-Retracting Reel

$38.74

Specifications
- Model: #S48K.

- Back Attachment: Belt Clip/Loop.

- Hold: 15 Keys.

- Extension Material: Kevlar Cord.

- Extension Reach: 48" (1.2m).

- Retraction Force: 8-10 oz (225-283g).

- End Fitting: Split-Ring.

025.005 - Key-Bak Original - Belt Clip with Stainless Steel Chain

(Chrome)

$33.35

Specifications
- Model: #5.

- Back Attachment: Belt Clip.

- Hold: 15 Keys.

- Extension Material: Stainless Steel Chain.

- Extension Reach: 24" (60cm).

- Retraction Force: 8-10 oz (225-283g).

- End Fitting: Split-Ring.
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020.666 - Key-Bak Orignal HD - Belt Clip with Kevlar Cord (Chrome)

$34.50

Specifications
- Model: #485-HD.

- Back Attachment: Belt Clip.

- Hold: 15 Keys.

- Extension Material: Kevlar Cord.

- Extension Reach: 48" (1.2m).

- Retraction Force: 8-10 oz (225-283g).

- End Fitting: Split-Ring.

020.667 - Key-Bak Original HD - Belt Clip with Kevlar Cord (Black)

$34.50

Specifications
- Model: #485B-HD.

- Back Attachment: Belt Clip.

- Hold: 15 Keys.

- Extension Material: Kevlar Cord.

- Extension Reach: 48" (1.2m).

- Retraction Force: 8-10 oz (225-283g).

- End Fitting: Split-Ring.

0006-001 - Key-Bak Mid-Size - Belt Clip with Polyester Cord

$28.97

Specifications
- Model: #6.

- Attachment: Belt Clip.

- Hold: 10 Keys.

- Extension Material: Polyester Cord.

- Extension Reach: 36" (90cm).

- Retraction Force: 6 oz (170g).

- End Fitting: Split-Ring.
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0006-005 - Key-Bak Mid-Size - Belt Clip with Polyester Cord (ID)

$28.97

Specifications
- Model: #6ID.

- Attachment: Belt Clip.

- Hold: 10 Keys.

- Extension Material: Polyester Cord.

- Extension Reach: 36" (90cm).

- Retraction Force: 6 oz (170g).

- End Fitting: Vinyl Strap.

0488-803 - Key-Bak Securit - Carabiner Reel with Kevlar Cord

$36.80

Specifications
- Model: #488.

- Attachment: Carabiner.

- Hold 15 Keys.

- Extension Material: Kevlar Cord.

- Extension Reach: 48" (1.2m).

- Retraction Force: 8-10 oz (225-283g).

- End Fitting: Split-Ring.

0050-005 - Key-Bak Mini - Belt Clip with Nylon Cord (Black)

$14.48

Specifications
- Model: #50.

- Hold: 7 Keys.

- Attachment: Belt Clip.

- Extension Material: Nylon Cord.

- Extension Reach: 36" (90cm).

- Retraction Force: 4 oz (110g).

- End Fitting: Split-Ring.
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0052-001 - Key-Bak Mini - Belt Clip with Nylon Cord (Blue)

$13.80

Specifications
- Model: #52.

- Hold: 7 Keys.

- Attachment: Belt Clip.

- Extension Material: Nylon Cord.

- Extension Reach: 36" (90cm).

- Retraction Force: 4 oz (110g).

- End Fitting: Split-Ring.

0053-001 - Key-Bak Mini - Belt Clip with Nylon Cord (White)

$13.80

Specifications
- Model: #53.

- Hold: 7 Keys.

- Attachment: Belt Clip.

- Extension Material: Nylon Cord.

- Extension Reach: 36" (90cm).

- Retraction Force: 4 oz (110g).

- End Fitting: Split-Ring.

0020-002 - Key-Bak Mini - Belt Clip with Nylon Cord (Dual Pack/Blue)

$25.30

Specifications
- Model: #52.

- Hold: 7 Keys.

- Attachment: Belt Clip.

- Extension Material: Nylon Cord.

- Extension Reach: 36" (90cm).

- Retraction Force: 4 oz (110g).

- End Fitting: Split-Ring.
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0215-011 - Key-Bak Mini - Belt Clip with Nylon Cord (ID/Green)

$13.80

Specifications
- Hold: ID Badge.

- Attachment: Belt Clip.

- Extension Material: Nylon Cord.

- Extension Reach: 36" (90cm).

- Retraction Force: 4 oz (110g).

- End Fitting: Vinyl Strap.

0216-011 - Key-Bak Mini - Belt Clip with Nylon Cord (ID/Yellow)

$13.80

Specifications
- Hold: ID Badge.

- Attachment: Belt Clip.

- Extension Material: Nylon Cord.

- Extension Reach: 36" (90cm).

- Retraction Force: 4 oz (110g).

- End Fitting: Vinyl Strap.

0217-011 - Key-Bak Mini - Belt Clip with Nylon Cord (ID/Purple)

$13.80

Specifications
- Hold: ID Badge.

- Attachment: Belt Clip.

- Extension Material: Nylon Cord.

- Extension Reach: 36" (90cm).

- Retraction Force: 4 oz (110g).

- End Fitting: Vinyl Strap.

0219-011 - Key-Bak Mini - Belt Clip with Nylon Cord (ID/Red)

$13.80

Specifications
- Hold: ID Badge.

- Attachment: Belt Clip.

- Extension Material: Nylon Cord.

- Extension Reach: 36" (90cm).

- Retraction Force: 4 oz (110g).

- End Fitting: Vinyl Strap.
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0055-015 - Key-Bak Mini -Twist-Free with Nylon Cord (ID/Blue)

$13.80

Specifications
- Hold: ID Badge.

- Attachment: Belt Clip.

- Extension Material: Nylon Cord.

- Extension Reach: 36" (90cm).

- Retraction Force: 4 oz (110g).

- End Fitting: Twist-Free.

0056-011 - Key-Bak Mini - Twist-Free with Nylon Cord (ID/White)

$13.80

Specifications
- Hold: ID Badge.

- Attachment: Belt Clip.

- Extension Material: Nylon Cord.

- Extension Reach: 36" (90cm).

- Retraction Force: 4 oz (110g).

- End Fitting: Twist-Free.

0057-011 - Key-Bak Mini - Twist-Free with Nylon Cord (ID/Black)

$13.80

Specifications
- Hold: ID Badge.

- Attachment: Belt Clip.

- Extension Material: Nylon Cord.

- Extension Reach: 36" (90cm).

- Retraction Force: 4 oz (110g).

- End Fitting: Twist-Free.

0035-001 - Key-Bak Mini - Pin Fix with Nylon Cord (ID/Blue)

$13.80

Specifications
- Hold: ID Badge

- Attachment: Pin Fix

- Extension Material: Nylon Cord

- Extension Reach: 36" (90cm)

- Retraction Force: 4 oz (110g)

- End Fitting: Vinyl Strap
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0021-001 - Key-Bak Mini - Belt Clip with Nylon Cord (Dual Pack/Black)

$25.30

Specifications
- Hold: ID Badge.

- Attachment: Belt Clip.

- Extension Material: Nylon Cord.

- Extension Reach: 36" (90cm).

- Retraction Force: 4 oz (110g).

- End Fitting: Vinyl Strap.

0308-200 - Key-Bak - Carabiner with Split Ring

$8.05

0481-711 - Key-Bak Duty Gear - Ballistic Nylon Key Protector with

Kevlar Cord

$50.60

Specifications
- Back Attachment: Nylon Belt Loop.

- Hold: 15 keys.

- Case Material: Ballistic Nylon.

- Extension Material: Kevlar Cord.

- Extension Reach: 90cm.

- Retraction Force: 8-10 oz (225-283g).

0001-111 - Key-Bak Duty Gear - Ballistic Nylon Key Protector with

Stainless Steel Cord

$47.15

Specifications
- Back Attachment: Nylon Belt Loop.

- Hold: 15 keys.

- Case Material: Ballistic Nylon.

- Extension Material: Kevlar Cord.

- Extension Reach: 60cm.
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0318-713 - Key-Bak Duty Gear - KK2 Carrier Clip with Ballistic Nylon

Key Silencer

$27.60

Specifications
- Back Attachment: Nylon Belt Loop.

- Hold: 15 keys.

- Case Material: Ballistic Nylon.

0600-001 - Key-Bak - Stainless Steel Belt Clip with Split-Ring

$11.50

0650-001 - Key-Bak - Stainless Steel Support for Belt Clip

$9.78

 

 

0500-001 - Key-Bak - Quick Release Pull Apart Key Holder

$9.78

0800-001 - Key-Bak - Split-Ring 3/4"(19mm) - x100

$31.05

0850-001 - Key-Bak - Split-Ring 1 1/4"(32mm) - x100

$46.00

0900-001 - Key-Bak - Split-Ring 1 1/8"(28.5mm) - x100

$40.25
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0AC2-0101 - Key-Bak - Key Chain Multi-Tool

$20.13

Specifications
- Dimensions: 2.8" x .5" x .10" thick.

- Material: 3Cr13 Stainless-Steel.

0AC2-0201 - Key-Bak - Carabiner Tool

$23.00

Specifications
- Dimensions: 2.4" x 1" x 1.2" thick.

- Material: 3Cr13 Stainless-Steel.

0AC2-0302 - Key-Bak - Gear Carabiner Dark Grey

$25.30

Specifications
- Dimensions: 4.17"L x 2.6" W.

STEADEPOD - Retractable Camera Pod

$69.00

0KBP-0012 - KEY-BAK RazorBak + Safety Cutter

$42.55

Specifications
- Attachment: Carabiner.

- Extension Material: Polyester Cord.

- Extension Reach: 36" (90cm).

- End Fitting: Safety Knife.

Key-Bak

KEY-BAK Self-Retracting Key Reels, Retractable Carabiners and Key Accessories

Behind every Made in USA KEY-BAK® key reel or key accessory, is over 60 years of experience and quality

craftsmanship. Originally invented in 1948, KEY-BAK® reels have become an invaluable tool in the daily lives

of countless professionals who rely on secure and convenient access to all their keys.

Not only are KEY-BAK® reels perfect for your keys, KEY-BAK® reels also work great for identification

badges, small hand tools, gauges, flashlights, law enforcement and outdoor gear.
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001267 - Kidde S7 Pushbutton Lock Box

$178.25

Kidde 001267 - S7 KEYSAFE PRO LOCK BOX
The KeySafe Pro is perfect for storing access cards, multiple keys and keys with large

handles. Perfect for shops and maintenance crews needing to store multiple keys, as

in lockout/tagout applications.

001352 - Kidde C3 Portable Key Safe (Display Pack)

$132.25

KIDDE 001352 Keysafe portable, push button c3 

001360 - Kidde Key Safe - 5 Key capacity

$126.50

 

Specifications
- Lid Type: Pushbutton.

- Package Type: Clamshell.

001361 - Kidde 5 Key wall mount - Clay (Display packed)

$126.50

KIDDE Lock Box Stor-A-Key - S5 surface mount Pushbutton Keyless Entry

Specifications
- Dimensions: 4" x 2.5" (x 1.25" deep).

001370 - Kidde 2 key Wall Mount - White (Display Packed)

$126.50

KeySafe Original Slimline for 2 Keys with Easy Pushbutton Opening. Durable and

stylish designed key box.

001371 - Kidde 2 Key Wall Mount - Clay (Display Packed)

$126.50

KeySafe Original Slimline for 2 Keys with Easy Pushbutton Opening. Durable and

stylish designed key box.
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001406 - Kidde C3 Portable Key Safe (Boxed)

$132.25

KIDDE Push Button Combination Lock Box

001413 - Kidde 2 key Wall Mount - White

$126.50

KeySafe Original Slimline for 2 Keys with Easy Pushbutton Opening. Durable and

stylish designed key box.

001414 - Kidde 2 Key Wall Mount - Clay

$126.50

KeySafe Original Slimline for 2 Keys with Easy Pushbutton Opening. Durable and

stylish designed key box.

001795 - Kidde 30 Key Cabinet Pro - TouchPoint Lock

$235.75

Specifications
- Exterior Dimensions: 12.04” H x 8.11” W x 3.19”D.

- Weight Approx. 3kg

 

001796 - Kidde 60 Key Cabinet Pro - TouchPoint Lock

$345.00

Specifications
- Exterior Dimensions: 19.53" H x 13.62" W x 4.76" D.

- Weight Approx. 7kg

 

001797 - Kidde 120 Key Cabinet Pro - TouchPoint Lock

$481.79

Specifications
- Exterior Dimensions: 19.53" H x 13.62" W x 4.76" D.

- Weight Approx. 7kg
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001888 - Kidde Key Organiser

$51.75

001889 - Kidde Key Cabinet

$69.00

Specifications
- Manufactured from: ABS Plastic.

- Packaging: Shelf Packed.

- Certification: CE.

- External Dimensions: 240 x 351 x 70 mm.

002048 - Kidde Keysafe P500 with alarm sensor

$224.25

001801 - Kidde 30 Key Cabinet Pro - Key Locking

$166.75

Specifications
- Exterior Dimensions: 12.04” H x 8011” W x 3.19”D.

- Weight Approx. 7kg

001802 - Kidde 60 Key Cabinet Pro - Key Locking

$235.75

Specifications
- External Dimensions: 19.53" H x 13.62" W x 4.76" D.

- Weight Approx. 7kg

001803 - Kidde 120 Key Cabinet Pro - Key Locking

$385.25

Specifications
- External Dimensions: 19.53" H x 13.62" W x 4.76" D.

- Weight Approx. 7kg
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Kidde

KL1000 SLV - KitLock 1000 Silver Locker Lock

$187.83

KL1000NC - KL1000 KitLock NetCode Locker Lock

$218.50

Complete Control Wherever You Are.

Activate > Generate > Control.

The KitLock 1000 NetCode allows temporary access to lockers and cabinets via the

web-based NetCode Portal.

NetCode is activated prior to the lock owner shipping and installing at a remote site.

The NetCode Portal allows you to register and set up your account, activate your locks

and generate time-sensitive codes.

Using time-sensitive codes is a more secure way to grant access as the code will not

work outside a designated timeslot. Generated codes can be sent by email or SMS to

any email account or mobile phone.

KL1200 - Kitlock Electronic Cabinet Lock

$281.75

The CL1200 Cabinet locks are a quick retrofit for keyed cam locks supplied as

standard on a wide range of lockers, cabinets and cupboards. It can just as easily be

fitted to units which don’t have a locking device already fitted, giving the use

immediate, simple, keypad access without the hassle of keys!

P1000 SL - Kitlock Slam Latch for KL1200 & KL1550

$69.00

P1000 SL Slam Latch for KL1200 & KL1550.

KL1000 DG - Kitlock Locker Lock Door Gasket

$11.50

The KL1000 Door Gasket is available as an optional accessory for use with all the

KL1000 Cabinet Locks - vertical and horizontal models.

When used in conjunction with the CL1000 Cabinet Lock and fitted between the back

of the KL1000 and the face of the door, the product combination together achieves

IP54 Rating.
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KL1000 BLK - KitLock 1000 Black Locker Lock

$187.83

KL1000 RFID Kitlock Smartlock Card Access

$235.45

The KL1000 RFID is a simple, smart card KitLock providing codeless access to

lockers,

cabinets, cupboards and enclosures.

The KL1000 RFID KitLock offers functions for single users (Private Function) and

short-term use by multiple users (Public Function). The KL1000 RFID is easy to fit to

replace an existing cam lock, or fit to a new locker or cabinet that does not have an

existing locking device. The lock will perform up to 15,000 openings on just two AAA

batteries.

Private Function
This is intended for use where there is a single user. Up to 50 individual MIFARE™

cards can be registered on the lock and only those registered cards can continue to

unlock that lock. The Master User Card is used to open a lock, register a new User

Card and remove a User Card. The Technician Card is not available in this function.

Dedicated and existing MIFARE™ cards can be used, no need to purchase new smart

cards.

Public Function
Suitable for short-term use by different users. Touch a MIFARE™ smart card to lock

the lock and then use the same card to unlock the lock, leaving the lock in that

unlocked state for any other compatible card to be used. Pre-registration of the card is

not required and any new or existing MIFARE™ card, fob or wristband can be used.

Suitable for use in short-term multi-occupancy applications such as leisure centres,

spas and hotels.

Go Keyless. Go KitLock.

KL10 - Kitlock Mechanical Furniture Lock

$108.20

Introducing the KitLock KL10. Designed with simplicity in mind, the KL10 offers

mechanical keyless access suitable for a variety of lockers, cabinets and cupboards.

Fixing Pack
The KL10 is provided with a straight cam, hex nut and screw as standard. An

additional fixing pack is available to purchase containing a cranked cam, metal clip,

washer and two screws.

https://www.levco.co.nz/modules/SP_Webshop/shop.php?product_details&product=638
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KL10 - Additional Fixing Pack

$13.19

KL10 Additional Fixing Pack
An additional fixing pack containing a cranked cam (50mm / 2"), metal clip, washer and

two screws.

KL1000 G3 - KitLock Locker Lock

$241.50

The KL1000 G3 is a compact digital lock

offering key override, front battery

change, 24hr countdown timer* and up

to 20 User Codes.
Applying advanced technology to our core products.

Introducing the KL1000 G3; designed through evolution of our best-selling KitLock, the

KL1000, and boasting all popular features of the KL1000 Classic+ including 20 User

Codes and 24hr countdown timer.

KitLock by Codelocks is a convenient alternative to traditional locks and keys suitable

for a wide range of cabinet and locker applications. The KL1000 G3’s key override and

front battery change capabilities provide ease of use and peace of mind. The updated

chrome effect back panel and handle finishes reflect their surroundings giving the lock

a slimmer, more subtle aesthetic.

Sharing the same fittings & fixings as the KL1000 KitLock this lock is easily retrofitted,

ideal for upgrading existing installations with increased flexibility and convenience for

both guests and staff.
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KL15 PVT - Kitlock KL15 Mechanical Combination Lock (Private)

$108.20

KL15 KitLock Mechanical Combination

Lock
Simple, tough and good value for money, the KL15 offers mechanical keyless access

suitable for a variety of locker and cabinet applications.

The KL15 can be surface mounted with an ergonomically designed surface trim plate

that provides additional grip allowing ease of opening. If it’s a sleek look that will better

suit the application, the KL15 can also be flush fitted.

 

Private Function
The KL15 Private Function is ideal for use where the same, personal 4 digit code will

be repeatedly used, e.g. an employee with the same locker/drawer in the workplace.

Public Function also available

KL15 PUB - Kitlock KL15 Mechanical Combination Lock (Public)

$108.20

KL15 KitLock Mechanical Combination

Lock
Simple, tough and good value for money, the KL15 offers mechanical keyless access

suitable for a variety of locker and cabinet applications.

The KL15 can be surface mounted with an ergonomically designed surface trim plate

that provides additional grip allowing ease of opening. If it’s a sleek look that will better

suit the application, the KL15 can also be flush fitted.

Public Function
The KL15 Public Function is ideal for short term, multiple occupancy applications. The

user enters a personal four digit code, this locks the lock. The same code is entered

once only to open the lock, the lock remains open ready for the next user.

Private function also available.

KitLock

LAL234/55KD - Levco 234 55mm Brass Padlock

$65.55

Heavy Duty Brass Padlock

https://www.levco.co.nz/modules/SP_Webshop/shop.php?product_details&product=701
https://www.levco.co.nz/modules/SP_Webshop/shop.php?product_details&product=700
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LAL234/45KD - Levco 234 45mm Brass Padlock

$44.28

Medium/Heavy Duty Brass Padlock

LAL234/40KD - Levco 234 40mm Brass Padlock

$49.74

Medium Duty Brass Padlock

LAL264BKD - Levco 264 38mm Brass Padlock

$15.04

Light Duty Brass Padlock

LAL263BKD - Levco 263 32mm Brass Padlock

$10.27

Light Duty Brass Padlock

LAL262BKD - Levco 262 25mm Brass Padlock

$7.57

Light Duty Brass Padlock

LALEXT50XSC - LAL Extended Oval Cylinder 50mm

$31.71

Australian Oval Extended Cylinder

50mm

LAL570EXTKIT - Security Plug Extension Kit

$11.50

Security Plug Extension Kit for 50mm cylinder
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LAL570SCKD - Levco 570 Oval Cylinder - Keyed to Differ

$20.50

Levco 570 Oval Cylinder - Keyed to

Differ
Standard oval cylinder for use on Australasian mortice locks

LAL570SCKA1 - Levco 570 Oval Cylinder - Keyed Alike

$20.50

Levco 570 Oval Cylinder Keyed Alike
Standard oval cylinder for use on Australasian mortice locks

LAL570SCLP - Levco 570 Oval Cylinder - Less Plug

$16.48

Levco 570 Oval Cylinder - Less Plug
Standard oval cylinder for use on Australasian mortice locks

LAL201SCKD - Levco 201 Round Cylinder - Keyed to differ

$37.36

Levco 201 Round Cylinder - Keyed to

Differ
Standard round cylinder for use on most rim type night latches

LAL201SCKA1 - Levco 201 Round Cylinder - Keyed Alike

$37.36

Levco 201 Round Cylinder - Keyed Alike
Standard round cylinder for use on most rim type night latches
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LAL201SCLP - Levco 201 Round Cylinder less plug - Less plug

$33.53

Levco 201 Round Cylinder less plug -

Less Plug
Standard round cylinder for use on most rim type night latches

LAL Products

EZYAC1 - "Auto" Series Switch - On/Off LW5 KD

$469.58

AUTOMATIC DOOR SERIES KEY

SWITCHES.
On/Off Key switch, key removable in 2 positions.

Specifications
- Maximum current ratings: AC1 10 amp 440v, DC1 10 amp 24v.

- Maximum 2 x 1.5mm wires per terminal.

- Complete switch supplied with 2 keys.

EZYAC2 - "Auto" Series Switch - Spring Return LW5 KD

$469.58

AUTOMATIC DOOR SERIES KEY

SWITCHES.
Momentary switch

Specifications
- Maximum current ratings: AC1 10 amp 440v, DC1 10 amp 24v.

- Maximum 2 x 1.5mm wires per terminal.

- Complete switch supplied with 2 keys.
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EZYAC5 - "Auto" Series Switch - 4 Pos Auto Door LW5 KD

$469.58

AUTOMATIC DOOR SERIES KEY

SWITCHES.
Open, Auto, Exit, Lock key removeable in 4 positions switch

Specifications
- Maximum current ratings: AC1 10 amp 440v, DC1 10 amp 24v.

- Maximum 2 x 1.5mm wires per terminal.

- Complete switch supplied with 2 keys.

EZYA1 - "Auto" Series Switch - On/Off - Less Cylinder

$362.00

AUTOMATIC DOOR SERIES KEY

SWITCHES.
On/Off Key switch, key removable in 2 positions.

Specifications
- Maximum current ratings: AC1 10 amp 440v, DC1 10 amp 24v.

- Maximum 2 x 1.5mm wires per terminal.

EZYA2 - "Auto" Series Switch - Spring Return - Less Cylinder

$362.00

AUTOMATIC DOOR SERIES KEY

SWITCHES.
Momentary switch

Specifications
- Maximum current ratings: AC1 10 amp 440v, DC1 10 amp 24v.

- Maximum 2 x 1.5mm wires per terminal.
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EZYOA1 - "Oval" Series Switch - On/Off (Less Cylinder)

$244.75

Oval Series Key Switch - Less Cylinder.
Lazy Cam (1 N/O, 1 N/C changeover).

Specifications
- Maximum current ratings: AC1 10 amp 440v, DC1 10 amp 24v.

- Maximum 2 x 1.5mm wires per terminal.

EZYOA2 - "Oval" Series Switch - Spring Return (Less cylinder)

$244.75

Oval Series Key Switch - Less Cylinder.
Spring Return (1 N/O, 1 N/C changeover).

Specifications
- Maximum current ratings: AC1 10 amp 440v, DC1 10 amp 24v.

- Maximum 2 x 1.5mm wires per terminal.

EZYOA3 - "Oval" Series Switch - 2 Way Spring Return (Less Cyld)

$244.75

Oval Series Key Switch - Less Cylinder.
EZYOA3 - Spring Return to Centre "ON / OFF / ON".

Specifications
- Maximum current ratings: AC1 10 amp 440v, DC1 10 amp 24v.

- Maximum 2 x 1.5mm wires per terminal.

EZYOA4 - "Oval" Series Switch - Captive Key (Less Cylinder)

$244.75

Oval Series Key Switch - Less Cylinder.
EZYOA4 - Captive Key 1 N/O, 1 N/C Changeover.

Specifications
- Maximum current ratings: AC1 10 amp 440v, DC1 10 amp 24v.

- Maximum 2 x 1.5mm wires per terminal.
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LIW PZ25 - LIW Oval Series S/S Mounting Plate

$80.50

Oval Key Switch Series.

Stainless Steel Mount.

75mm X 115mm.

LIW PZ30 - LIW Oval Series Rain Gate Box

$264.50

PZ30 Gate Box.

The Oval Series Gate Box.

125mm x 75mm.

EZYA5 - "Auto" Series Switch - 4 Pos Auto Door - Less Cylinder

$362.00

AUTOMATIC DOOR SERIES KEY

SWITCHES.
Open, Auto, Exit, Lock key removeable in 4

positions switch

Specifications
- Maximum current ratings: AC1 10 amp 440v, DC1 10 amp 24v.

- Maximum 2 x 1.5mm wires per terminal.

EZYAC3 - "Auto" Series Switch - 2 Way Spring Return LW5 KD

$469.58

AUTOMATIC DOOR SERIES KEY

SWITCHES.
2 way Spring return to middle switch

Specifications
- Maximum current ratings: AC1 10 amp 440v, DC1 10 amp 24v.

- Maximum 2 x 1.5mm wires per terminal.

- Complete switch supplied with 2 keys.
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EZYA3 - "Auto" Series Switch - 2 Way Spring Return - Less Cylinder

$362.00

AUTOMATIC DOOR SERIES KEY

SWITCHES.
2 way Spring return to middle switch

Specifications
- Maximum current ratings: AC1 10 amp 440v, DC1 10 amp 24v.

- Maximum 2 x 1.5mm wires per terminal.

LIW AACYL - Lock it Well A series Abloy cylinder only

$86.24

Abloy cylinder to suit Lock it Well A series key switches

LIW ABCYL - Lock it Well A series Bilock cylinder only

$158.67

Bilock cylinder to suit Lock it Well A series key switches

LIW ACCYL - Lock it Well A series 6 pin inline cylinder only

$86.24

6 pin inline cylinder to suit Lock it Well A series key switches.

This cylinder does not come with a plug

LIW PZ37 - LIW A Series SS Surface Mount Plate 115x75mm

$47.15

Auto Key Switch Series.

Stainless Steel Mount.

75mm X 115mm.

LIW KEJB1 - LIW R/K Series Surface Mounting Box 100x100x100mm

$138.00

R or K Key Switch Series
Surface mount boxes are ideal for wall fixing where other flush mount's are not

possible.
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LIW AQCYL - Lock it Well A series Bilock Quick Change Core cylinder

only

$183.95

Bilock Quick Change Core cylinder to suit Lock it Well A series key switches

Lock It Well

LOKtouch MWL-30100 1 Point Mortice Lock

$82.40

Aluminum door 30mm mortice lock - 1

point locking

LOKtouch MWL-30100 1 Point Mortice Lock

$86.24

Aluminum door 30mm mortice lock - 2

point locking

Loktouch

SAR101 - Sara Passage Lever Set Satin Chrome

$110.39

The S Range lever handles feature a unique through door interlocking system that

greatly improves torsional rigidity and ease of installation. Top and bottom grip points

significantly reduce the risk of racking or lateral movement which can cause door

damage and decreased product life. Positioning lugs inside the covers increase

installation accuracy and stop potential twisting of the cover.

Passage - For general interior or hallway doors (non-locking operation)
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SAR102 - Sara Privacy Lever Set Satin Chrome

$110.39

The S Range lever handles feature a unique through door interlocking system that

greatly improves torsional rigidity and ease of installation. Top and bottom grip points

significantly reduce the risk of racking or lateral movement which can cause door

damage and decreased product life. Positioning lugs inside the covers increase

installation accuracy and stop potential twisting of the cover.

Privacy - For bedroom or bathroom doors (internal locking, emergency access from

outside)

SAR103 - Sara Dummy Lever Handle (Single)

$58.73

The S Range lever handles feature a unique through door interlocking system that

greatly improves torsional rigidity and ease of installation. Top and bottom grip points

significantly reduce the risk of racking or lateral movement which can cause door

damage and decreased product life. Positioning lugs inside the covers increase

installation accuracy and stop potential twisting of the cover.

Dummy - For wardrobe and cupboard doors (fixed lever)

All fixings are concealed and supplied.

Miles Nelson S Range

The S Range lever handles feature a unique through door interlocking system that greatly improves torsional

rigidity and ease of installation. Top and bottom grip points significantly reduce the risk of racking or lateral

movement which can cause door damage and decreased product life. Positioning lugs inside the covers

increase installation accuracy and stop potential twisting of the cover.

Viro Van Lock

$920.00

NOTE: At Levco these Viro Van Locks can be adapted to take other types of high

security keys systems (Abloy, BiLock and more). - Please inquire with us about this

service.

Specifications
- Body: One-piece, electropolished stainless steel, oval shape without edges.

- Plug: 7 pin brass plug, with case-harded, tempered, copper, nickel and chrome plated

steel burglar-resistant anti-drill plate.

- Keys: Nickel plated brass with easy to handle grip (even when wearing gloves) with

Viro Top Security profile (3 keys supplied).

- Weight: 1980 gs. 

- Dimensions: 88(H) x 125(W) x 44.7(D) mm.
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Miscellaneous

NZ1-201SC - Australian Round Barrel

NZ1-570SC - Australian Oval Barrel

NZ1-8221SC - Schlage A Series Barrel

NZ1-9551CP - Euro Double Fixed Cam Barrel

NZ1-9552CP - Euro Single with Turn Fixed Cam Barrel

NZ2-201SC - Australian Round Barrel

NZ2-570SC - Australian Oval Barrel
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NZ2-8221SC - Schlage A Series Barrel

NZ2-9551CP - Euro Double Fixed Cam Barrel

NZ2-9552CP - Euro Single with Turn Fixed Cam Barrel

NZ3-201SC - Australian Round Barrel

NZ3-570SC - Australian Oval Barrel

NZ3-8221SC - Schlage A Series Barrel

NZ3-9551CP - Euro Double Fixed Cam Barrel

NZ3-9552CP - Euro Single with Turn Fixed Cam Barrel
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NZM-001SC - Lockwood 001 Barrel

NZM-201SC - Australian Round Barrel

NZM-530SC - Lockwood 530 Barrel

NZM-570HBSC - Australian Oval Hold Back Barrel

NZM-570SC - Australian Oval Barrel

NZM-8221SC - Schlahe A Series Barrel

NZM-9551CP - Euro Double Fixed Cam Barrel

NZM-9552CP - Euro Single with Turn Fixed Cam Barrel
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NZM-9553CP - Euro Double Lazy Cam Barrel

NZ1-KB6P - Key Blank

NZ1 Profile 6-pin Key Blank.

NZ2-KB6P - Key Blank

NZ2 Profile 6-pin Key Blank.

NZ3-KB6P - Key Blank

NZ3 Profile 6-pin Key Blank.

NZM-KB6P - Key Blank

NZM Multi Profile 6-pin Key Blank.

NZ1-KB6P/BL - Key Blank for Plastic Head

NZ1 Profile 6-pin Key Blank for Plastic Head.

HEAD-GREEN - NZ Series Plastic Key Head Green

NZ Series

New Zealand’s very own high security restricted
profile.

The newest MLAA restricted security key system is the NZ Series.

The NZ Series will provide your customers with the latest security features in mechanical restricted keying.

With Anti-bump, anti-pick and anti-drill optional features, this flexible multi-broach system can be implemented
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in any domestic or commercial setting.

There is an extensive range of barrels available to suit almost every application making retro-fitting your

current security systems with the new NZ series easy. Unlike many other restricted profiles, there is both a

master profile key blank and a master profile barrel.

Further information is available from the NZ Series website, download our NZ Series Brochure or contact

Steve Karmawan at Levco on 04 473-3025.

 NZ Series Brochure (PDF 320KB)

WDS-150 - Protex Wall Mount Drop Box

$479.16

Specifications
- Exterior Dimensions: 254 (W) x 381 (H) x 108 (D).

- Door Clearance: 181 (W) x 159 (H).

- Drop Opening: 187 (W) x 35 (H) (25 drop clearance).

- Door Thickness: 3 mm.

- Volume: 5.13 litres.

- Weight: 7 kg.

WSS-159 - Protex Through the Door Drop Box

$580.75

Specifications
- Exterior Dimensions: 254 (W) x 381 (H) x 108 (D).

- Door Clearance: 181 (W) x 159 (H).

- Drop Opening: 187 (W) x 35 (H) (25 drop clearance).

- Door Thickness: 3 mm.

- Volume: 5.13 litres.

- Weight: 7 kg.

WDC-160 - Protex Wall Drop Box w/ Adjustable Chute

$747.50

Specifications.
- Exterior Dimensions: 305 (W) x 407 (H) x 152 (D).

- Interior Dimensions: 299 (W) x 254 (H) x 127 (D).

- Door Clearance: 184 (W) x 235 (H).

- Drop Opening: 216 (W) x 25 (H).

- Door Thickness: 3 mm.

- Face Plate: 308 x 108.

- Weight: 12 kg.

http://www.nzseries.co.nz/
http://www.masterlocksmiths.com.au/content/NZ%20Series%20Consumer%20Web.pdf
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B-1414SE - Protex B-Rated Small Front Loading Drop Safe

$1,610.00

"B" Rated Burglary Safe with Envelope Drop Slot and Electronic Lock.

FEATURES

- Solid steel construction, fully welded body construction.

- Securam electronic digital lock.

- 6mm thick carburized hard-plate to resist drilling.

- Spring loaded active re-locker.

- Door is constructed from anti-pry 12mm thick. solid steel plate.

- Front loading anti-fishing baffle.

- 4 pre-drilled mounting holes on bottom of safe (12mm dia.).

- 3 chrome plated heavy duty locking bolts (25mm dia.).

- Heavy-duty vault hinges.

- High quality powder coat finish.

- Bolting hardware included (for concrete floor anchoring).

FD-2014 - Protex Small Front Loading Depository Safe

$1,846.90

Protex B-rated depository drop safes are designed for ease of use and are a great

choice for convenient stores, hotels/motels, churches, gas stations/car wash,

restaurants and more. The safe is equipped with laser cut 12mm steel plate door,

spring loaded re-locker and chrome plated heavy-duty steel locking bolts as well as an

anti-drill lock plate. The SecuRam electronic lock is a standard feature for the drop

safe which gives it a very convenient and fast operation as well as easy programming

and a wrong-try penalty lockout mode to prevent from manipulation of the lock.

FEATURES

- Solid steel construction, fully welded body construction.

- Convenient large drop door with anti-fish design.

- Securam electronic digital lock.

- 6mm thick carburized hard-plate to resist drilling.

- Spring loaded active re-locker.

- Door is constructed from anti-pry 12mm thick. solid steel plate.

- 4 pre-drilled mounting holes on bottom of safe (12mm dia.).

- 3 chrome plated heavy duty bolts (25mm dia.).

- Bolt detent spring will throw the bolts when door is shut.

- Heavy-duty vault hinges.

- Quality powder coat finish.

- Bolting hardware included (for concrete floor anchoring).
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FD-2714 - Protex Large Depository Safe

$2,140.15

Protex Large Depository Safe.

Protex B-rated depository drop safes are designed for ease of use and are a great

choice for convenient stores, hotels/motels, churches, gas stations/car wash,

restaurants and more. The safe is equipped with laser cut 1/2 inch steel plate door,

spring loaded re-locker and chrome plated heavy-duty steel locking bolts as well as an

anti-drill lock plate.

FEATURES

- 5 active chrome locking bolts 32mm dia.

- Securam high-security electronic lock.

- Battery powered.

- 4 Pre-drilled anchor holes (bottom).

- Bolting hardware included for concrete floors.

- Electrostatic powder-coat with fine anti-corrosion and rustproof materials are applied

for durability.

- 63mm thick door with 12mm solid steel-plate to prevent prying.

- Drill resistant hard-plate.

- Spring-loaded relocker.

- 1 Adjustable and removable shelf.
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FDD-3214 - Protex Dual Door Depository Safe

$2,662.25

Protex Large Dual Door Depository Safe.

Protex B-rated depository drop safes are designed for ease of use and are a great

choice for convenient stores, hotels/motels, churches, gas stations/car wash,

restaurants and more. The safe is equipped with laser cut 1/2 inch steel plate door,

spring loaded re-locker and chrome plated heavy-duty steel locking bolts as well as an

anti-drill lock plate.

FEATURES

- New Keypad Functions:

- Up to 7 user codes (Master code, Supervisor code and 5 others users code).

- Dual Model Control is provided (Single Model and Dual User Mode).

- 1-10 digit code setting.

- Time Delay Option is available.

- Management Reset Code Provided.

- Best for multiple users.

- Dual door drop safe.

- 3 active chrome locking bolts 32mm dia. (ea. compartment).

- Drop goes into the top compartment.

- Battery powered.

- 4 Pre-drilled anchor holes (bottom).

- Bolting hardware included for concrete floors.

- Electrostatic powder-coat with fine anti-corrosion and rustproof materials are applied

for durability.

- 63mm thick door with 12mm solid steel-plate to prevent prying.

- Drill resistant hard-plate.

- Spring-loaded re-locker.
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HD-73 - Protex Small Burglary Safe

$828.00

Protex HD-73 Burglary Safe.

This line of Protex safes is an excellent choice for your home or business. The safe will

provide you with excellent burglary protection. Interior has a beautiful felt lining on all

shelves - giving it a great feel and look on the inside. You can lay your jewelry or

expensive watch right on the felt shelves.

FEATURES

- 5 Active chrome locking bolts 25mm dia.

- This line of safes is an excellent choice for your home or business.

- Felt lined shelves.

- Battery powered electronic keypad.

- Power override box included.

- 2 override keys included (Laser key).

- 4 Pre-drilled anchor holes (bottom).

- Bolting hardware included for concrete floors.

- Electrostatic powder-coat with fine anti-corrosion and rustproof materials are applied

for durability.

- 250mm thick door with 9.5mm solid steel-plate to prevent prying.

- 3 Adjustable and removable shelves.

- Built-in LED light system to light up the interior of safe when door opens.

HD-100 - Protex Large Burglary Safe

$1,104.00

Protex HD-100 Burglary Safe.

This line of Protex safes is an excellent choice for your home or business. The safe will

provide you with excellent burglary protection. You can lay your jewelry or expensive

watch right on the felt shelves.

FEATURES

- 6 Active chrome locking bolts 32mm dia.

- This line of safes is an excellent choice for your home or business.

- Felt lined shelves.

- Battery powered electronic keypad.

- Power override box included.

- 2 override keys included (Laser key).

- 4 Pre-drilled anchor holes (bottom).

- Bolting hardware included for concrete floors.

- Electrostatic powder-coat with fine anti-corrosion and rustproof materials are applied

for durability.

- 63mm thick door with 9mm solid steel-plate to prevent prying.

- 4 Adjustable and removable shelves.

- Built-in LED light system to light up the interior of safe when door opens.
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PWS-1814E - Protex Electronic Wall Safe

$1,006.25

This safe is great for personal use at home or office. The PWS-1814E is equipped with

a digital keypad for easy operation and maintenance.

Electronic Hidden Wall Safe

This wall safe is an excellent choice for home, office, hotel, dorm or school use. Quick

and convenient access, easy programing and can be installed at any height on interior

wall. It's very easy to install between 2 wall studs. It comes with a velvet interior for a

great plush look and feel. The keypad is flush with the safe's flange, therefore able you

to hang a picture over the safe to conceal it from view. The door has a hidden lock to

open the safe with a mechanical override key (2 included).This key is used only when

batteries are dead or keypad is damaged.

Since this safe is 4" to fit a standard wall between the studs. The safe is using 4x AA

batteries and it includes a power override box to be able to power the safe from the

outside when the battaries die. The door is spring loaded and will open by itself after

the correct code is entered. After entering the correct code the motorized locking bolts

will retract automaticly and the door will swing open.

FEATURES

- Burglary Resistant wall safe with digital electronic locking system.

- High quality VELVET INTERIOR.

- Motorized locking bolt system will open the door automatically.

- Designed to be installed between 16" o/c wall studs.

- Approximately .44 cubic feet of storage space.

- Key lock override system (2 keys included).

- Power override included.

- Dual live motorized chrome bolts (3/4" dia.).

- Made of heavy duty gauge steel.

- 2 Removable shelves.

- Spring loaded door.

- Flush digital keypad.

- Door thickness is 5/8" formed steel.
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RX-164 - Protex Prescription Drop Box

$569.25

RX-164 Protex Prescription Drugs Drop Box - Designed for use in police stations,

hospitals, pharmacies, fire stations and more.

FEATURES

- Heavy Duty Drop box designed for discarding pills, prescriptions and other unwanted

medication containers.

- Tubular-style key lock with Double "D" configuration (can be retrofitted with other cam

locks).

- Piano hinge.

- Drop door openning thick enough to drop up to 2-1/4" diameter containers.

- Metal baffle to protect drop openning from fishing.

- Pre-drilled mounting holes in back for wall mounting.

- Can be set on a table or a shelf.

- Mounting hardware for wood and concrete is included.

- Two tubular keys included.

- Reinforced double steel door to protect against prying.

- The perfect way to lock and secure unwanted prescriptions or other bulky items.

- RX-Label comes unattached, so you can use it for other applications.

- Maximum diameter of item to drop is 2.25".

SDL-400K - Protex Wall Mounted Drop Box with Key Lock

$460.00

Inter-Office Wall-Mount Locking, Payment Drop Box w/ Key Lock Drop box designed

for cash, rent checks and envelopes.

FEATURES

- Tubular-style key lock with Double "D" configuration (can be retrofitted with other cam

locks).

- Piano hinge.

- Slot opening 254mm wide will accept legal size paper and large envelopes.

- Saw-tooth metal baffle to protect slot.

- Pre-drilled mounting holes in back.

- Mounting hardware for wood and concrete is included.

- Reinforced door.

- The perfect way to lock and secure suggestions, ballots, mail, money, rent checks

and more.

- Use as a mail collection box for all out-going office mail.
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WDB-110 - Protex Letter Size Wall Drop Box

$391.00

Wall-Mount Locking, Payment Drop Box

FEATURES

- Tubular-style key lock with Double "D" configuration (can be retrofitted with other cam

locks).

- Piano hinge.

- Slot opening 225mm wide will accept legal size paper.

- Metal baffle to protect slot.

- Pre-drilled mounting holes in back.

- Mounting hardware for wood and concrete is included.

- Two tubular keys included.

- Reinforced door.

- The perfect way to lock and secure suggestions, ballots, keys, mail, money, rent

checks and more.

- Use as a mail collection box for all out-going office mail.

WDD-180 - Protex Wall Drop Box

$819.95

Through-The-Wall Locking Drop Box. Adjusts to fit through walls anywhere between 4"

to 10" in thickness.

FEATURES

- Tubular-style key lock with Double "D" configuration.

- Two tubular keys included.

- Piano hinge.

- Drop door openning thick enough to drop keys, wallets, car remotes, thick envelopes

and more.

- Metal baffle to protect drop openning from fishing.

- Pre-drilled mounting holes on sides for in-the-wall installation.

- Installation hardware included.

- Reinforced double steel door to protect against prying.

- The perfect way to lock and secure cash, keys, mail, car remotes, small envelopes

and more.

- Drop from one side and collect from the opposite side.

- Designed to be installed in the wall between standard (16" on center) wall studs.

- Requires cutting the drywall between the studs.

- Includes two removable and adjustable metal frames to hide the rough cuts.

- Maximum thickness of item to drop is 1" thick.

- Recommended wall thickness for proper installation is between 4 and 10 inches.

Protex
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1000-ECL/M - Ross 1000 Series Elec/Comb Safe Lock

$483.00

ROSS SAFE LOCK 1000-SERIES ECL ELECTRONIC w/- PLASTIC CODEPAD

600 - Ross Safe Lock with Cover #600

$98.90

Suitable for floor, wall, drug, night, home, office, computer tape safes and gun

cabinets.

600L - Ross Latch Safe Lock 600L

$156.79

700-SERIES - Ross 700 Series Retrofit Lock

$184.00

800-C - Ross 800 Cupboard Lock

$126.50

Ross 800C Security Lock.

800-CL - Ross 800 Latch Cupboard Lock

$132.25

Ross 800C Security Lock. Latching Version.

870-C - Ross 870 Series Dead Bolt W/570 CYL

$166.75

870-CL - Ross 870 Series Latch W/570 CYL

$166.75
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900-WCL/WCR - Ross 3 Point Locking 900 Series Safe Lock

$166.75

1000-ECL2/M - Ross 1000 Series ECL 2 Elec/Comb Safe Lock

$557.75

1000-EXTCABLE - Ross 1000 Series 450 mm Extended Cable

$11.50

ROSS 1000 series extended cable.

Length: 450 mm

Suitable for ROSS 1000 Biometric and 1000 Electronic Combination Locks.

1000-RAP - Ross 1000 Series Retrofit Adapter Plate

$69.00

102-NCUL - Ross 102 Series Safe Lock Less Cover

$57.50

102-NCD - Ross 102 Series Safe Lock Down Less Cover

$57.50

SI-6 - Ross Single Bitt Keyway Insert 6mm

$11.98

Single-Bitt-Keyway

The sintered single-bitt-keyway Keyhole Insert has the keyway totally enclosed within a

19mm round body with a 25mm diameter shouldered face.
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Ross Lock

AP-141K - Secuguard 141 Key Cabinet

$563.50

Secuguard Key Cabinet - 141 Key Capacity

Specifications
- External Dimensions: 650 mm(h) x 420 mm(w) x 100 mm(d).

- Capacity: 141 Keys.

- Weight: 18.5 kg's.

- Door: 1.5 mm Steel.

- Body: 4.0 mm Steel.

AP-45K - Secuguard 45 Key Cabinet

$322.00

Secuguard - 45 Key Cabinet

Specifications
- External Dimensions: 360 mm(h) x 300 mm(w) x 100 mm(d).

- Capacity: 45 keys.

- Weight: 7.5 kg's.

- Door: 4 mm Steel.

- Body: 1.5 mm Steel.

AP-75K - Secuguard 75 Key Cabinet

$402.50

Secuguard Key Cabinet - 75 Key Capacity

Specifications
- External Dimensions: 450 mm(h) x 360 mm(w) x 100 mm(d).

- Door: 4 mm Steel.

- Body: 1.5 mm Steel.

- Capacity: 75 Keys.

- Weight: 11.5 kg's.
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CS100K - Secuguard Postal Slot Deposit Safe

$479.17

Secuguard Security Safe with Key Lock

Specifications
-  Solid steel construction with 6mm steel plate body reinforced with steel bar all

around front edges. Solid 12mm steel plate

door with internal hinges.

- Quality Australian made six lever pick resistant Ross key lock.

- Drill resistant hardened steel plate to protect lock area.

- 100mm x 15mm posting slot and baffle.

- 2 x 15mm anchor bolt holes in back and base.

- Durable powder coated hammertone finish in charcoal.

- Weight: 18 kg's.

CS252E - (AP252SET) Secuguard Postal Slot Deposit Safe - Digital

$891.25

Secuguard Deposit Safe with Digital Lock

Specifications
- External Dimensions: 300 mm(h) x 350 mm(w) x 250 mm(d).

- Door: 12 mm Steel Plate.

- Body: 6 mm Steel Plate.    

- Weight: 34 kg's.

- Posting Slot - 160 mm x 15 mm.

AP-302EPT - Secuguard Safe with Digital Lock

$856.75

Secuguard Safe with Digital Lock

Specifications
- Quality UL listed swing bolt electronic digital safe lock.

- External Dimensions: 300 mm(h) x 380 mm(w) x 300 mm(d).

- Door: 8 mm Steel Plate.

- Body: 6 mm Steel Plate. 

- Weight: 35 kg's.
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AP-552EPT - Secuguard Safe with Digital Lock

$1,667.50

Secuguard Safe with Digital Lock

Specifications
- External Dimensions: 550 mm(h) x 470 mm(w) x 400 mm(d).

- Door: 8 mm Steel Plat.

- Body: 6 mm Steel Plate.   

- Weight: 82 kg's.

AP-7038SEK - Secuguard Deposit Safe with Digital Lock

$2,012.50

Secuguard Deposit Safe with Digital Lock

Specifications
- External Dimensions: 700 mm(h) x 380 mm(w) x 360 mm(d).

- Door: 10 mm Steel Plate.

- Body: 6 mm Steel Plate.

- Weight: 94 kg's.

FA-55E - Digital Fire and Burglary Resistant Home Safe

$1,715.80

Specifications
- External Dimensions(mm): 552(H) x 452(W) x 350(D).

- Internal Dimensions(mm): 512(H) x 412(W) x 260(D).

- Shelving(removable): 2 x adjustable.

- Weight: 76kg.

FA-35E - Digital Fire and Burglary Resistant Home Safe

$1,270.75

Specifications
- External Dimensions(mm): 352(H) x 452(W) x 350(D).

- Internal Dimensions(mm): 312(H) x 412(W) x 260(D).

- Shelving(removable): 1 x adjustable.

- Weight: 56kg.
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FA-22E - Digital Fire and Burglary Resistant Home Safe

$960.25

Specifications
- External Dimensions(mm): 222(H) x 352(W) x 300(D).

- Internal Dimensions(mm): 182(H) x 312(W) x 210(D).

- Shelving(removable): 1 x fixed.

- Weight: 31kg.

SD2E200 - Secuguard - Digital Drug Safe

$1,219.00

Specifications
- External Dimensions(mm): 600 H x 450 W x 200 D.

- Internal Dimensions(mm): 580 H x 430 W x 125 D.

- Shelving: 4 x adjustable.

- Weight(kg): 87.

- Volume(litre): 30

SD2K300 - Secuguard - Key Drug Safe

$1,909.00

Specifications
- External Dimensions(mm): 600 H x 450 W x 300 D.

- Internal Dimensions(mm): 580 H x 430 W x 225 D.

- Shelving: 4 x adjustable.

- Weight(kg): 108.

- Volume(litre): 55.

SHS2K - Secuguard Home/Office/Pistol Safe

$670.84

Solid steel construction with 6mm steel plate body reinforced with steel bar all around

front edges. Solid 12mm steel plate door with internal hinges.

Specifications
- External Dimensions(mm): 250 H x 360 W x 260 D.

- Internal Dimensions(mm): 238 H x 348 W x 165 D.

- Shelving: 1 x removable.

- Weight(kg): 34.

- Volume(litre): 13.
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AP-71KE - Secuguard Electronic 71 Key Cabinet

$373.75

Secuguard - 71 key Electronic Key Cabinet

Specifications
- External Dimensions: 450 mm(h) x 360 mm(w) x 120 mm(d).

- Capacity: 71 keys.

- Weight: 13 kg's.

- Door: 4 mm Steel.

- Body: 1.5 mm Steel.

SHS3K - Secuguard Home/Office/Pistol Safe

$799.25

Solid steel construction with 6mm steel plate body reinforced with steel bar all around

front edges. Solid 12mm steel plate door with internal hinges.

Specifications
- External Dimensions(mm): 300 H x 400 W x 310 D.

- Internal Dimensions(mm): 288 H x 388 W x 215 D.

- Shelving: 1 x removable.

- Weight(kg): 44.

- Volume(litre): 24.

SD3E300 - Secuguard - Digital Drug Safe

$3,399.32

Specifications
- External Dimensions(mm): 900 H x 6000 W x 300 D.

- Internal Dimensions(mm): 880 H x 570 W x 225 D.

- Shelving: 6 x adjustable.

- Weight(kg): 171.

- Volume(litre): 113

SD3K300 - Secuguard - Key Drug Safe

$3,021.83

Specifications
- External Dimensions(mm): 600 H x 450 W x 300 D.

- Internal Dimensions(mm): 580 H x 430 W x 225 D.

- Shelving: 4 x adjustable.

- Weight(kg): 108.

- Volume(litre): 113.
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SD1K - Secuguard - Key Drug Safe

$1,149.71

Specifications
- External Dimensions(mm): 450 H x 300 W x 200 D

- Internal Dimensions(mm): 430 H x 270 W x 125 D

- Shelving: 3 x adjustable

- Weight(kg): 49

- Volume(litre): 15

SD1E - Secuguard - Digital Drug Safe

$1,505.75

Specifications
- External Dimensions(mm): 450 H x 300 W x 200 D

- Internal Dimensions(mm): 430 H x 270 W x 125 D

- Shelving: 3 x adjustable

- Weight(kg): 49

- Volume(litre): 15

GS3K - Secuguard Category "E" Rifle Safe (10 Rifle)(Key locked)

$2,730.57

Specifiications
- External Dimensions(mm): 1500 H x 500 W x 350 D.

- Internal Compartment(mm): 210 H x 486 W x 195 D.

- Weight(kg): 169

- Capacity: Holds 10 rifles

- Mounting: 4 x 15mm mounting holes in back and base

GS3E - Secuguard Category "E" Rifle Safe (10 Rifle)(Digital locked)

$2,922.20

Specifications
- External Dimensions(mm): 1500 H x 500 W x 350 D.

- Internal Compartment(mm): 210 H x 486 W x 195 D.

- Weight(kg): 169

- Capacity: Holds 10 rifles

- Mounting: 4 x 15mm mounting holes in back and base
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SHS3E - Secuguard Home/Office/Pistol Safe

$1,017.50

Solid steel construction with 6mm steel plate body reinforced with steel bar all around

front edges. Solid 12mm steel plate door with internal hinges.

Specifications
- External Dimensions(mm): 300 H x 400 W x 310 D.

- Internal Dimensions(mm): 288 H x 388 W x 215 D.

- Shelving: 1 x removable.

- Weight(kg): 44.

- Volume(litre): 24.

Secuguard

101 - Squire Cable Lock

$9.20

Specifications
- Cable Length: 457 mm, 18"

C206 - Squire Combination Cable Lock

$31.63

Specifications
- Cable length: 6 ft, 183 cm.

45 - Squire Miniclams #45

$10.93

Specifications
- Length: 114 mm, 4 1/2".

60 - Squire Cycle Lock #60

$5.18

Specifications
- Chain length: 30.5 cm.
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648 - Squire Cable Lock #648

$20.70

Specifications
- Cable Length: 6 ft, 183 cm.

C404 - Squire Combination Lock #404

$27.60

Specifications
- Cable length: 1200 mm, 48".

COMBI2BR - Squire Combi-Bolt Solid Brass

$63.83

DHH1 - Squire Hasp & Staple - Double Hinged

$40.83

See picture for details.

HS1 - Squire High Security Defiant Padlock

$105.23

HS4 - Squire High Security Stronghold Padlock

$200.10

The Squire HS4 Stronghold insurance padlock, is a pedigree padlock.

The Stronghold's carefully balanced shape compliments an excellence in lockmaking

and engineering innovation.

HSPB1 - Squire High Security Pad Bar

$181.70

High Security Insurance Pad Bar.
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LL1 - Squire Combination Locker Lock

$19.55

LN1 - Squire Lion Brass Padlock

$17.83

Specifications
- Shackle diameter: 3.5 mm.

- Shackle length: 12 mm.

- Body: 20.7 mm wide solid brass.

- 3 pin tumbler.

LN4 - Squire Lion Brass Padlock

$28.18

Specifications
- Shackle diameter: 6 mm hardened steel.

- Shackle length: 22.1 mm.

- Body: 39.5 mm wide solid brass.

- 5 pin tumbler.

M9 - Squire Lock Bolt

$17.25

M9B - Squire Lock Bolt - Brass

$24.15

MC4 - Squire Max Security Chain 1200 mm - 13 mm Link

$296.13
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MC6 - Squire Max Security Chain 1800 mm - 13 mm Link

$445.05

SHH1 - Squire Hasp & Staple - Single Hinged

$32.78

Single Hinged Hasp & Staple.

SS50C - Squire Extra High Security Combination Padlock - 5 Wheel

$213.90

UBX230 - Squire Bikelock - 230 mm

$139.15

High Quality Bikelock.

UBX290 - Squire Bikelock - 290 mm

$145.48

High Quality Bikelock.

Squire
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DKB-36 - SR Digital Key Box - 36 Keys

$230.00

Specifications
- Capacity: 36 keys.

- Size: 315(H) x 215(W) x 90(D) mm.

Features
- Advanced & high quality digital keypad.

- LED indicator.

- Set own password access.

- Adjustable key hook.

- Modern and stylish quality acrylic key tag.

- For office, bank and home use.

- Easy to mount on the wall.

DCB-63 - SR Digital Cash Box

$305.90

Specifications
- A4 Size.

- Coin tray.

- Portable.

- Size: 250(H) x 359(W) x 150(D) mm.

Features
- Advanced & high quality digital keypad.

- LED indicator.

- Set own password access.

- Adjustable key hook.

- Modern and stylish quality acrylic key tag.

- For office, bank and home use.
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DCB-58 - SR Digital Cash Box

$248.40

Specifications
- B5 Size.

- Coin tray.

- Portable.

- Size: 215(H) x 313(W) x 130(D) mm.

Features
- Advanced & high quality digital keypad.

- LED indicator.

- Set own password access.

- Adjustable key hook.

- Modern and stylish quality acrylic key tag.

- For office, bank and home use.

CB-2006N - Cash Box - Small

$49.45

Specifications
- Size: 165 x 125 x 85 mm.

- All metal value engineered construction with plastic frame and rounded corners.

- Automatically opening lid by the patented mechanism lever.

Features
- Recessed handle for easy storage.

- Supplied with 2 keys (spares available) with inner plastic partition coin tray.

- Available in assorted colours.

CB-2008N - Cash Box - Medium

$63.25

Specifications
- Size: 197 x 154 x 85 mm.

- All metal value engineered construction with plastic frame and rounded corners.

- Automatically opening lid by the patented mechanism lever.

Features
- Recessed handle for easy storage.

- Supplied with 2 keys (spares available) with inner plastic partition coin tray.

- Available in assorted colours.
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CB-2010N - Cash Box - Large

$78.20

Specifications
- Size: 230 x 185 x 85 mm.

- All metal value engineered construction with plastic frame and rounded corners.

- Automatically opening lid by the patented mechanism lever.

Features
- Recessed handle for easy storage.

- Supplied with 2 keys (spares available) with inner plastic partition coin tray.

- Available in assorted colours.

CB-2012N - Cash Box - Extra Large

$101.78

Specifications
- Size: 300 x 230 x 85 mm.

- All metal value engineered construction with plastic frame and rounded corners.

- Automatically opening lid by the patented mechanism lever.

Features
- Recessed handle for easy storage.

- Supplied with 2 keys (spares available) with inner plastic partition coin tray.

- Available in assorted colours.

SS-2020 - Key Cabinet w/ 20 hooks

$50.03

Specifications 
- Size: 19.5 x 15.5 x 6 cm.

- Capacity: 20 keys.

Features
- Secured lock and 2 keys.

- Colourful key tags.

- Heavy duty steel with strong rust-proof paint.

- 2 plugs and screws for easy wall-mounting.
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SS-2040 - Key Cabinet w/ 40 hooks

$80.50

Specifications
- Size: 19.5 x 15.5 x 6 cm.

- Capacity: 40 keys.

Features
- Secured lock and 2 keys.

- Colourful key tags.

- Heavy duty steel with strong rust-proof paint.

- 2 plugs and screws for easy wall-mounting.

SS-3090 - Key Cabinet w/ 90 hooks

$127.08

Specifications
- Size: 31 x 23 x 8 cm.

- Capacity: 90 keys.

Features
- Secured lock and 2 keys.

- Colourful key tags.

- Heavy duty steel with strong rust-proof paint.

- 2 plugs and screws for easy wall-mounting.

SR

2143-00 - TA TA 20 Key Cabinet

$295.16

TA TA K-20 Key Safe

Specifications
- Overall Size: 330 mm H x 220 mm W x 62 mm D.

- Weight: 2.6 kg.

2144-00 - TA TA 30 Key Cabinet

$356.50

TA TA K-30 Key Safe

Specifications
- Overall Size: 330 mm H x 220 mm W x 62 mm D.

- Weight: 4.5 kg.
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2145-00 - TA TA 40 Key Cabinet

$392.91

TA TA K-40 Key Safe

Specifications
- Overall Size: 390 mm H x 375 mm W x 62 mm D.

- Weight: 3.9 kg.

2146-00 - TA TA 60 Key Cabinet

$467.66

TA TA K-60 Key Safe

Specifications
- Overall Size: 500 mm H x 375 mm W x 62 mm D.

- Weight: 5.2 kg.

2147-00 - TA TA 80 Key Cabinet

$557.18

TA TA K-80 Key Safe

Specifications
- Overall Size: 390 mm H x 375 mm W x 62 mm D.

- Weight: 5.7 kg.

2148-00 - TA TA 120 Key Cabinet

$966.00

TA TA K-120 Key Safe

Specifications
- Overall Size: 500 mm H x 420 mm W x 110 mm D.

- Weight: 11.2 kg.

2149-00 - TA TA 160 Key Cabinet

$1,121.25

TA TA K-160 Key Safe

Specifications
- Overall Size: 500 mm H x 420 mm W x 110 mm D.

- Weight: 12.7 kg.
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2151-00 - TA TA 240 Key Cabinet

$1,523.75

TA TA K-240 Key Safe

Specifications
- Overall Size: 330 mm H x 220 mm W x 62 mm D.

- Weight: 17.8 kg.

2152-00 - TA TA 360 Key Cabinet

$2,263.20

TA TA K-360 Key Safe

Specifications
- Overall Size: 1100 mm H x 470 mm W x 162 mm D.

- Weight: 22.4 kg.

2153-00 - TA TA 480 Key Cabinet

$2,836.66

TA TA K-480 Key Safe

Specifications
- Overall Size: 1100 mm H x 470 mm W x 162 mm D.

- Weight: 25.4 kg.

2154-00 - TA TA 540 Key Cabinet

$3,871.66

TA TA K-540 Key Safe

Specifications
- Overall Size: 1516 mm H x 470 mm W x 162 mm D.

- Weight: 48.6 kg.

2155-00 - TA TA 720 Key Cabinet

$5,313.00

TA TA K-720 Key Safe

Specifications
- Overall Size: 1516 mm H x 470 mm W x 162 mm D.

- Weight: 53.4 kg.
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NKB-30 - TA TA 30 Key Cabinet with Combination Lock

$270.25

Specifications
- Capacity: 30 keys.

- Dimension: 415 mm(H) X 205 mm(W) X 60 mm(D).

- Weight: 1.8 kg's.

- Color: Beige.

NKB-60 - TA TA 60 Key Cabinet with Combination Lock

$339.25

Specifications
- Capacity: 60 keys.

- Dimension: 415 mm(H) X 355 mm(W) X 60 mm(D).

- Weight: 2.5 kg's.

- Color: Beige.

2140-00 - TA TA Key Tag (Box of 10)

$43.13

TA TA Key Memo Box of 10.

Un-numbered tags for TA TA Key Manager Key cabinets

KK-CYL - TATA Replacement Cylinder with 2 keys

$34.50

Repalcement cylinder for TA TA key cabinet

Complete with 2 keys

Ta Ta

WAVbi8000CA - No Key Override Aust 60/90mm Prox/Code

$1,006.25

Fast, easy, and smart

WAVbi Standalone mode is the simplest way in which to operate your access control

system. Each handle set is programmed with a Management Card and then users are

simply added and deleted when the management card is presented to the outside

reader.
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WAVbi8108CA - Key Override Aust 90mm Prox/Code

$1,006.25

Fast, easy, and smart

WAVbi Standalone mode is the simplest way in which to operate your access control

system. Each handle set is programmed with a Management Card and then users are

simply added and deleted when the management card is presented to the outside

reader.

WAVbi8102PA - Key Override Aust 60mm Prox

$914.25

Fast, easy, and smart

WAVbi Standalone mode is the simplest way in which to operate your access control

system. Each handle set is programmed with a Management Card and then users are

simply added and deleted when the management card is presented to the outside

reader.

WAVbi8010CA - No Key Override Euro Prox/Code

$1,029.25

Fast, easy, and smart

WAVbi Standalone mode is the simplest way in which to operate your access control

system. Each handle set is programmed with a Management Card and then users are

simply added and deleted when the management card is presented to the outside

reader.

WAVbi8010PA - No Key Override Euro Prox

$914.25

Fast, easy, and smart

WAVbi Standalone mode is the simplest way in which to operate your access control

system. Each handle set is programmed with a Management Card and then users are

simply added and deleted when the management card is presented to the outside

reader.
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WAVbi8116PA - Key Override Euro 85mm Prox

$914.25

Fast, easy, and smart

WAVbi Standalone mode is the simplest way in which to operate your access control

system. Each handle set is programmed with a Management Card and then users are

simply added and deleted when the management card is presented to the outside

reader.

WAVbi-CARD-U - User Card

$9.20

WAVbi-CARD-P - Passage Card

$28.75

WAVbi-CARD-M - Management Card

$24.73

WAVbi-CARD-APP - App Management Card

$24.73

Wavbi
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Cabinet Locks

KL1000 SLV - KitLock 1000 Silver Locker Lock

$187.83

KL1000NC - KL1000 KitLock NetCode Locker Lock

$218.50

Complete Control Wherever You Are.

Activate > Generate > Control.

The KitLock 1000 NetCode allows temporary access to lockers and cabinets via the

web-based NetCode Portal.

NetCode is activated prior to the lock owner shipping and installing at a remote site.

The NetCode Portal allows you to register and set up your account, activate your locks

and generate time-sensitive codes.

Using time-sensitive codes is a more secure way to grant access as the code will not

work outside a designated timeslot. Generated codes can be sent by email or SMS to

any email account or mobile phone.

KL1200 - Kitlock Electronic Cabinet Lock

$281.75

The CL1200 Cabinet locks are a quick retrofit for keyed cam locks supplied as

standard on a wide range of lockers, cabinets and cupboards. It can just as easily be

fitted to units which don’t have a locking device already fitted, giving the use

immediate, simple, keypad access without the hassle of keys!

P1000 SL - Kitlock Slam Latch for KL1200 & KL1550

$69.00

P1000 SL Slam Latch for KL1200 & KL1550.

600 - Ross Safe Lock with Cover #600

$98.90

Suitable for floor, wall, drug, night, home, office, computer tape safes and gun

cabinets.
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600L - Ross Latch Safe Lock 600L

$156.79

700-SERIES - Ross 700 Series Retrofit Lock

$184.00

800-C - Ross 800 Cupboard Lock

$126.50

Ross 800C Security Lock.

800-CL - Ross 800 Latch Cupboard Lock

$132.25

Ross 800C Security Lock. Latching Version.

870-C - Ross 870 Series Dead Bolt W/570 CYL

$166.75

870-CL - Ross 870 Series Latch W/570 CYL

$166.75

900-WCL/WCR - Ross 3 Point Locking 900 Series Safe Lock

$166.75
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OF230C - ABLOY Classic - Vega Cabinet Lock

$94.88

Specifications
- Number of discs: 11.

- Cylinder housing material: Zinc.

- Cylinder housing finish: Chrome.

- Bolt material: Steel Bolt, Finish: Nickel plated.

- Type of bolt: Flat.

- Maximum door thickness: 25 mm.

- Bolt projection: 9 mm.

- Cylinder diameter: 20 mm.

OF231B - ABLOY Sentry - Vega Cabinet Lock "Sprung Latch"

$80.50

Specifications
- Number of discs: 11.

- Cylinder housing material: Zinc.

- Cylinder housing finish: Chrome.

- Bolt material: Brass.

- Type of bolt: Sprung Latch.

- Maximum door thickness: 25 mm.

- Bolt projection: 7 mm.

- Cylinder diameter: 20 mm.

OF231E - ABLOY Exec - Vega Cabinet Lock "Sprung Latch"

$112.70

Specifications
- Number of discs: 11.

- Cylinder housing material: Zinc.

- Cylinder housing finish: Chrome.

- Bolt material: Brass.

- Type of bolt: Sprung Latch.

- Maximum door thickness: 25 mm.

- Bolt projection: 7 mm.

- Cylinder diameter: 20 mm.
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OF231N - ABLOY Protec - Vega Cabinet Lock "Sprung Latch"

$112.70

Specifications
- Number of discs: 11.

- Cylinder housing material: Zinc.

- Cylinder housing finish: Chrome.

- Bolt material: Brass.

- Type of bolt: Sprung Latch.

- Maximum door thickness: 25 mm.

- Bolt projection: 7 mm.

- Cylinder diameter: 20 mm.

OF430B - ABLOY Sentry - Vega Push Button Lock

$115.00

Specifications
-  Number of discs: 11.

- Cylinder housing material: Zinc.

- Cylinder housing finish: Chrome.

- Cylinder material: Zinc.

- Cylinder finish: Chrome.

- Type of bolt: Stainless Steel.

- Maximum door thickness: 32 mm.

- Bolt projection: 12 mm.

- Cylinder diameter: 22 mm.

OF430E - ABLOY Exec - Vega Push Button Lock

$131.68

Specifications
-  Number of discs: 11.

- Cylinder housing material: Zinc.

- Cylinder housing finish: Chrome.

- Cylinder material: Zinc.

- Cylinder finish: Chrome.

- Type of bolt: Stainless Steel.

- Maximum door thickness: 32 mm.

- Bolt projection: 12 mm.

- Cylinder diameter: 22 mm.
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OF431B - ABLOY Sentry - Vega Push Button Lock

$152.95

Specifications
- Number of discs: 11.

- Cylinder housing material: Zinc.

- Cylinder housing finish: Chrome.

- Cylinder material: Zinc.

- Cylinder finish: Chrome.

- Type of bolt: Stainless Steel.

- Maximum door thickness: 2-9 mm.

- Bolt projection: 12 mm.

- Cylinder diameter: 22 mm.

OF431E - ABLOY Exec - Vega Push Button Lock

$161.00

Specifications
-  Number of discs: 11.

- Cylinder housing material: Zinc.

- Cylinder housing finish: Chrome.

- Cylinder material: Zinc.

- Cylinder finish: Chrome.

- Type of bolt: Stainless Steel.

- Maximum door thickness: 2-9 mm.

- Bolt projection: 12 mm.

- Cylinder diameter: 22 mm.

OF432B - ABLOY Sentry - Vega Push Button Lock

$161.00

Specifications
-  Number of discs: 11.

- Cylinder-housing material: Brass.

- Cylinder housing finish: Satin chrome.

- Cylinder material: Zinc.

- Cylinder finish: Satin chrome.

- Bolt projection: 14 mm.

- Cylinder diameter: 22 mm.
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OF432N - ABLOY Protec - Vega Push Button Lock

$161.00

Specifications
- Number of discs: 11.

- Cylinder-housing material: Brass.

- Cylinder housing finish: Satin chrome.

- Cylinder material: Zinc.

- Cylinder finish: Satin chrome.

- Bolt projection: 14 mm.

- Cylinder diameter: 22 mm.

KL1000 DG - Kitlock Locker Lock Door Gasket

$11.50

The KL1000 Door Gasket is available as an optional accessory for use with all the

KL1000 Cabinet Locks - vertical and horizontal models.

When used in conjunction with the CL1000 Cabinet Lock and fitted between the back

of the KL1000 and the face of the door, the product combination together achieves

IP54 Rating.

KL1000 BLK - KitLock 1000 Black Locker Lock

$187.83
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KL1000 RFID Kitlock Smartlock Card Access

$235.45

The KL1000 RFID is a simple, smart card KitLock providing codeless access to

lockers,

cabinets, cupboards and enclosures.

The KL1000 RFID KitLock offers functions for single users (Private Function) and

short-term use by multiple users (Public Function). The KL1000 RFID is easy to fit to

replace an existing cam lock, or fit to a new locker or cabinet that does not have an

existing locking device. The lock will perform up to 15,000 openings on just two AAA

batteries.

Private Function
This is intended for use where there is a single user. Up to 50 individual MIFARE™

cards can be registered on the lock and only those registered cards can continue to

unlock that lock. The Master User Card is used to open a lock, register a new User

Card and remove a User Card. The Technician Card is not available in this function.

Dedicated and existing MIFARE™ cards can be used, no need to purchase new smart

cards.

Public Function
Suitable for short-term use by different users. Touch a MIFARE™ smart card to lock

the lock and then use the same card to unlock the lock, leaving the lock in that

unlocked state for any other compatible card to be used. Pre-registration of the card is

not required and any new or existing MIFARE™ card, fob or wristband can be used.

Suitable for use in short-term multi-occupancy applications such as leisure centres,

spas and hotels.

Go Keyless. Go KitLock.

KL10 - Kitlock Mechanical Furniture Lock

$108.20

Introducing the KitLock KL10. Designed with simplicity in mind, the KL10 offers

mechanical keyless access suitable for a variety of lockers, cabinets and cupboards.

Fixing Pack
The KL10 is provided with a straight cam, hex nut and screw as standard. An

additional fixing pack is available to purchase containing a cranked cam, metal clip,

washer and two screws.

https://www.levco.co.nz/modules/SP_Webshop/shop.php?product_details&product=638
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KL10 - Additional Fixing Pack

$13.19

KL10 Additional Fixing Pack
An additional fixing pack containing a cranked cam (50mm / 2"), metal clip, washer and

two screws.

KL1000 G3 - KitLock Locker Lock

$241.50

The KL1000 G3 is a compact digital lock

offering key override, front battery

change, 24hr countdown timer* and up

to 20 User Codes.
Applying advanced technology to our core products.

Introducing the KL1000 G3; designed through evolution of our best-selling KitLock, the

KL1000, and boasting all popular features of the KL1000 Classic+ including 20 User

Codes and 24hr countdown timer.

KitLock by Codelocks is a convenient alternative to traditional locks and keys suitable

for a wide range of cabinet and locker applications. The KL1000 G3’s key override and

front battery change capabilities provide ease of use and peace of mind. The updated

chrome effect back panel and handle finishes reflect their surroundings giving the lock

a slimmer, more subtle aesthetic.

Sharing the same fittings & fixings as the KL1000 KitLock this lock is easily retrofitted,

ideal for upgrading existing installations with increased flexibility and convenience for

both guests and staff.
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Camlocks

CL100B - ABLOY Sentry - Cam Lock

$52.33

Specifications
- Cam turns: 90°/180°, key removable in locked position only.

- Number of discs: 11.

- Cylinder housing: Brass.

- Universal range of cams (ordered separately).

- Finish: Chrome Plate.

CL103B - ABLOY Sentry - Cam Lock

$58.08

Specifications
- Cam turns: 90°/180°, key removable in locked position only.

- Number of discs: 11.

- Cylinder housing: Brass.

- Universal range of cams (ordered separately).

- Finish: Chrome Plate.

- Overall Length: 43 mm.

- Maximum Door Thickness: 19.5 mm.

- Cam Distance: 28.5 mm.

CL104B - ABLOY Sentry - Cam Lock

$52.33

Specifications
- Cam turns: 90°/180°, key removable in locked position only.

- Number of discs: 9.

- Cylinder housing: Brass.

- Universal range of cams (ordered separately).

- Finish: Chrome Plate.

- Overall Length: 33 mm.

- Maximum Door Thickness: 9.5 mm.

- Cam Distance: 18.5 mm.
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CL104C - ABLOY Classic - Cam Lock

$64.98

Specifications
- Cam turns: 90°/180°, key removable in locked position only.

- Number of discs: 9.

- Cylinder housing: Brass.

- Universal range of cams (ordered separately).

- Finish: Chrome Plate.

- Overall Length: 33 mm.

- Maximum Door Thickness: 9.5 mm.

- Cam Distance: 18.5 mm.

- Supplied: Assembled with 2 x Keys.

CL290B - ABLOY Sentry - T-Handle Cylinder (Spring Loaded Latch)

$103.50

Specifications
- Cylinder housing: Chrome-plated steel case.

- Cylinder face: Hardened chrome plated steel.

- Latch: Nickel-plated steel.

KL1000 SLV - KitLock 1000 Silver Locker Lock

$187.83

KL1000NC - KL1000 KitLock NetCode Locker Lock

$218.50

Complete Control Wherever You Are.

Activate > Generate > Control.

The KitLock 1000 NetCode allows temporary access to lockers and cabinets via the

web-based NetCode Portal.

NetCode is activated prior to the lock owner shipping and installing at a remote site.

The NetCode Portal allows you to register and set up your account, activate your locks

and generate time-sensitive codes.

Using time-sensitive codes is a more secure way to grant access as the code will not

work outside a designated timeslot. Generated codes can be sent by email or SMS to

any email account or mobile phone.
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KL1200 - Kitlock Electronic Cabinet Lock

$281.75

The CL1200 Cabinet locks are a quick retrofit for keyed cam locks supplied as

standard on a wide range of lockers, cabinets and cupboards. It can just as easily be

fitted to units which don’t have a locking device already fitted, giving the use

immediate, simple, keypad access without the hassle of keys!

P1000 SL - Kitlock Slam Latch for KL1200 & KL1550

$69.00

P1000 SL Slam Latch for KL1200 & KL1550.

KL1000 DG - Kitlock Locker Lock Door Gasket

$11.50

The KL1000 Door Gasket is available as an optional accessory for use with all the

KL1000 Cabinet Locks - vertical and horizontal models.

When used in conjunction with the CL1000 Cabinet Lock and fitted between the back

of the KL1000 and the face of the door, the product combination together achieves

IP54 Rating.

KL1000 BLK - KitLock 1000 Black Locker Lock

$187.83

KL10 - Kitlock Mechanical Furniture Lock

$108.20

Introducing the KitLock KL10. Designed with simplicity in mind, the KL10 offers

mechanical keyless access suitable for a variety of lockers, cabinets and cupboards.

Fixing Pack
The KL10 is provided with a straight cam, hex nut and screw as standard. An

additional fixing pack is available to purchase containing a cranked cam, metal clip,

washer and two screws.

KL10 - Additional Fixing Pack

$13.19

KL10 Additional Fixing Pack
An additional fixing pack containing a cranked cam (50mm / 2"), metal clip, washer and

two screws.

https://www.levco.co.nz/modules/SP_Webshop/shop.php?product_details&product=638
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KL1000 G3 - KitLock Locker Lock

$241.50

The KL1000 G3 is a compact digital lock

offering key override, front battery

change, 24hr countdown timer* and up

to 20 User Codes.
Applying advanced technology to our core products.

Introducing the KL1000 G3; designed through evolution of our best-selling KitLock, the

KL1000, and boasting all popular features of the KL1000 Classic+ including 20 User

Codes and 24hr countdown timer.

KitLock by Codelocks is a convenient alternative to traditional locks and keys suitable

for a wide range of cabinet and locker applications. The KL1000 G3’s key override and

front battery change capabilities provide ease of use and peace of mind. The updated

chrome effect back panel and handle finishes reflect their surroundings giving the lock

a slimmer, more subtle aesthetic.

Sharing the same fittings & fixings as the KL1000 KitLock this lock is easily retrofitted,

ideal for upgrading existing installations with increased flexibility and convenience for

both guests and staff.

KK-CYL - TATA Replacement Cylinder with 2 keys

$34.50

Repalcement cylinder for TA TA key cabinet

Complete with 2 keys
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KL15 PVT - Kitlock KL15 Mechanical Combination Lock (Private)

$108.20

KL15 KitLock Mechanical Combination

Lock
Simple, tough and good value for money, the KL15 offers mechanical keyless access

suitable for a variety of locker and cabinet applications.

The KL15 can be surface mounted with an ergonomically designed surface trim plate

that provides additional grip allowing ease of opening. If it’s a sleek look that will better

suit the application, the KL15 can also be flush fitted.

 

Private Function
The KL15 Private Function is ideal for use where the same, personal 4 digit code will

be repeatedly used, e.g. an employee with the same locker/drawer in the workplace.

Public Function also available

KL15 PUB - Kitlock KL15 Mechanical Combination Lock (Public)

$108.20

KL15 KitLock Mechanical Combination

Lock
Simple, tough and good value for money, the KL15 offers mechanical keyless access

suitable for a variety of locker and cabinet applications.

The KL15 can be surface mounted with an ergonomically designed surface trim plate

that provides additional grip allowing ease of opening. If it’s a sleek look that will better

suit the application, the KL15 can also be flush fitted.

Public Function
The KL15 Public Function is ideal for short term, multiple occupancy applications. The

user enters a personal four digit code, this locks the lock. The same code is entered

once only to open the lock, the lock remains open ready for the next user.

Private function also available.

https://www.levco.co.nz/modules/SP_Webshop/shop.php?product_details&product=701
https://www.levco.co.nz/modules/SP_Webshop/shop.php?product_details&product=700
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Carabiners

0308-200 - Key-Bak - Carabiner with Split Ring

$8.05

0AC2-0201 - Key-Bak - Carabiner Tool

$23.00

Specifications
- Dimensions: 2.4" x 1" x 1.2" thick.

- Material: 3Cr13 Stainless-Steel.

0AC2-0302 - Key-Bak - Gear Carabiner Dark Grey

$25.30

Specifications
- Dimensions: 4.17"L x 2.6" W.
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Cash Boxes

DCB-63 - SR Digital Cash Box

$305.90

Specifications
- A4 Size.

- Coin tray.

- Portable.

- Size: 250(H) x 359(W) x 150(D) mm.

Features
- Advanced & high quality digital keypad.

- LED indicator.

- Set own password access.

- Adjustable key hook.

- Modern and stylish quality acrylic key tag.

- For office, bank and home use.

DCB-58 - SR Digital Cash Box

$248.40

Specifications
- B5 Size.

- Coin tray.

- Portable.

- Size: 215(H) x 313(W) x 130(D) mm.

Features
- Advanced & high quality digital keypad.

- LED indicator.

- Set own password access.

- Adjustable key hook.

- Modern and stylish quality acrylic key tag.

- For office, bank and home use.
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CB-2006N - Cash Box - Small

$49.45

Specifications
- Size: 165 x 125 x 85 mm.

- All metal value engineered construction with plastic frame and rounded corners.

- Automatically opening lid by the patented mechanism lever.

Features
- Recessed handle for easy storage.

- Supplied with 2 keys (spares available) with inner plastic partition coin tray.

- Available in assorted colours.

CB-2008N - Cash Box - Medium

$63.25

Specifications
- Size: 197 x 154 x 85 mm.

- All metal value engineered construction with plastic frame and rounded corners.

- Automatically opening lid by the patented mechanism lever.

Features
- Recessed handle for easy storage.

- Supplied with 2 keys (spares available) with inner plastic partition coin tray.

- Available in assorted colours.

CB-2010N - Cash Box - Large

$78.20

Specifications
- Size: 230 x 185 x 85 mm.

- All metal value engineered construction with plastic frame and rounded corners.

- Automatically opening lid by the patented mechanism lever.

Features
- Recessed handle for easy storage.

- Supplied with 2 keys (spares available) with inner plastic partition coin tray.

- Available in assorted colours.
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CB-2012N - Cash Box - Extra Large

$101.78

Specifications
- Size: 300 x 230 x 85 mm.

- All metal value engineered construction with plastic frame and rounded corners.

- Automatically opening lid by the patented mechanism lever.

Features
- Recessed handle for easy storage.

- Supplied with 2 keys (spares available) with inner plastic partition coin tray.

- Available in assorted colours.
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Digital Locks

KL1000 SLV - KitLock 1000 Silver Locker Lock

$187.83

KL1000NC - KL1000 KitLock NetCode Locker Lock

$218.50

Complete Control Wherever You Are.

Activate > Generate > Control.

The KitLock 1000 NetCode allows temporary access to lockers and cabinets via the

web-based NetCode Portal.

NetCode is activated prior to the lock owner shipping and installing at a remote site.

The NetCode Portal allows you to register and set up your account, activate your locks

and generate time-sensitive codes.

Using time-sensitive codes is a more secure way to grant access as the code will not

work outside a designated timeslot. Generated codes can be sent by email or SMS to

any email account or mobile phone.

KL1200 - Kitlock Electronic Cabinet Lock

$281.75

The CL1200 Cabinet locks are a quick retrofit for keyed cam locks supplied as

standard on a wide range of lockers, cabinets and cupboards. It can just as easily be

fitted to units which don’t have a locking device already fitted, giving the use

immediate, simple, keypad access without the hassle of keys!

P1000 SL - Kitlock Slam Latch for KL1200 & KL1550

$69.00

P1000 SL Slam Latch for KL1200 & KL1550.

CL2200 KEY - Codelock Medium Duty Electronic Surface Deadbolt

Lock with key override

$402.50

The NEW CL2000 lock range are entry level electronic locks providing simple, effective

access control. 

The NEW CL2000 range has been designed to be easily fitted as a new install or as a

rapid retrofit when upgrading from basic single code mechanical digital locks.
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CL2255 - Codelock Medium Duty Electronic Tubular Mortice Lock

$402.50

The NEW CL2000 lock range are entry level electronic locks providing simple. effective

access control. 

The NEW CL2000 range has been designed to be easily fitted as a new install or as a

rapid retrofit when upgrading from basic single code mechanical digital locks.

CL4000GD - Codelock medium duty electronic patch door lock

$1,610.00

Note: As standard the CL4000GD is supplied with a flat strike plate for fitting to solid

door frames. When fitting to a glass door with a glass side panel you will need to buy

the patch strike box. 

Specifications
- Batteries: 4 x 'N' Batteries.

- Body material: Zinc alloy.

- Door thickness: 8 mm -15 mm (5/16" - 10/16").

- Finishes: PVD (Physical Vapour Deposition) hardwearing low maintenance finish BS

(brushed steel).

- Latches: Medium duty, stainless steel latchbolt head with 8 mm (5/16") follower.

- Non handed Lever handle supplied as either right hand (RH) or left hand (LH)

versions, in-swing doors only.

- Spindle type 8 mm (5/16") spring loaded spindle.

 

 

CL4010 - Codelock Medium Duty Electronic Tubular Mortice Lock

$805.00

The lock has fitted as standard two alarm release terminals.

Specifications
- Batteries: 4 x AA Cells (supplied).

- Body material: Zinc alloy.

- Door material: Suitable for wooden doors - For other materials contact Technical

Support.

- Door thickness: 35 mm - 65 mm (1 3/8" - 2 1/2").

- Finishes: PVD (Physical Vapour Deposition) hardwearing low maintenance finish SS

(stainless steel).

- Non handed Lock will fit doors hung on the left or right.

- Spindle type 8 mm spring loaded spindle.
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CL415 - Codelock Medium duty tubular mortice latch with Code Free

entry option

$402.50

The outside lever handle will retract the latch after a correct code is entered.

The spring loaded latchbolt will lock automatically when the door is closed.

Specifications
- Body material: Zinc alloy.

- Door material: Suitable for wooden doors.

- Door thickness: 35 mm - 65 mm (1 3/8" - 2 1/2").

- Finishes: PVD (Physical Vapour Deposition) hardwearing low maintenance finish SS

(stainless steel).

- Non handed Lock will fit doors hung on the left or right.

- Spindle type 2 part 8 mm (5/16") spring loaded spindle.

CL425 - Codelock Medium duty mortice lock with double cylinder

$603.75

The CL425 is a Medium Duty Mortice Lock with double cylinder, 3 keys, code free

option and anti panic-safety feature.

Specifications
- Body material: Zinc alloy.

- Door material: Suitable for wooden doors.

- Door thickness: 35 mm - 65 mm (1 3/8" - 2 1/2").

- Finishes: PVD (Physical Vapour Deposition) hardwearing low maintenance finish SS

(stainless steel).

- Non handed Lock will fit doors hung on the left or right.

- Spindle type 2 part 8 mm (5/16") spring loaded spindle.

CL5010 - Codelock Heavy Duty Electronic Tubular Mortice Lock.

$948.75

Specifications
- Batteries: 4 x AA Cells (supplied).

- Body material: Zinc alloy.

- Door material: Suitable for wooden doors.

- Door thickness: 35 mm - 65 mm (1 3/8" - 2 1/2").

- Finishes: PVD (Physical Vapour Deposition) hardwearing low maintenance finish BS

(brushed steel).

- Latches: Option 1 60 mm (2 3/8") backset latch requiring 25 x 82 mm (1" x 3 1/4")

hole.

- Latches: Option 2 70 mm (2 3/4") backset latch requiring 25 x 92 mm (1"x 3 5/16")

hole.

- Non handed Lock will fit doors hung on the left or right.

- Spindle type 8 mm (5/16") spring loaded spindle.
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CL515 BB - Codelock CL515 Back to Back Tubular Mortice Latch With

Code Free Entry Option

$787.78

Specifications
- Body material: Zinc alloy.

- Door material: Suitable for wooden doors.

- Door thickness: 35 mm - 65 mm (1 3/8" - 2 1/2").

- Finishes: PVD (Physical Vapour Deposition) hardwearing low maintenance finish SS

(stainless steel).

- Non handed Lock will fit doors hung on the left or right.

- Spindle type 2 part 5/16" (inches) spring loaded spindle.

CL6010 - Codelocks CL6000 Heavy-Duty ADA Electronic Lock |

Weather Resistant

$1,121.25

Specifications
- Batteries: 4 x AA Cells (supplied).

- Body material: Zinc alloy.

- Door applicatons: Wood/metal swing doors with cylindrical latch preps.

- Door thickness: 1-3/4" ~ 2" (inches).

- Latch: Cylindrical Latch.

- Handing: Non handed Lock will fit doors hung on the left or right.

KL1000 DG - Kitlock Locker Lock Door Gasket

$11.50

The KL1000 Door Gasket is available as an optional accessory for use with all the

KL1000 Cabinet Locks - vertical and horizontal models.

When used in conjunction with the CL1000 Cabinet Lock and fitted between the back

of the KL1000 and the face of the door, the product combination together achieves

IP54 Rating.
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CL515 - Codelock CL515 Tubular Mortice Latch With Code Free Entry

Option

$632.50

Specifications
- Body material: Zinc alloy.

- Door material: Suitable for wooden doors.

- Door thickness: 35 mm - 65 mm (1 3/8" - 2 1/2").

- Finishes: PVD (Physical Vapour Deposition) hardwearing low maintenance finish SS

(stainless steel).

- Non handed Lock will fit doors hung on the left or right.

- Spindle type 2 part 5/16" (inches) spring loaded spindle.

CL200 - Codelock Light Duty Surface Deadbolt

$287.50

All products feature a beveled hexagonal handle, tumbler alignment for easy code

changing, and durable PVD (Physical Vapour Deposition) finishes. As with all

Codelocks, installation and code changing are simple, thanks to the easy flow clear

instructions supplied.

Specifications
- Body material: Zinc alloy.

- Door material: Suitable for wooden doors.

- Door thickness: 35 mm - 65 mm (1 3/8" - 2 1/2").

- Finishes: PVD (Physical Vapour Deposition) hardwearing low maintenance finish SS

(stainless steel).

- Non handed Lock will fit doors hung on the left or right.

- Spindle type 2 part 5/16" (inches) spring loaded spindle.

CL200 KEY - Codelock Light Duty Surface Deadbolt with Key Override

$345.00

All products feature a bevelled hexagonal handle, tumbler alignment for easy code

changing, and durable PVD (Physical Vapour Deposition) finishes. As with all

Codelocks, installation and code changing are simple, thanks to the easy flow clear

instructions supplied.

Specifications
- Body material: Zinc alloy.

- Door material: Suitable for wooden doors.

- Door thickness: 35 mm - 65 mm (1 3/8" - 2 1/2").

- Finishes: PVD (Physical Vapour Deposition) hardwearing low maintenance finish SS

(stainless steel).

- Non handed Lock will fit doors hung on the left or right.

- Spindle type 2 part 5/16" (inches) spring loaded spindle.
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KL1000 BLK - KitLock 1000 Black Locker Lock

$187.83

CL155 - Codelock Light Duty Mortice Latch with Hold Open

$258.75

The Codelocks CL155 Silver Mortice Latch is an entry level mechanical push button

lock which provides an extensive variety of functions for light duty entry control, for

internal office doors, storage rooms or cupboards in commercial premises, sheds,

garage-to-house doors or cupboards at home.

WAVbi8000CA - No Key Override Aust 60/90mm Prox/Code

$1,006.25

Fast, easy, and smart

WAVbi Standalone mode is the simplest way in which to operate your access control

system. Each handle set is programmed with a Management Card and then users are

simply added and deleted when the management card is presented to the outside

reader.

WAVbi8108CA - Key Override Aust 90mm Prox/Code

$1,006.25

Fast, easy, and smart

WAVbi Standalone mode is the simplest way in which to operate your access control

system. Each handle set is programmed with a Management Card and then users are

simply added and deleted when the management card is presented to the outside

reader.

WAVbi8010CA - No Key Override Euro Prox/Code

$1,029.25

Fast, easy, and smart

WAVbi Standalone mode is the simplest way in which to operate your access control

system. Each handle set is programmed with a Management Card and then users are

simply added and deleted when the management card is presented to the outside

reader.
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CL5510 - Codelock Smart Electronic Tubular Mortice Latch

$1,175.30

The SMART Lock CL5510 makes access control easier, offering flexibility and

convenience by providing a range of entry methods

Specifications
- Battery Status Monitor via App.

- Batteries: 4 x AA Cells.

- Low Battery Warning.

- Memory Stores: 350 different Clients, 100 codes, 150 cards, 150 phone clients.

- Spindle Type 8 mm (5/16”) spring loaded spindle.

- Material: Zinc Alloy.

- Door Thickness: 35 mm – 60 mm (13/8” – 23/8”).

- Latch Options: 60 mm (23/8”) and 70 mm (2¾”).

- Buttons 12 button back-lit keypad.

CL4510 - Codelock Smart Electronic Tubular Mortice Latch

$918.85

Smart locks get smarter. The CL4500 range of locks offers the Codelocks smart

lock features but in a smaller, sleeker lock model.

Specifications
- Battery Status Monitor via App.

- Batteries: 4 x AA Cells.

- Low Battery Warning.

- Memory Stores: 350 different Clients.

- Spindle Type 8 mm (5/16”) spring loaded spindle.

- Material: Zinc Alloy.

- Door Thickness: 35 mm – 60 mm (13/8” – 23/8”).

- Latch Options: 60 mm (23/8”) and 70 mm (2¾”).

- Buttons 12 button back-lit keypad.

KL10 - Kitlock Mechanical Furniture Lock

$108.20

Introducing the KitLock KL10. Designed with simplicity in mind, the KL10 offers

mechanical keyless access suitable for a variety of lockers, cabinets and cupboards.

Fixing Pack
The KL10 is provided with a straight cam, hex nut and screw as standard. An

additional fixing pack is available to purchase containing a cranked cam, metal clip,

washer and two screws.

https://www.levco.co.nz/modules/SP_Webshop/shop.php?product_details&product=638
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CL310 SG - Codelock Medium Duty Tubular Digital Deadbolt

$239.59

Affordable Access Control

Suitable for a variety of entry control applications in commercial and residential

premises. Take a good look at the CL310 and see how it could help you

appLOK S200-SIL - Bluetooth Smart Leverset Silver

$488.52

Easily manage your property access with smart

app operated locksets

appLOK'" is a series of smart APP operated locksets covering various installation

applications for residential and rental properties. All locks and key boxes connect to a

simple yet smart mobile APP that utilizes Bluetooth technology to set up and manage

your property access requirements.

 

Specifications
- Power Source - 4x AA Batteries (supplied)

- Working Environment - -40 to +80c

- Door Width - 35mm - 50mm

- Backset - 60/70 adjustable

- Emergency power source -9v battery

- Low battery indicator - Yes

- IP Rating - IP55

- Construction Material - Stainless Steel

- Warranty - 2 year

- Certification - Ro HS/CE
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appLOK S200-BLK - Bluetooth Smart Leverset Black

$488.52

Easily manage your property access with smart

app operated locksets
appLOK'" is a series of smart APP operated locksets covering various installation

applications for residential and rental properties. All locks and key boxes connect to a

simple yet smart mobile APP that utilizes Bluetooth technology to set up and manage

your property access requirements.

Specifications
- Power Source - 4x AA Batteries (supplied)

- Working Environment - -40 to +80c

- Door Width - 35mm - 50mm

- Backset - 60/70 adjustable

- Emergency power source -9v battery

- Low battery indicator - Yes

- IP Rating - IP55

- Construction Material - Stainless Steel

- Warranty - 2 year

- Certification - Ro HS/CE

appLOK S110-BLK - Bluetooth Smart Deadbolt Black

$529.71

Easily manage your property access with smart

app operated locksets
appLOK'" is a series of smart APP operated locksets covering various installation

applications for residential and rental properties. All locks and key boxes connect to a

simple yet smart mobile APP that utilizes Bluetooth technology to set up and manage

your property access requirements.

Specifications
- Power Source - 4x AA Batteries (supplied)

- Working Environment - -40 to +80c

- Door Width - 35mm - 50mm

- Backset - 60/70 adjustable

- Emergency power source -9v battery

- Low battery indicator - Yes

- IP Rating - IP55

- Construction Material - Zinc Alloy/ABS Plastic

- Warranty - 2 year

- Certification - Ro HS/CE
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appLOK S110-SIL - Bluetooth Smart Deadbolt Silver

$529.71

Easily manage your property access with smart

app operated locksets
appLOK'" is a series of smart APP operated locksets covering various installation

applications for residential and rental properties. All locks and key boxes connect to a

simple yet smart mobile APP that utilizes Bluetooth technology to set up and manage

your property access requirements.

Specifications
- Power Source - 4x AA Batteries (supplied)

- Working Environment - -40 to +80c

- Door Width - 35mm - 50mm

- Backset - 60/70 adjustable

- Emergency power source -9v battery

- Low battery indicator - Yes

- IP Rating - IP55

- Construction Material - Zinc Alloy/ABS Plastic

- Warranty - 2 year

- Certification - Ro HS/CE

appLOK S918-BLK - Bluetooth Smart Leverset Black

$597.66

Easily manage your property access with smart

app operated locksets

appLOK'" is a series of smart APP operated locksets covering various installation

applications for residential and rental properties. All locks and key boxes connect to a

simple yet smart mobile APP that utilizes Bluetooth technology to set up and manage

your property access requirements.

Specifications
- Power Source - 4x AAA Batteries (supplied)

- Working Environment - -40 to +80c

- Door Width - 35mm - 50mm/51mm - 90mm

- Mortice Lock Backset - 30, 35, 40, 45 or 60mm (Sold Seperately)

- Low battery indicator - Yes

- IP Rating - IP55

- Construction Material - Stainless Steel

- Warranty - 2 year

- Certification - Ro HS/CE

https://www.levco.co.nz/modules/SP_Webshop/shop.php?product_details&product=694
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appLOK S918LM-SIL - Bluetooth Smart Leverset Silver

$685.19

Easily manage your property access with smart

app operated locksets
appLOK'" is a series of smart APP operated locksets covering various installation

applications for residential and rental properties. All locks and key boxes connect to a

simple yet smart mobile APP that utilizes Bluetooth technology to set up and manage

your property access requirements.

Specifications
- Power Source - 4x AAA Batteries (supplied)

- Working Environment - -40 to +80c

- Door Width - 35mm - 50mm/51mm - 90mm

- Mortice Lock Backset - 30, 35, 40, 45 or 60mm (Sold Seperately)

- Low battery indicator - Yes

- IP Rating - IP55

- Construction Material - Stainless Steel

- Warranty - 2 year

- Certification - Ro HS/CE

appLOK S1019-SIL - Bluetooth Smart Leverset Silver

$633.71

Easily manage your property access with smart

app operated locksets
appLOK'" is a series of smart APP operated locksets covering various installation

applications for residential and rental properties. All locks and key boxes connect to a

simple yet smart mobile APP that utilizes Bluetooth technology to set up and manage

your property access requirements.

Specifications
- Power Source - 4x AA Batteries (supplied)

- Working Environment - -40 to +80c

- Door Width - 35mm - 50mm/51mm - 90mm

- Mortice Lock Backset - 30, 35, 40, 45 or 60mm (Sold Seperately)

- Low battery indicator - Yes

- IP Rating - IP55

- Construction Material - Stainless Steel

- Warranty - 2 year

- Certification - Ro HS/CE

https://www.levco.co.nz/modules/SP_Webshop/shop.php?product_details&product=694
https://www.levco.co.nz/modules/SP_Webshop/shop.php?product_details&product=694
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appLOK S1019-BLK - Bluetooth Smart Leverset Black

$633.71

Easily manage your property access with smart

app operated locksets
appLOK'" is a series of smart APP operated locksets covering various installation

applications for residential and rental properties. All locks and key boxes connect to a

simple yet smart mobile APP that utilizes Bluetooth technology to set up and manage

your property access requirements.

Specifications
- Power Source - 4x AA Batteries (supplied)

- Working Environment - -40 to +80c

- Door Width - 35mm - 50mm/51mm - 90mm

- Mortice Lock Backset - 30, 35, 40, 45 or 60mm (Sold Seperately)

- Low battery indicator - Yes

- IP Rating - IP55

- Construction Material - Stainless Steel

- Warranty - 2 year

- Certification - Ro HS/CE

appLOK S918-SIL - Bluetooth Smart Leverset Silver

$597.66

Easily manage your property access with smart

app operated locksets
appLOK'" is a series of smart APP operated locksets covering various installation

applications for residential and rental properties. All locks and key boxes connect to a

simple yet smart mobile APP that utilizes Bluetooth technology to set up and manage

your property access requirements.

Specifications
- Power Source - 4x AAA Batteries (supplied)

- Working Environment - -40 to +80c

- Door Width - 35mm - 50mm/51mm - 90mm

- Mortice Lock Backset - 30, 35, 40, 45 or 60mm (Sold Seperately)

- Low battery indicator - Yes

- IP Rating - IP55

- Construction Material - Stainless Steel

- Warranty - 2 year

- Certification - Ro HS/CE

https://www.levco.co.nz/modules/SP_Webshop/shop.php?product_details&product=694
https://www.levco.co.nz/modules/SP_Webshop/shop.php?product_details&product=694
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appLOK S918LM-BLK - Bluetooth Smart Leverset Black

$685.19

Easily manage your property access with smart

app operated locksets
appLOK'" is a series of smart APP operated locksets covering various installation

applications for residential and rental properties. All locks and key boxes connect to a

simple yet smart mobile APP that utilizes Bluetooth technology to set up and manage

your property access requirements.

Specifications
- Power Source - 4x AAA Batteries (supplied)

- Working Environment - -40 to +80c

- Door Width - 35mm - 50mm/51mm - 90mm

- Mortice Lock Backset - 30, 35, 40, 45 or 60mm (Sold Seperately)

- Low battery indicator - Yes

- IP Rating - IP55

- Construction Material - Stainless Steel

- Warranty - 2 year

- Certification - Ro HS/CE

CL515 MG - Codelock CL515 Marine Grade Tubular Mortice Latch With

Code Free Entry Option

$726.51

The Marine by Codelocks range features a selection of locks that have been specially

enhanced to withstand harsh outdoor environments and coastal applications. Reliable

and durable, the marine grade black finish has proven to be resistant against moisture

and salt spray, following rigorous salt spray testing for up to 1000 hours*.

Medium duty tubular mortice latch with ‘anti-shim’ plunger. Latch retracts by turning

inside handle freely, or the outside handle after code input. The CL515 model provides

a Code Free option. The outside lever will retract the latch freely until disabled.

https://www.levco.co.nz/modules/SP_Webshop/shop.php?product_details&product=694
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KL1000 G3 - KitLock Locker Lock

$241.50

The KL1000 G3 is a compact digital lock

offering key override, front battery

change, 24hr countdown timer* and up

to 20 User Codes.
Applying advanced technology to our core products.

Introducing the KL1000 G3; designed through evolution of our best-selling KitLock, the

KL1000, and boasting all popular features of the KL1000 Classic+ including 20 User

Codes and 24hr countdown timer.

KitLock by Codelocks is a convenient alternative to traditional locks and keys suitable

for a wide range of cabinet and locker applications. The KL1000 G3’s key override and

front battery change capabilities provide ease of use and peace of mind. The updated

chrome effect back panel and handle finishes reflect their surroundings giving the lock

a slimmer, more subtle aesthetic.

Sharing the same fittings & fixings as the KL1000 KitLock this lock is easily retrofitted,

ideal for upgrading existing installations with increased flexibility and convenience for

both guests and staff.

appLOK S35B-BLK - Bluetooth Smart Leverset Black

$613.10

Easily manage your property access with smart

app operated locksets

appLOK'" is a series of smart APP operated locksets covering various installation

applications for residential and rental properties. All locks and key boxes connect to a

simple yet smart mobile APP that utilizes Bluetooth technology to set up and manage

your property access requirements.

Specifications
- Power Source - 4x AA Batteries (supplied)

- Working Environment - -40 to +80c

- Door Width - 35mm - 50mm/51mm - 90mm

- Mortice Lock Backset - 30, 35, 40, 45 or 60mm (Sold Seperately)

- Low battery indicator - Yes

- IP Rating - IP55

- Construction Material - Stainless Steel

- Warranty - 2 year

- Certification - Ro HS/CE

https://www.levco.co.nz/modules/SP_Webshop/shop.php?product_details&product=694
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appLOK S35B-SIL - Bluetooth Smart Leverset Silver

$613.10

Easily manage your property access with smart

app operated locksets
appLOK'" is a series of smart APP operated locksets covering various installation

applications for residential and rental properties. All locks and key boxes connect to a

simple yet smart mobile APP that utilizes Bluetooth technology to set up and manage

your property access requirements.

Specifications
- Power Source - 4x AA Batteries (supplied)

- Working Environment - -40 to +80c

- Door Width - 35mm - 50mm/51mm - 90mm

- Mortice Lock Backset - 30, 35, 40, 45 or 60mm (Sold Seperately)

- Low battery indicator - Yes

- IP Rating - IP55

- Construction Material - Stainless Steel

- Warranty - 2 year

- Certification - Ro HS/CE

appLOK SH81B-SIL - Bluetooth Lockset 3572 compatible

$699.81

Easily manage your property access with smart

app operated locksets
appLOK'" is a series of smart APP operated locksets covering various installation

applications for residential and rental properties. All locks and key boxes connect to a

simple yet smart mobile APP that utilizes Bluetooth technology to set up and manage

your property access requirements.

- Extended Cylinder may be required for installation, click here.

Specifications
- Power Source - 4x AAA Batteries (supplied)

- Working Environment - -10 to +55c

- Door Width - 35mm - 50mm

- Backset - 60mm

- Low battery indicator - Yes

- IP Rating - IP55

- Construction Material - Stainless Steel

- Warranty - 1 year

- Certification - RoHS/CE

https://www.levco.co.nz/modules/SP_Webshop/shop.php?product_details&product=694
https://www.levco.co.nz/modules/SP_Webshop/shop.php?product_details&product=682
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CL310K SG- Codelock Medium Duty Tubular Digital Deadbolt with Key

Override

$287.50

Affordable Access Control

Suitable for a variety of entry control applications in commercial and residential

premises. Take a good look at the CL310 and see how it could help you

CL355K FB - Codelock Tubular Digital Deadlatch with Key Override

and Hold Back - Black Finish

$383.89

Affordable Access Control

Suitable for a variety of entry control applications in commercial and residential

premises. Take a good look at the CL355K and see how it could help you

CL255 MG - Codelock CL255 Marine Grade Tubular Mortice Latch With

Hold Back

$375.97

The Marine by Codelocks range features a selection of locks that have been specially

enhanced to withstand harsh outdoor environments and coastal applications. Reliable

and durable, the marine grade black finish has proven to be resistant against moisture

and salt spray, following rigorous salt spray testing for up to 1000 hours*.

Tubular mortice latch retracts by turning inside lever freely, or the outside knob after

code input. Features hold open function. Supplied with a hold open function enabled

allowing free entry when required, without having to use a code. The function can be

disabled during installation requiring code input to open the door. Key override is

available to order on compatible models within the CL200 range

CL290 MG - Codelock CL290 Back to Back Marine Grade Tubular

Mortice Latch

$420.41

The Marine by Codelocks range features a selection of locks that have been specially

enhanced to withstand harsh outdoor environments and coastal applications. Reliable

and durable, the marine grade black finish has proven to be resistant against moisture

and salt spray, following rigorous salt spray testing for up to 1000 hours*.

Tubular mortice latch retracts by turning inside lever freely, or the outside knob after

code input. Features hold open function. Supplied with a hold open function enabled

allowing free entry when required, without having to use a code. The function can be

disabled during installation requiring code input to open the door. Key override is

available to order on compatible models within the CL200 range
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CL160 - Codelocks Light Duty Mortice Latch Featuring QuickCode

Code Change.

$287.50

The CL160 is an entry level mechanical push button lock which provides an extensive

variety of functions for light duty entry control as well as providing on the door code

change and simple retrofit opportunities.
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Door Closers and Swing Door Operators

DC270 - ABLOY Door Closer. EN 6-7

$2,354.05

DC330 - ABLOY Door Closer. EN 1-4

$576.15

ABLOY DC330 can be adjusted to meet requirements of light opening resistance; for

example the DDA (disability Discrimination Act) in the UK.

Maximum door weight is 80 kg and door leaf width 1100 mm with sliding arm

installation.
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Door Cylinders

CY406N - ABLOY Protec - Key-In-Knob cylinder

$109.83

Specifications
- Number of discs: 11.

- Cylinder housing material: Brass.

- Cylinder housing finish: Satin Chrome.

CY410T - ABLOY Protec2 - Key-In-Knob cylinder

$161.00

Specifications
- Number of discs: 11.

- Cylinder housing material: Brass.

- Cylinder housing finish: Satin Chrome.

CY503N - ABLOY Protec - Australian Cylinder

$151.23

This cylinder is used for hold back applications on Lockwood 3570 & 3580 series

mortice locks.

Specifications
- Number of discs: 11.

- Cylinder housing material: Brass.

- Cylinder housing finish: Satin Chrome Brushed.

CY801N - ABLOY Protec - Australian Cylinder

$133.98

This cylinder is used in the Lockwood 530 Series Key in Knob Locksets and the

930/950 Series Key in Lever Locksets.

Specifications
- Number of discs: 11.

- Cylinder housing material: Brass.

- Cylinder housing finish: Satin Chrome Brushed.
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CY406T - ABLOY Protec2 - Key-In-Knob cylinder

$109.83

Specifications
- Number of discs: 11.

- Cylinder housing material: Brass.

- Cylinder housing finish: Satin Chrome.

CY414T - ABLOY Protec2 - Australian Cylinder

$170.78

This cylinder is used as the external cylinder in a wide range of rimlocks including

Lockwood 001, 002, 303, 355, 201, 211, 213 etc.

Specifications
- Number of discs: 11.

- Cylinder housing material: Brass.

- Cylinder housing finish: Satin Chrome Brushed.

CY504T - ABLOY Protec2 - Australian Cylinder

$149.50

This cylinder is used on Lockwood Cylinder Mortice Locks such asâ€¨Lockwood

Synergy 3570 Series (3572, 3574 etc.), 3580 Series (3582, 3584 etc.) and 3540

Series.

Specifications
- Cylinder housing finish: Satin Chrome Brushed.

- Cylinder plug: Brass.

- Discs and washers: Tin Bronze.

- Number of discs: 11.

LALEXT50XSC - LAL Extended Oval Cylinder 50mm

$31.71

Australian Oval Extended Cylinder

50mm

LAL570EXTKIT - Security Plug Extension Kit

$11.50

Security Plug Extension Kit for 50mm cylinder
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LAL570SCKD - Levco 570 Oval Cylinder - Keyed to Differ

$20.50

Levco 570 Oval Cylinder - Keyed to

Differ
Standard oval cylinder for use on Australasian mortice locks

LAL570SCKA1 - Levco 570 Oval Cylinder - Keyed Alike

$20.50

Levco 570 Oval Cylinder Keyed Alike
Standard oval cylinder for use on Australasian mortice locks

LAL570SCLP - Levco 570 Oval Cylinder - Less Plug

$16.48

Levco 570 Oval Cylinder - Less Plug
Standard oval cylinder for use on Australasian mortice locks

LAL201SCKD - Levco 201 Round Cylinder - Keyed to differ

$37.36

Levco 201 Round Cylinder - Keyed to

Differ
Standard round cylinder for use on most rim type night latches

LAL201SCKA1 - Levco 201 Round Cylinder - Keyed Alike

$37.36

Levco 201 Round Cylinder - Keyed Alike
Standard round cylinder for use on most rim type night latches
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LAL201SCLP - Levco 201 Round Cylinder less plug - Less plug

$33.53

Levco 201 Round Cylinder less plug -

Less Plug
Standard round cylinder for use on most rim type night latches
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Door Furniture

DH619 - ABLOY - Inxoi X/013 PZBL (92) Handle Set for EL460

$414.00

INOXI 3-19/012 PZ+BL = Key hole on outside plate and plain plate inside.

For use with EL460 .0mm Backset Mortice Lock.

Specifications
- Material: stainless steel.

- On the broader plate suitable for solid doors, the distance between the holes is 72

mm, and on the narrower plate designed for profile doors, it is 92 mm.

- Door thicknesses: 38-42mm, 43-47mm, 48-52mm, 53-57mm, 58-62mm.

DH612 - ABLOY - Inoxi X/012 PZPZ (72) Handle Set for EL560

$805.00

INOXI 3-19/012 PZ+PZ = Plate with key holes inside and outside.

For use with EL560 60mm Backset Mortice Lock.

Specifications
- Material: stainless steel.

- On the broader plate suitable for solid doors, the distance between the holes is 72

mm, and on the narrower plate designed for profile doors, it is 92 mm.

- Door thicknesses: 38-42mm, 43-47mm, 48-52mm, 53-57mm, 58-62mm.

DH621 - ABLOY - Inxoi X/013 PZPZ (92) Handle Set for EL460

$414.00

INOXI 3-19/012 PZ+PZ = Plates with key holes inside and outside.

For use with EL460 .0mm Backset Mortice Lock.

Specifications
- Material: stainless steel.

- On the broader plate suitable for solid doors, the distance between the holes is 72

mm, and on the narrower plate designed for profile doors, it is 92 mm.

- Door thicknesses: 38-42mm, 43-47mm, 48-52mm, 53-57mm, 58-62mm.

Lemaar Silla 15007 - Passage Set SSS

$109.25

Lemaar Silla - 15007 - Satin Stainless Steel

Does not include tubular latch (available separately).
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Lemaar Otus 15008 - Passage Set SSS

$109.25

Lemaar Otus - 15008 - Satin Stainless Steel

WAVbi8000CA - No Key Override Aust 60/90mm Prox/Code

$1,006.25

Fast, easy, and smart

WAVbi Standalone mode is the simplest way in which to operate your access control

system. Each handle set is programmed with a Management Card and then users are

simply added and deleted when the management card is presented to the outside

reader.

WAVbi8108CA - Key Override Aust 90mm Prox/Code

$1,006.25

Fast, easy, and smart

WAVbi Standalone mode is the simplest way in which to operate your access control

system. Each handle set is programmed with a Management Card and then users are

simply added and deleted when the management card is presented to the outside

reader.

WAVbi8102PA - Key Override Aust 60mm Prox

$914.25

Fast, easy, and smart

WAVbi Standalone mode is the simplest way in which to operate your access control

system. Each handle set is programmed with a Management Card and then users are

simply added and deleted when the management card is presented to the outside

reader.
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WAVbi8010CA - No Key Override Euro Prox/Code

$1,029.25

Fast, easy, and smart

WAVbi Standalone mode is the simplest way in which to operate your access control

system. Each handle set is programmed with a Management Card and then users are

simply added and deleted when the management card is presented to the outside

reader.

WAVbi8010PA - No Key Override Euro Prox

$914.25

Fast, easy, and smart

WAVbi Standalone mode is the simplest way in which to operate your access control

system. Each handle set is programmed with a Management Card and then users are

simply added and deleted when the management card is presented to the outside

reader.

WAVbi8116PA - Key Override Euro 85mm Prox

$914.25

Fast, easy, and smart

WAVbi Standalone mode is the simplest way in which to operate your access control

system. Each handle set is programmed with a Management Card and then users are

simply added and deleted when the management card is presented to the outside

reader.

SAR101 - Sara Passage Lever Set Satin Chrome

$110.39

The S Range lever handles feature a unique through door interlocking system that

greatly improves torsional rigidity and ease of installation. Top and bottom grip points

significantly reduce the risk of racking or lateral movement which can cause door

damage and decreased product life. Positioning lugs inside the covers increase

installation accuracy and stop potential twisting of the cover.

Passage - For general interior or hallway doors (non-locking operation)
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SAR102 - Sara Privacy Lever Set Satin Chrome

$110.39

The S Range lever handles feature a unique through door interlocking system that

greatly improves torsional rigidity and ease of installation. Top and bottom grip points

significantly reduce the risk of racking or lateral movement which can cause door

damage and decreased product life. Positioning lugs inside the covers increase

installation accuracy and stop potential twisting of the cover.

Privacy - For bedroom or bathroom doors (internal locking, emergency access from

outside)

SAR103 - Sara Dummy Lever Handle (Single)

$58.73

The S Range lever handles feature a unique through door interlocking system that

greatly improves torsional rigidity and ease of installation. Top and bottom grip points

significantly reduce the risk of racking or lateral movement which can cause door

damage and decreased product life. Positioning lugs inside the covers increase

installation accuracy and stop potential twisting of the cover.

Dummy - For wardrobe and cupboard doors (fixed lever)

All fixings are concealed and supplied.
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Drop Boxes

WDS-150 - Protex Wall Mount Drop Box

$479.16

Specifications
- Exterior Dimensions: 254 (W) x 381 (H) x 108 (D).

- Door Clearance: 181 (W) x 159 (H).

- Drop Opening: 187 (W) x 35 (H) (25 drop clearance).

- Door Thickness: 3 mm.

- Volume: 5.13 litres.

- Weight: 7 kg.

WSS-159 - Protex Through the Door Drop Box

$580.75

Specifications
- Exterior Dimensions: 254 (W) x 381 (H) x 108 (D).

- Door Clearance: 181 (W) x 159 (H).

- Drop Opening: 187 (W) x 35 (H) (25 drop clearance).

- Door Thickness: 3 mm.

- Volume: 5.13 litres.

- Weight: 7 kg.

WDC-160 - Protex Wall Drop Box w/ Adjustable Chute

$747.50

Specifications.
- Exterior Dimensions: 305 (W) x 407 (H) x 152 (D).

- Interior Dimensions: 299 (W) x 254 (H) x 127 (D).

- Door Clearance: 184 (W) x 235 (H).

- Drop Opening: 216 (W) x 25 (H).

- Door Thickness: 3 mm.

- Face Plate: 308 x 108.

- Weight: 12 kg.
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B-1414SE - Protex B-Rated Small Front Loading Drop Safe

$1,610.00

"B" Rated Burglary Safe with Envelope Drop Slot and Electronic Lock.

FEATURES

- Solid steel construction, fully welded body construction.

- Securam electronic digital lock.

- 6mm thick carburized hard-plate to resist drilling.

- Spring loaded active re-locker.

- Door is constructed from anti-pry 12mm thick. solid steel plate.

- Front loading anti-fishing baffle.

- 4 pre-drilled mounting holes on bottom of safe (12mm dia.).

- 3 chrome plated heavy duty locking bolts (25mm dia.).

- Heavy-duty vault hinges.

- High quality powder coat finish.

- Bolting hardware included (for concrete floor anchoring).

RX-164 - Protex Prescription Drop Box

$569.25

RX-164 Protex Prescription Drugs Drop Box - Designed for use in police stations,

hospitals, pharmacies, fire stations and more.

FEATURES

- Heavy Duty Drop box designed for discarding pills, prescriptions and other unwanted

medication containers.

- Tubular-style key lock with Double "D" configuration (can be retrofitted with other cam

locks).

- Piano hinge.

- Drop door openning thick enough to drop up to 2-1/4" diameter containers.

- Metal baffle to protect drop openning from fishing.

- Pre-drilled mounting holes in back for wall mounting.

- Can be set on a table or a shelf.

- Mounting hardware for wood and concrete is included.

- Two tubular keys included.

- Reinforced double steel door to protect against prying.

- The perfect way to lock and secure unwanted prescriptions or other bulky items.

- RX-Label comes unattached, so you can use it for other applications.

- Maximum diameter of item to drop is 2.25".
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SDL-400K - Protex Wall Mounted Drop Box with Key Lock

$460.00

Inter-Office Wall-Mount Locking, Payment Drop Box w/ Key Lock Drop box designed

for cash, rent checks and envelopes.

FEATURES

- Tubular-style key lock with Double "D" configuration (can be retrofitted with other cam

locks).

- Piano hinge.

- Slot opening 254mm wide will accept legal size paper and large envelopes.

- Saw-tooth metal baffle to protect slot.

- Pre-drilled mounting holes in back.

- Mounting hardware for wood and concrete is included.

- Reinforced door.

- The perfect way to lock and secure suggestions, ballots, mail, money, rent checks

and more.

- Use as a mail collection box for all out-going office mail.

WDB-110 - Protex Letter Size Wall Drop Box

$391.00

Wall-Mount Locking, Payment Drop Box

FEATURES

- Tubular-style key lock with Double "D" configuration (can be retrofitted with other cam

locks).

- Piano hinge.

- Slot opening 225mm wide will accept legal size paper.

- Metal baffle to protect slot.

- Pre-drilled mounting holes in back.

- Mounting hardware for wood and concrete is included.

- Two tubular keys included.

- Reinforced door.

- The perfect way to lock and secure suggestions, ballots, keys, mail, money, rent

checks and more.

- Use as a mail collection box for all out-going office mail.
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WDD-180 - Protex Wall Drop Box

$819.95

Through-The-Wall Locking Drop Box. Adjusts to fit through walls anywhere between 4"

to 10" in thickness.

FEATURES

- Tubular-style key lock with Double "D" configuration.

- Two tubular keys included.

- Piano hinge.

- Drop door openning thick enough to drop keys, wallets, car remotes, thick envelopes

and more.

- Metal baffle to protect drop openning from fishing.

- Pre-drilled mounting holes on sides for in-the-wall installation.

- Installation hardware included.

- Reinforced double steel door to protect against prying.

- The perfect way to lock and secure cash, keys, mail, car remotes, small envelopes

and more.

- Drop from one side and collect from the opposite side.

- Designed to be installed in the wall between standard (16" on center) wall studs.

- Requires cutting the drywall between the studs.

- Includes two removable and adjustable metal frames to hide the rough cuts.

- Maximum thickness of item to drop is 1" thick.

- Recommended wall thickness for proper installation is between 4 and 10 inches.
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Electric Locks

EA280 - ABLOY Power Transfer

$71.30

Specifications
- Steel with Bright Chrome finish.

- Max diameter of cable 7.5mm.

- Max opening angle of door < 120°.

- Distance between pin hinge & door frame < 20mm.

WAVbi8000CA - No Key Override Aust 60/90mm Prox/Code

$1,006.25

Fast, easy, and smart

WAVbi Standalone mode is the simplest way in which to operate your access control

system. Each handle set is programmed with a Management Card and then users are

simply added and deleted when the management card is presented to the outside

reader.

WAVbi8108CA - Key Override Aust 90mm Prox/Code

$1,006.25

Fast, easy, and smart

WAVbi Standalone mode is the simplest way in which to operate your access control

system. Each handle set is programmed with a Management Card and then users are

simply added and deleted when the management card is presented to the outside

reader.

WAVbi8102PA - Key Override Aust 60mm Prox

$914.25

Fast, easy, and smart

WAVbi Standalone mode is the simplest way in which to operate your access control

system. Each handle set is programmed with a Management Card and then users are

simply added and deleted when the management card is presented to the outside

reader.
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WAVbi8010CA - No Key Override Euro Prox/Code

$1,029.25

Fast, easy, and smart

WAVbi Standalone mode is the simplest way in which to operate your access control

system. Each handle set is programmed with a Management Card and then users are

simply added and deleted when the management card is presented to the outside

reader.

WAVbi8010PA - No Key Override Euro Prox

$914.25

Fast, easy, and smart

WAVbi Standalone mode is the simplest way in which to operate your access control

system. Each handle set is programmed with a Management Card and then users are

simply added and deleted when the management card is presented to the outside

reader.

WAVbi8116PA - Key Override Euro 85mm Prox

$914.25

Fast, easy, and smart

WAVbi Standalone mode is the simplest way in which to operate your access control

system. Each handle set is programmed with a Management Card and then users are

simply added and deleted when the management card is presented to the outside

reader.
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Electric Magnets (Mag-Clamps)

ALPEMS1200 - Compact Shearlock Magnet EMS1200

$471.50

The Alpro EMS1200 compact shearlock magnet is available in mortice or surface

mount models (including glass mount) and offer slimline dimensions whilst maintaining

high physical security.

Independently tested to 500,000 cycles, the compact size combined with 1200kg of

proven shear holding force makes this compact shearlock both innovative and easy to

install.

ALPFP1200/2 - Compact Shearlock EMS1200 - 2 mm Filler Plate

$11.50

Compact Shearlock Magnet EMS1200 - 2 mm Filler Plate

ALPFP122/6 - Compact Shearlock EMS1200 - 6 mm Filler Plate

$17.25

Compact Shearlock Magnet EMS1200 - 6mm Filler Plate

ALPGDC1200 - Glass Door Clamp for EMS1200

$34.50

Aluminium Frameless Glass (10/12 mm).

Door Clamp for use with ALPSMH1200 Surface Mount Housing
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Exit Hardware

ALP524591 - Paddle handle with ANSI cam plug pull to left

$63.25

459 Paddle handles are designed to be ergonomically friendly and practical.

ALP524592 - Paddle handle with ANSI cam plug push to left

$63.25

459 Paddle handles are designed to be ergonomically friendly and practical.

ALP524597 - Paddle handle with ANSI cam plug pull to right

$63.25

459 Paddle handles are designed to be ergonomically friendly and practical.

ALP524598 - Paddle handle with ANSI cam plug push to right

$63.25

459 Paddle handles are designed to be ergonomically friendly and practical.
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Key Accessories

0600-001 - Key-Bak - Stainless Steel Belt Clip with Split-Ring

$11.50

0650-001 - Key-Bak - Stainless Steel Support for Belt Clip

$9.78

 

 

0500-001 - Key-Bak - Quick Release Pull Apart Key Holder

$9.78

0800-001 - Key-Bak - Split-Ring 3/4"(19mm) - x100

$31.05

0850-001 - Key-Bak - Split-Ring 1 1/4"(32mm) - x100

$46.00

0900-001 - Key-Bak - Split-Ring 1 1/8"(28.5mm) - x100

$40.25

0AC2-0101 - Key-Bak - Key Chain Multi-Tool

$20.13

Specifications
- Dimensions: 2.8" x .5" x .10" thick.

- Material: 3Cr13 Stainless-Steel.
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Key Reels

0S48-001 - Key-Bak Super 48 - Heavy Duty Self-Retracting Reel

$38.74

Specifications
- Model: #S48K.

- Back Attachment: Belt Clip/Loop.

- Hold: 15 Keys.

- Extension Material: Kevlar Cord.

- Extension Reach: 48" (1.2m).

- Retraction Force: 8-10 oz (225-283g).

- End Fitting: Split-Ring.

025.005 - Key-Bak Original - Belt Clip with Stainless Steel Chain

(Chrome)

$33.35

Specifications
- Model: #5.

- Back Attachment: Belt Clip.

- Hold: 15 Keys.

- Extension Material: Stainless Steel Chain.

- Extension Reach: 24" (60cm).

- Retraction Force: 8-10 oz (225-283g).

- End Fitting: Split-Ring.

020.666 - Key-Bak Orignal HD - Belt Clip with Kevlar Cord (Chrome)

$34.50

Specifications
- Model: #485-HD.

- Back Attachment: Belt Clip.

- Hold: 15 Keys.

- Extension Material: Kevlar Cord.

- Extension Reach: 48" (1.2m).

- Retraction Force: 8-10 oz (225-283g).

- End Fitting: Split-Ring.
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020.667 - Key-Bak Original HD - Belt Clip with Kevlar Cord (Black)

$34.50

Specifications
- Model: #485B-HD.

- Back Attachment: Belt Clip.

- Hold: 15 Keys.

- Extension Material: Kevlar Cord.

- Extension Reach: 48" (1.2m).

- Retraction Force: 8-10 oz (225-283g).

- End Fitting: Split-Ring.

0006-001 - Key-Bak Mid-Size - Belt Clip with Polyester Cord

$28.97

Specifications
- Model: #6.

- Attachment: Belt Clip.

- Hold: 10 Keys.

- Extension Material: Polyester Cord.

- Extension Reach: 36" (90cm).

- Retraction Force: 6 oz (170g).

- End Fitting: Split-Ring.

0006-005 - Key-Bak Mid-Size - Belt Clip with Polyester Cord (ID)

$28.97

Specifications
- Model: #6ID.

- Attachment: Belt Clip.

- Hold: 10 Keys.

- Extension Material: Polyester Cord.

- Extension Reach: 36" (90cm).

- Retraction Force: 6 oz (170g).

- End Fitting: Vinyl Strap.
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0488-803 - Key-Bak Securit - Carabiner Reel with Kevlar Cord

$36.80

Specifications
- Model: #488.

- Attachment: Carabiner.

- Hold 15 Keys.

- Extension Material: Kevlar Cord.

- Extension Reach: 48" (1.2m).

- Retraction Force: 8-10 oz (225-283g).

- End Fitting: Split-Ring.

0050-005 - Key-Bak Mini - Belt Clip with Nylon Cord (Black)

$14.48

Specifications
- Model: #50.

- Hold: 7 Keys.

- Attachment: Belt Clip.

- Extension Material: Nylon Cord.

- Extension Reach: 36" (90cm).

- Retraction Force: 4 oz (110g).

- End Fitting: Split-Ring.

0052-001 - Key-Bak Mini - Belt Clip with Nylon Cord (Blue)

$13.80

Specifications
- Model: #52.

- Hold: 7 Keys.

- Attachment: Belt Clip.

- Extension Material: Nylon Cord.

- Extension Reach: 36" (90cm).

- Retraction Force: 4 oz (110g).

- End Fitting: Split-Ring.
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0053-001 - Key-Bak Mini - Belt Clip with Nylon Cord (White)

$13.80

Specifications
- Model: #53.

- Hold: 7 Keys.

- Attachment: Belt Clip.

- Extension Material: Nylon Cord.

- Extension Reach: 36" (90cm).

- Retraction Force: 4 oz (110g).

- End Fitting: Split-Ring.

0020-002 - Key-Bak Mini - Belt Clip with Nylon Cord (Dual Pack/Blue)

$25.30

Specifications
- Model: #52.

- Hold: 7 Keys.

- Attachment: Belt Clip.

- Extension Material: Nylon Cord.

- Extension Reach: 36" (90cm).

- Retraction Force: 4 oz (110g).

- End Fitting: Split-Ring.

0215-011 - Key-Bak Mini - Belt Clip with Nylon Cord (ID/Green)

$13.80

Specifications
- Hold: ID Badge.

- Attachment: Belt Clip.

- Extension Material: Nylon Cord.

- Extension Reach: 36" (90cm).

- Retraction Force: 4 oz (110g).

- End Fitting: Vinyl Strap.
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0216-011 - Key-Bak Mini - Belt Clip with Nylon Cord (ID/Yellow)

$13.80

Specifications
- Hold: ID Badge.

- Attachment: Belt Clip.

- Extension Material: Nylon Cord.

- Extension Reach: 36" (90cm).

- Retraction Force: 4 oz (110g).

- End Fitting: Vinyl Strap.

0217-011 - Key-Bak Mini - Belt Clip with Nylon Cord (ID/Purple)

$13.80

Specifications
- Hold: ID Badge.

- Attachment: Belt Clip.

- Extension Material: Nylon Cord.

- Extension Reach: 36" (90cm).

- Retraction Force: 4 oz (110g).

- End Fitting: Vinyl Strap.

0219-011 - Key-Bak Mini - Belt Clip with Nylon Cord (ID/Red)

$13.80

Specifications
- Hold: ID Badge.

- Attachment: Belt Clip.

- Extension Material: Nylon Cord.

- Extension Reach: 36" (90cm).

- Retraction Force: 4 oz (110g).

- End Fitting: Vinyl Strap.

0055-015 - Key-Bak Mini -Twist-Free with Nylon Cord (ID/Blue)

$13.80

Specifications
- Hold: ID Badge.

- Attachment: Belt Clip.

- Extension Material: Nylon Cord.

- Extension Reach: 36" (90cm).

- Retraction Force: 4 oz (110g).

- End Fitting: Twist-Free.
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0056-011 - Key-Bak Mini - Twist-Free with Nylon Cord (ID/White)

$13.80

Specifications
- Hold: ID Badge.

- Attachment: Belt Clip.

- Extension Material: Nylon Cord.

- Extension Reach: 36" (90cm).

- Retraction Force: 4 oz (110g).

- End Fitting: Twist-Free.

0057-011 - Key-Bak Mini - Twist-Free with Nylon Cord (ID/Black)

$13.80

Specifications
- Hold: ID Badge.

- Attachment: Belt Clip.

- Extension Material: Nylon Cord.

- Extension Reach: 36" (90cm).

- Retraction Force: 4 oz (110g).

- End Fitting: Twist-Free.

0035-001 - Key-Bak Mini - Pin Fix with Nylon Cord (ID/Blue)

$13.80

Specifications
- Hold: ID Badge

- Attachment: Pin Fix

- Extension Material: Nylon Cord

- Extension Reach: 36" (90cm)

- Retraction Force: 4 oz (110g)

- End Fitting: Vinyl Strap

0021-001 - Key-Bak Mini - Belt Clip with Nylon Cord (Dual Pack/Black)

$25.30

Specifications
- Hold: ID Badge.

- Attachment: Belt Clip.

- Extension Material: Nylon Cord.

- Extension Reach: 36" (90cm).

- Retraction Force: 4 oz (110g).

- End Fitting: Vinyl Strap.
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0481-711 - Key-Bak Duty Gear - Ballistic Nylon Key Protector with

Kevlar Cord

$50.60

Specifications
- Back Attachment: Nylon Belt Loop.

- Hold: 15 keys.

- Case Material: Ballistic Nylon.

- Extension Material: Kevlar Cord.

- Extension Reach: 90cm.

- Retraction Force: 8-10 oz (225-283g).

0001-111 - Key-Bak Duty Gear - Ballistic Nylon Key Protector with

Stainless Steel Cord

$47.15

Specifications
- Back Attachment: Nylon Belt Loop.

- Hold: 15 keys.

- Case Material: Ballistic Nylon.

- Extension Material: Kevlar Cord.

- Extension Reach: 60cm.

0318-713 - Key-Bak Duty Gear - KK2 Carrier Clip with Ballistic Nylon

Key Silencer

$27.60

Specifications
- Back Attachment: Nylon Belt Loop.

- Hold: 15 keys.

- Case Material: Ballistic Nylon.

0KBP-0012 - KEY-BAK RazorBak + Safety Cutter

$42.55

Specifications
- Attachment: Carabiner.

- Extension Material: Polyester Cord.

- Extension Reach: 36" (90cm).

- End Fitting: Safety Knife.
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Key Safes and Storage

001267 - Kidde S7 Pushbutton Lock Box

$178.25

Kidde 001267 - S7 KEYSAFE PRO LOCK BOX
The KeySafe Pro is perfect for storing access cards, multiple keys and keys with large

handles. Perfect for shops and maintenance crews needing to store multiple keys, as

in lockout/tagout applications.

001352 - Kidde C3 Portable Key Safe (Display Pack)

$132.25

KIDDE 001352 Keysafe portable, push button c3 

001360 - Kidde Key Safe - 5 Key capacity

$126.50

 

Specifications
- Lid Type: Pushbutton.

- Package Type: Clamshell.

001361 - Kidde 5 Key wall mount - Clay (Display packed)

$126.50

KIDDE Lock Box Stor-A-Key - S5 surface mount Pushbutton Keyless Entry

Specifications
- Dimensions: 4" x 2.5" (x 1.25" deep).

001370 - Kidde 2 key Wall Mount - White (Display Packed)

$126.50

KeySafe Original Slimline for 2 Keys with Easy Pushbutton Opening. Durable and

stylish designed key box.

001371 - Kidde 2 Key Wall Mount - Clay (Display Packed)

$126.50

KeySafe Original Slimline for 2 Keys with Easy Pushbutton Opening. Durable and

stylish designed key box.
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001406 - Kidde C3 Portable Key Safe (Boxed)

$132.25

KIDDE Push Button Combination Lock Box

001413 - Kidde 2 key Wall Mount - White

$126.50

KeySafe Original Slimline for 2 Keys with Easy Pushbutton Opening. Durable and

stylish designed key box.

001414 - Kidde 2 Key Wall Mount - Clay

$126.50

KeySafe Original Slimline for 2 Keys with Easy Pushbutton Opening. Durable and

stylish designed key box.

001795 - Kidde 30 Key Cabinet Pro - TouchPoint Lock

$235.75

Specifications
- Exterior Dimensions: 12.04” H x 8.11” W x 3.19”D.

- Weight Approx. 3kg

 

001796 - Kidde 60 Key Cabinet Pro - TouchPoint Lock

$345.00

Specifications
- Exterior Dimensions: 19.53" H x 13.62" W x 4.76" D.

- Weight Approx. 7kg

 

001797 - Kidde 120 Key Cabinet Pro - TouchPoint Lock

$481.79

Specifications
- Exterior Dimensions: 19.53" H x 13.62" W x 4.76" D.

- Weight Approx. 7kg
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001888 - Kidde Key Organiser

$51.75

001889 - Kidde Key Cabinet

$69.00

Specifications
- Manufactured from: ABS Plastic.

- Packaging: Shelf Packed.

- Certification: CE.

- External Dimensions: 240 x 351 x 70 mm.

002048 - Kidde Keysafe P500 with alarm sensor

$224.25

2143-00 - TA TA 20 Key Cabinet

$295.16

TA TA K-20 Key Safe

Specifications
- Overall Size: 330 mm H x 220 mm W x 62 mm D.

- Weight: 2.6 kg.

2144-00 - TA TA 30 Key Cabinet

$356.50

TA TA K-30 Key Safe

Specifications
- Overall Size: 330 mm H x 220 mm W x 62 mm D.

- Weight: 4.5 kg.

2145-00 - TA TA 40 Key Cabinet

$392.91

TA TA K-40 Key Safe

Specifications
- Overall Size: 390 mm H x 375 mm W x 62 mm D.

- Weight: 3.9 kg.
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2146-00 - TA TA 60 Key Cabinet

$467.66

TA TA K-60 Key Safe

Specifications
- Overall Size: 500 mm H x 375 mm W x 62 mm D.

- Weight: 5.2 kg.

2147-00 - TA TA 80 Key Cabinet

$557.18

TA TA K-80 Key Safe

Specifications
- Overall Size: 390 mm H x 375 mm W x 62 mm D.

- Weight: 5.7 kg.

2148-00 - TA TA 120 Key Cabinet

$966.00

TA TA K-120 Key Safe

Specifications
- Overall Size: 500 mm H x 420 mm W x 110 mm D.

- Weight: 11.2 kg.

2149-00 - TA TA 160 Key Cabinet

$1,121.25

TA TA K-160 Key Safe

Specifications
- Overall Size: 500 mm H x 420 mm W x 110 mm D.

- Weight: 12.7 kg.

2151-00 - TA TA 240 Key Cabinet

$1,523.75

TA TA K-240 Key Safe

Specifications
- Overall Size: 330 mm H x 220 mm W x 62 mm D.

- Weight: 17.8 kg.
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2152-00 - TA TA 360 Key Cabinet

$2,263.20

TA TA K-360 Key Safe

Specifications
- Overall Size: 1100 mm H x 470 mm W x 162 mm D.

- Weight: 22.4 kg.

2153-00 - TA TA 480 Key Cabinet

$2,836.66

TA TA K-480 Key Safe

Specifications
- Overall Size: 1100 mm H x 470 mm W x 162 mm D.

- Weight: 25.4 kg.

2154-00 - TA TA 540 Key Cabinet

$3,871.66

TA TA K-540 Key Safe

Specifications
- Overall Size: 1516 mm H x 470 mm W x 162 mm D.

- Weight: 48.6 kg.

2155-00 - TA TA 720 Key Cabinet

$5,313.00

TA TA K-720 Key Safe

Specifications
- Overall Size: 1516 mm H x 470 mm W x 162 mm D.

- Weight: 53.4 kg.

AP-141K - Secuguard 141 Key Cabinet

$563.50

Secuguard Key Cabinet - 141 Key Capacity

Specifications
- External Dimensions: 650 mm(h) x 420 mm(w) x 100 mm(d).

- Capacity: 141 Keys.

- Weight: 18.5 kg's.

- Door: 1.5 mm Steel.

- Body: 4.0 mm Steel.
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AP-45K - Secuguard 45 Key Cabinet

$322.00

Secuguard - 45 Key Cabinet

Specifications
- External Dimensions: 360 mm(h) x 300 mm(w) x 100 mm(d).

- Capacity: 45 keys.

- Weight: 7.5 kg's.

- Door: 4 mm Steel.

- Body: 1.5 mm Steel.

AP-75K - Secuguard 75 Key Cabinet

$402.50

Secuguard Key Cabinet - 75 Key Capacity

Specifications
- External Dimensions: 450 mm(h) x 360 mm(w) x 100 mm(d).

- Door: 4 mm Steel.

- Body: 1.5 mm Steel.

- Capacity: 75 Keys.

- Weight: 11.5 kg's.

NKB-30 - TA TA 30 Key Cabinet with Combination Lock

$270.25

Specifications
- Capacity: 30 keys.

- Dimension: 415 mm(H) X 205 mm(W) X 60 mm(D).

- Weight: 1.8 kg's.

- Color: Beige.

NKB-60 - TA TA 60 Key Cabinet with Combination Lock

$339.25

Specifications
- Capacity: 60 keys.

- Dimension: 415 mm(H) X 355 mm(W) X 60 mm(D).

- Weight: 2.5 kg's.

- Color: Beige.
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001801 - Kidde 30 Key Cabinet Pro - Key Locking

$166.75

Specifications
- Exterior Dimensions: 12.04” H x 8011” W x 3.19”D.

- Weight Approx. 7kg

001802 - Kidde 60 Key Cabinet Pro - Key Locking

$235.75

Specifications
- External Dimensions: 19.53" H x 13.62" W x 4.76" D.

- Weight Approx. 7kg

001803 - Kidde 120 Key Cabinet Pro - Key Locking

$385.25

Specifications
- External Dimensions: 19.53" H x 13.62" W x 4.76" D.

- Weight Approx. 7kg

DKB-36 - SR Digital Key Box - 36 Keys

$230.00

Specifications
- Capacity: 36 keys.

- Size: 315(H) x 215(W) x 90(D) mm.

Features
- Advanced & high quality digital keypad.

- LED indicator.

- Set own password access.

- Adjustable key hook.

- Modern and stylish quality acrylic key tag.

- For office, bank and home use.

- Easy to mount on the wall.
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SS-2020 - Key Cabinet w/ 20 hooks

$50.03

Specifications 
- Size: 19.5 x 15.5 x 6 cm.

- Capacity: 20 keys.

Features
- Secured lock and 2 keys.

- Colourful key tags.

- Heavy duty steel with strong rust-proof paint.

- 2 plugs and screws for easy wall-mounting.

SS-2040 - Key Cabinet w/ 40 hooks

$80.50

Specifications
- Size: 19.5 x 15.5 x 6 cm.

- Capacity: 40 keys.

Features
- Secured lock and 2 keys.

- Colourful key tags.

- Heavy duty steel with strong rust-proof paint.

- 2 plugs and screws for easy wall-mounting.

SS-3090 - Key Cabinet w/ 90 hooks

$127.08

Specifications
- Size: 31 x 23 x 8 cm.

- Capacity: 90 keys.

Features
- Secured lock and 2 keys.

- Colourful key tags.

- Heavy duty steel with strong rust-proof paint.

- 2 plugs and screws for easy wall-mounting.
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AP-71KE - Secuguard Electronic 71 Key Cabinet

$373.75

Secuguard - 71 key Electronic Key Cabinet

Specifications
- External Dimensions: 450 mm(h) x 360 mm(w) x 120 mm(d).

- Capacity: 71 keys.

- Weight: 13 kg's.

- Door: 4 mm Steel.

- Body: 1.5 mm Steel.

2140-00 - TA TA Key Tag (Box of 10)

$43.13

TA TA Key Memo Box of 10.

Un-numbered tags for TA TA Key Manager Key cabinets

KK-CYL - TATA Replacement Cylinder with 2 keys

$34.50

Repalcement cylinder for TA TA key cabinet

Complete with 2 keys
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Key Switches

EZYAC1 - "Auto" Series Switch - On/Off LW5 KD

$469.58

AUTOMATIC DOOR SERIES KEY

SWITCHES.
On/Off Key switch, key removable in 2 positions.

Specifications
- Maximum current ratings: AC1 10 amp 440v, DC1 10 amp 24v.

- Maximum 2 x 1.5mm wires per terminal.

- Complete switch supplied with 2 keys.

EZYAC2 - "Auto" Series Switch - Spring Return LW5 KD

$469.58

AUTOMATIC DOOR SERIES KEY

SWITCHES.
Momentary switch

Specifications
- Maximum current ratings: AC1 10 amp 440v, DC1 10 amp 24v.

- Maximum 2 x 1.5mm wires per terminal.

- Complete switch supplied with 2 keys.

 

EZYAC5 - "Auto" Series Switch - 4 Pos Auto Door LW5 KD

$469.58

AUTOMATIC DOOR SERIES KEY

SWITCHES.
Open, Auto, Exit, Lock key removeable in 4 positions switch

Specifications
- Maximum current ratings: AC1 10 amp 440v, DC1 10 amp 24v.

- Maximum 2 x 1.5mm wires per terminal.

- Complete switch supplied with 2 keys.
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EZYA1 - "Auto" Series Switch - On/Off - Less Cylinder

$362.00

AUTOMATIC DOOR SERIES KEY

SWITCHES.
On/Off Key switch, key removable in 2 positions.

Specifications
- Maximum current ratings: AC1 10 amp 440v, DC1 10 amp 24v.

- Maximum 2 x 1.5mm wires per terminal.

EZYA2 - "Auto" Series Switch - Spring Return - Less Cylinder

$362.00

AUTOMATIC DOOR SERIES KEY

SWITCHES.
Momentary switch

Specifications
- Maximum current ratings: AC1 10 amp 440v, DC1 10 amp 24v.

- Maximum 2 x 1.5mm wires per terminal.

EZYOA1 - "Oval" Series Switch - On/Off (Less Cylinder)

$244.75

Oval Series Key Switch - Less Cylinder.
Lazy Cam (1 N/O, 1 N/C changeover).

Specifications
- Maximum current ratings: AC1 10 amp 440v, DC1 10 amp 24v.

- Maximum 2 x 1.5mm wires per terminal.
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EZYOA2 - "Oval" Series Switch - Spring Return (Less cylinder)

$244.75

Oval Series Key Switch - Less Cylinder.
Spring Return (1 N/O, 1 N/C changeover).

Specifications
- Maximum current ratings: AC1 10 amp 440v, DC1 10 amp 24v.

- Maximum 2 x 1.5mm wires per terminal.

EZYOA3 - "Oval" Series Switch - 2 Way Spring Return (Less Cyld)

$244.75

Oval Series Key Switch - Less Cylinder.
EZYOA3 - Spring Return to Centre "ON / OFF / ON".

Specifications
- Maximum current ratings: AC1 10 amp 440v, DC1 10 amp 24v.

- Maximum 2 x 1.5mm wires per terminal.

EZYOA4 - "Oval" Series Switch - Captive Key (Less Cylinder)

$244.75

Oval Series Key Switch - Less Cylinder.
EZYOA4 - Captive Key 1 N/O, 1 N/C Changeover.

Specifications
- Maximum current ratings: AC1 10 amp 440v, DC1 10 amp 24v.

- Maximum 2 x 1.5mm wires per terminal.

LIW PZ25 - LIW Oval Series S/S Mounting Plate

$80.50

Oval Key Switch Series.

Stainless Steel Mount.

75mm X 115mm.

LIW PZ30 - LIW Oval Series Rain Gate Box

$264.50

PZ30 Gate Box.

The Oval Series Gate Box.

125mm x 75mm.
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EZYA5 - "Auto" Series Switch - 4 Pos Auto Door - Less Cylinder

$362.00

AUTOMATIC DOOR SERIES KEY

SWITCHES.
Open, Auto, Exit, Lock key removeable in 4

positions switch

Specifications
- Maximum current ratings: AC1 10 amp 440v, DC1 10 amp 24v.

- Maximum 2 x 1.5mm wires per terminal.

EZYAC3 - "Auto" Series Switch - 2 Way Spring Return LW5 KD

$469.58

AUTOMATIC DOOR SERIES KEY

SWITCHES.
2 way Spring return to middle switch

Specifications
- Maximum current ratings: AC1 10 amp 440v, DC1 10 amp 24v.

- Maximum 2 x 1.5mm wires per terminal.

- Complete switch supplied with 2 keys.

EZYA3 - "Auto" Series Switch - 2 Way Spring Return - Less Cylinder

$362.00

AUTOMATIC DOOR SERIES KEY

SWITCHES.
2 way Spring return to middle switch

Specifications
- Maximum current ratings: AC1 10 amp 440v, DC1 10 amp 24v.

- Maximum 2 x 1.5mm wires per terminal.

LIW AACYL - Lock it Well A series Abloy cylinder only

$86.24

Abloy cylinder to suit Lock it Well A series key switches
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LIW ABCYL - Lock it Well A series Bilock cylinder only

$158.67

Bilock cylinder to suit Lock it Well A series key switches

LIW ACCYL - Lock it Well A series 6 pin inline cylinder only

$86.24

6 pin inline cylinder to suit Lock it Well A series key switches.

This cylinder does not come with a plug

LIW PZ37 - LIW A Series SS Surface Mount Plate 115x75mm

$47.15

Auto Key Switch Series.

Stainless Steel Mount.

75mm X 115mm.

LIW KEJB1 - LIW R/K Series Surface Mounting Box 100x100x100mm

$138.00

R or K Key Switch Series
Surface mount boxes are ideal for wall fixing where other flush mount's are not

possible.

LIW AQCYL - Lock it Well A series Bilock Quick Change Core cylinder

only

$183.95

Bilock Quick Change Core cylinder to suit Lock it Well A series key switches
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Keyless Entry

KL1000 SLV - KitLock 1000 Silver Locker Lock

$187.83

KL1000NC - KL1000 KitLock NetCode Locker Lock

$218.50

Complete Control Wherever You Are.

Activate > Generate > Control.

The KitLock 1000 NetCode allows temporary access to lockers and cabinets via the

web-based NetCode Portal.

NetCode is activated prior to the lock owner shipping and installing at a remote site.

The NetCode Portal allows you to register and set up your account, activate your locks

and generate time-sensitive codes.

Using time-sensitive codes is a more secure way to grant access as the code will not

work outside a designated timeslot. Generated codes can be sent by email or SMS to

any email account or mobile phone.

KL1200 - Kitlock Electronic Cabinet Lock

$281.75

The CL1200 Cabinet locks are a quick retrofit for keyed cam locks supplied as

standard on a wide range of lockers, cabinets and cupboards. It can just as easily be

fitted to units which don’t have a locking device already fitted, giving the use

immediate, simple, keypad access without the hassle of keys!

CL2200 KEY - Codelock Medium Duty Electronic Surface Deadbolt

Lock with key override

$402.50

The NEW CL2000 lock range are entry level electronic locks providing simple, effective

access control. 

The NEW CL2000 range has been designed to be easily fitted as a new install or as a

rapid retrofit when upgrading from basic single code mechanical digital locks.
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CL2255 - Codelock Medium Duty Electronic Tubular Mortice Lock

$402.50

The NEW CL2000 lock range are entry level electronic locks providing simple. effective

access control. 

The NEW CL2000 range has been designed to be easily fitted as a new install or as a

rapid retrofit when upgrading from basic single code mechanical digital locks.

CL4000GD - Codelock medium duty electronic patch door lock

$1,610.00

Note: As standard the CL4000GD is supplied with a flat strike plate for fitting to solid

door frames. When fitting to a glass door with a glass side panel you will need to buy

the patch strike box. 

Specifications
- Batteries: 4 x 'N' Batteries.

- Body material: Zinc alloy.

- Door thickness: 8 mm -15 mm (5/16" - 10/16").

- Finishes: PVD (Physical Vapour Deposition) hardwearing low maintenance finish BS

(brushed steel).

- Latches: Medium duty, stainless steel latchbolt head with 8 mm (5/16") follower.

- Non handed Lever handle supplied as either right hand (RH) or left hand (LH)

versions, in-swing doors only.

- Spindle type 8 mm (5/16") spring loaded spindle.

 

 

CL4010 - Codelock Medium Duty Electronic Tubular Mortice Lock

$805.00

The lock has fitted as standard two alarm release terminals.

Specifications
- Batteries: 4 x AA Cells (supplied).

- Body material: Zinc alloy.

- Door material: Suitable for wooden doors - For other materials contact Technical

Support.

- Door thickness: 35 mm - 65 mm (1 3/8" - 2 1/2").

- Finishes: PVD (Physical Vapour Deposition) hardwearing low maintenance finish SS

(stainless steel).

- Non handed Lock will fit doors hung on the left or right.

- Spindle type 8 mm spring loaded spindle.
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CL415 - Codelock Medium duty tubular mortice latch with Code Free

entry option

$402.50

The outside lever handle will retract the latch after a correct code is entered.

The spring loaded latchbolt will lock automatically when the door is closed.

Specifications
- Body material: Zinc alloy.

- Door material: Suitable for wooden doors.

- Door thickness: 35 mm - 65 mm (1 3/8" - 2 1/2").

- Finishes: PVD (Physical Vapour Deposition) hardwearing low maintenance finish SS

(stainless steel).

- Non handed Lock will fit doors hung on the left or right.

- Spindle type 2 part 8 mm (5/16") spring loaded spindle.

CL425 - Codelock Medium duty mortice lock with double cylinder

$603.75

The CL425 is a Medium Duty Mortice Lock with double cylinder, 3 keys, code free

option and anti panic-safety feature.

Specifications
- Body material: Zinc alloy.

- Door material: Suitable for wooden doors.

- Door thickness: 35 mm - 65 mm (1 3/8" - 2 1/2").

- Finishes: PVD (Physical Vapour Deposition) hardwearing low maintenance finish SS

(stainless steel).

- Non handed Lock will fit doors hung on the left or right.

- Spindle type 2 part 8 mm (5/16") spring loaded spindle.

CL5010 - Codelock Heavy Duty Electronic Tubular Mortice Lock.

$948.75

Specifications
- Batteries: 4 x AA Cells (supplied).

- Body material: Zinc alloy.

- Door material: Suitable for wooden doors.

- Door thickness: 35 mm - 65 mm (1 3/8" - 2 1/2").

- Finishes: PVD (Physical Vapour Deposition) hardwearing low maintenance finish BS

(brushed steel).

- Latches: Option 1 60 mm (2 3/8") backset latch requiring 25 x 82 mm (1" x 3 1/4")

hole.

- Latches: Option 2 70 mm (2 3/4") backset latch requiring 25 x 92 mm (1"x 3 5/16")

hole.

- Non handed Lock will fit doors hung on the left or right.

- Spindle type 8 mm (5/16") spring loaded spindle.
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CL515 BB - Codelock CL515 Back to Back Tubular Mortice Latch With

Code Free Entry Option

$787.78

Specifications
- Body material: Zinc alloy.

- Door material: Suitable for wooden doors.

- Door thickness: 35 mm - 65 mm (1 3/8" - 2 1/2").

- Finishes: PVD (Physical Vapour Deposition) hardwearing low maintenance finish SS

(stainless steel).

- Non handed Lock will fit doors hung on the left or right.

- Spindle type 2 part 5/16" (inches) spring loaded spindle.

CL6010 - Codelocks CL6000 Heavy-Duty ADA Electronic Lock |

Weather Resistant

$1,121.25

Specifications
- Batteries: 4 x AA Cells (supplied).

- Body material: Zinc alloy.

- Door applicatons: Wood/metal swing doors with cylindrical latch preps.

- Door thickness: 1-3/4" ~ 2" (inches).

- Latch: Cylindrical Latch.

- Handing: Non handed Lock will fit doors hung on the left or right.

CL515 - Codelock CL515 Tubular Mortice Latch With Code Free Entry

Option

$632.50

Specifications
- Body material: Zinc alloy.

- Door material: Suitable for wooden doors.

- Door thickness: 35 mm - 65 mm (1 3/8" - 2 1/2").

- Finishes: PVD (Physical Vapour Deposition) hardwearing low maintenance finish SS

(stainless steel).

- Non handed Lock will fit doors hung on the left or right.

- Spindle type 2 part 5/16" (inches) spring loaded spindle.
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CL200 - Codelock Light Duty Surface Deadbolt

$287.50

All products feature a beveled hexagonal handle, tumbler alignment for easy code

changing, and durable PVD (Physical Vapour Deposition) finishes. As with all

Codelocks, installation and code changing are simple, thanks to the easy flow clear

instructions supplied.

Specifications
- Body material: Zinc alloy.

- Door material: Suitable for wooden doors.

- Door thickness: 35 mm - 65 mm (1 3/8" - 2 1/2").

- Finishes: PVD (Physical Vapour Deposition) hardwearing low maintenance finish SS

(stainless steel).

- Non handed Lock will fit doors hung on the left or right.

- Spindle type 2 part 5/16" (inches) spring loaded spindle.

CL200 KEY - Codelock Light Duty Surface Deadbolt with Key Override

$345.00

All products feature a bevelled hexagonal handle, tumbler alignment for easy code

changing, and durable PVD (Physical Vapour Deposition) finishes. As with all

Codelocks, installation and code changing are simple, thanks to the easy flow clear

instructions supplied.

Specifications
- Body material: Zinc alloy.

- Door material: Suitable for wooden doors.

- Door thickness: 35 mm - 65 mm (1 3/8" - 2 1/2").

- Finishes: PVD (Physical Vapour Deposition) hardwearing low maintenance finish SS

(stainless steel).

- Non handed Lock will fit doors hung on the left or right.

- Spindle type 2 part 5/16" (inches) spring loaded spindle.

KL1000 BLK - KitLock 1000 Black Locker Lock

$187.83

CL155 - Codelock Light Duty Mortice Latch with Hold Open

$258.75

The Codelocks CL155 Silver Mortice Latch is an entry level mechanical push button

lock which provides an extensive variety of functions for light duty entry control, for

internal office doors, storage rooms or cupboards in commercial premises, sheds,

garage-to-house doors or cupboards at home.
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CL5510 - Codelock Smart Electronic Tubular Mortice Latch

$1,175.30

The SMART Lock CL5510 makes access control easier, offering flexibility and

convenience by providing a range of entry methods

Specifications
- Battery Status Monitor via App.

- Batteries: 4 x AA Cells.

- Low Battery Warning.

- Memory Stores: 350 different Clients, 100 codes, 150 cards, 150 phone clients.

- Spindle Type 8 mm (5/16”) spring loaded spindle.

- Material: Zinc Alloy.

- Door Thickness: 35 mm – 60 mm (13/8” – 23/8”).

- Latch Options: 60 mm (23/8”) and 70 mm (2¾”).

- Buttons 12 button back-lit keypad.

CL4510 - Codelock Smart Electronic Tubular Mortice Latch

$918.85

Smart locks get smarter. The CL4500 range of locks offers the Codelocks smart

lock features but in a smaller, sleeker lock model.

Specifications
- Battery Status Monitor via App.

- Batteries: 4 x AA Cells.

- Low Battery Warning.

- Memory Stores: 350 different Clients.

- Spindle Type 8 mm (5/16”) spring loaded spindle.

- Material: Zinc Alloy.

- Door Thickness: 35 mm – 60 mm (13/8” – 23/8”).

- Latch Options: 60 mm (23/8”) and 70 mm (2¾”).

- Buttons 12 button back-lit keypad.
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KL1000 RFID Kitlock Smartlock Card Access

$235.45

The KL1000 RFID is a simple, smart card KitLock providing codeless access to

lockers,

cabinets, cupboards and enclosures.

The KL1000 RFID KitLock offers functions for single users (Private Function) and

short-term use by multiple users (Public Function). The KL1000 RFID is easy to fit to

replace an existing cam lock, or fit to a new locker or cabinet that does not have an

existing locking device. The lock will perform up to 15,000 openings on just two AAA

batteries.

Private Function
This is intended for use where there is a single user. Up to 50 individual MIFARE™

cards can be registered on the lock and only those registered cards can continue to

unlock that lock. The Master User Card is used to open a lock, register a new User

Card and remove a User Card. The Technician Card is not available in this function.

Dedicated and existing MIFARE™ cards can be used, no need to purchase new smart

cards.

Public Function
Suitable for short-term use by different users. Touch a MIFARE™ smart card to lock

the lock and then use the same card to unlock the lock, leaving the lock in that

unlocked state for any other compatible card to be used. Pre-registration of the card is

not required and any new or existing MIFARE™ card, fob or wristband can be used.

Suitable for use in short-term multi-occupancy applications such as leisure centres,

spas and hotels.

Go Keyless. Go KitLock.

KL10 - Kitlock Mechanical Furniture Lock

$108.20

Introducing the KitLock KL10. Designed with simplicity in mind, the KL10 offers

mechanical keyless access suitable for a variety of lockers, cabinets and cupboards.

Fixing Pack
The KL10 is provided with a straight cam, hex nut and screw as standard. An

additional fixing pack is available to purchase containing a cranked cam, metal clip,

washer and two screws.

CL310 SG - Codelock Medium Duty Tubular Digital Deadbolt

$239.59

Affordable Access Control

Suitable for a variety of entry control applications in commercial and residential

premises. Take a good look at the CL310 and see how it could help you

https://www.levco.co.nz/modules/SP_Webshop/shop.php?product_details&product=638
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appLOK S200-SIL - Bluetooth Smart Leverset Silver

$488.52

Easily manage your property access with smart

app operated locksets

appLOK'" is a series of smart APP operated locksets covering various installation

applications for residential and rental properties. All locks and key boxes connect to a

simple yet smart mobile APP that utilizes Bluetooth technology to set up and manage

your property access requirements.

 

Specifications
- Power Source - 4x AA Batteries (supplied)

- Working Environment - -40 to +80c

- Door Width - 35mm - 50mm

- Backset - 60/70 adjustable

- Emergency power source -9v battery

- Low battery indicator - Yes

- IP Rating - IP55

- Construction Material - Stainless Steel

- Warranty - 2 year

- Certification - Ro HS/CE
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appLOK S200-BLK - Bluetooth Smart Leverset Black

$488.52

Easily manage your property access with smart

app operated locksets
appLOK'" is a series of smart APP operated locksets covering various installation

applications for residential and rental properties. All locks and key boxes connect to a

simple yet smart mobile APP that utilizes Bluetooth technology to set up and manage

your property access requirements.

Specifications
- Power Source - 4x AA Batteries (supplied)

- Working Environment - -40 to +80c

- Door Width - 35mm - 50mm

- Backset - 60/70 adjustable

- Emergency power source -9v battery

- Low battery indicator - Yes

- IP Rating - IP55

- Construction Material - Stainless Steel

- Warranty - 2 year

- Certification - Ro HS/CE

appLOK S110-BLK - Bluetooth Smart Deadbolt Black

$529.71

Easily manage your property access with smart

app operated locksets
appLOK'" is a series of smart APP operated locksets covering various installation

applications for residential and rental properties. All locks and key boxes connect to a

simple yet smart mobile APP that utilizes Bluetooth technology to set up and manage

your property access requirements.

Specifications
- Power Source - 4x AA Batteries (supplied)

- Working Environment - -40 to +80c

- Door Width - 35mm - 50mm

- Backset - 60/70 adjustable

- Emergency power source -9v battery

- Low battery indicator - Yes

- IP Rating - IP55

- Construction Material - Zinc Alloy/ABS Plastic

- Warranty - 2 year

- Certification - Ro HS/CE
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appLOK S110-SIL - Bluetooth Smart Deadbolt Silver

$529.71

Easily manage your property access with smart

app operated locksets
appLOK'" is a series of smart APP operated locksets covering various installation

applications for residential and rental properties. All locks and key boxes connect to a

simple yet smart mobile APP that utilizes Bluetooth technology to set up and manage

your property access requirements.

Specifications
- Power Source - 4x AA Batteries (supplied)

- Working Environment - -40 to +80c

- Door Width - 35mm - 50mm

- Backset - 60/70 adjustable

- Emergency power source -9v battery

- Low battery indicator - Yes

- IP Rating - IP55

- Construction Material - Zinc Alloy/ABS Plastic

- Warranty - 2 year

- Certification - Ro HS/CE

appLOK S918-BLK - Bluetooth Smart Leverset Black

$597.66

Easily manage your property access with smart

app operated locksets

appLOK'" is a series of smart APP operated locksets covering various installation

applications for residential and rental properties. All locks and key boxes connect to a

simple yet smart mobile APP that utilizes Bluetooth technology to set up and manage

your property access requirements.

Specifications
- Power Source - 4x AAA Batteries (supplied)

- Working Environment - -40 to +80c

- Door Width - 35mm - 50mm/51mm - 90mm

- Mortice Lock Backset - 30, 35, 40, 45 or 60mm (Sold Seperately)

- Low battery indicator - Yes

- IP Rating - IP55

- Construction Material - Stainless Steel

- Warranty - 2 year

- Certification - Ro HS/CE

https://www.levco.co.nz/modules/SP_Webshop/shop.php?product_details&product=694
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appLOK S918LM-SIL - Bluetooth Smart Leverset Silver

$685.19

Easily manage your property access with smart

app operated locksets
appLOK'" is a series of smart APP operated locksets covering various installation

applications for residential and rental properties. All locks and key boxes connect to a

simple yet smart mobile APP that utilizes Bluetooth technology to set up and manage

your property access requirements.

Specifications
- Power Source - 4x AAA Batteries (supplied)

- Working Environment - -40 to +80c

- Door Width - 35mm - 50mm/51mm - 90mm

- Mortice Lock Backset - 30, 35, 40, 45 or 60mm (Sold Seperately)

- Low battery indicator - Yes

- IP Rating - IP55

- Construction Material - Stainless Steel

- Warranty - 2 year

- Certification - Ro HS/CE

appLOK S1019-SIL - Bluetooth Smart Leverset Silver

$633.71

Easily manage your property access with smart

app operated locksets
appLOK'" is a series of smart APP operated locksets covering various installation

applications for residential and rental properties. All locks and key boxes connect to a

simple yet smart mobile APP that utilizes Bluetooth technology to set up and manage

your property access requirements.

Specifications
- Power Source - 4x AA Batteries (supplied)

- Working Environment - -40 to +80c

- Door Width - 35mm - 50mm/51mm - 90mm

- Mortice Lock Backset - 30, 35, 40, 45 or 60mm (Sold Seperately)

- Low battery indicator - Yes

- IP Rating - IP55

- Construction Material - Stainless Steel

- Warranty - 2 year

- Certification - Ro HS/CE

https://www.levco.co.nz/modules/SP_Webshop/shop.php?product_details&product=694
https://www.levco.co.nz/modules/SP_Webshop/shop.php?product_details&product=694
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appLOK S1019-BLK - Bluetooth Smart Leverset Black

$633.71

Easily manage your property access with smart

app operated locksets
appLOK'" is a series of smart APP operated locksets covering various installation

applications for residential and rental properties. All locks and key boxes connect to a

simple yet smart mobile APP that utilizes Bluetooth technology to set up and manage

your property access requirements.

Specifications
- Power Source - 4x AA Batteries (supplied)

- Working Environment - -40 to +80c

- Door Width - 35mm - 50mm/51mm - 90mm

- Mortice Lock Backset - 30, 35, 40, 45 or 60mm (Sold Seperately)

- Low battery indicator - Yes

- IP Rating - IP55

- Construction Material - Stainless Steel

- Warranty - 2 year

- Certification - Ro HS/CE

appLOK S918-SIL - Bluetooth Smart Leverset Silver

$597.66

Easily manage your property access with smart

app operated locksets
appLOK'" is a series of smart APP operated locksets covering various installation

applications for residential and rental properties. All locks and key boxes connect to a

simple yet smart mobile APP that utilizes Bluetooth technology to set up and manage

your property access requirements.

Specifications
- Power Source - 4x AAA Batteries (supplied)

- Working Environment - -40 to +80c

- Door Width - 35mm - 50mm/51mm - 90mm

- Mortice Lock Backset - 30, 35, 40, 45 or 60mm (Sold Seperately)

- Low battery indicator - Yes

- IP Rating - IP55

- Construction Material - Stainless Steel

- Warranty - 2 year

- Certification - Ro HS/CE

https://www.levco.co.nz/modules/SP_Webshop/shop.php?product_details&product=694
https://www.levco.co.nz/modules/SP_Webshop/shop.php?product_details&product=694
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appLOK S918LM-BLK - Bluetooth Smart Leverset Black

$685.19

Easily manage your property access with smart

app operated locksets
appLOK'" is a series of smart APP operated locksets covering various installation

applications for residential and rental properties. All locks and key boxes connect to a

simple yet smart mobile APP that utilizes Bluetooth technology to set up and manage

your property access requirements.

Specifications
- Power Source - 4x AAA Batteries (supplied)

- Working Environment - -40 to +80c

- Door Width - 35mm - 50mm/51mm - 90mm

- Mortice Lock Backset - 30, 35, 40, 45 or 60mm (Sold Seperately)

- Low battery indicator - Yes

- IP Rating - IP55

- Construction Material - Stainless Steel

- Warranty - 2 year

- Certification - Ro HS/CE

appLOK S-651 Wifi/Bluetooth Gateway Hub

$200.10

Control your lock when you  are away from home.
appLOK Gateway takes all the Bluetooth Functions of your appLOK Smart Lock and

transmits it over Wi-Fi.

appLOK Gateway allows you to control and manage most functions of your appLOK

Remotely with a Wi-Fi Connection. You can unlock the appLOK Smart Lock remotely

and receive live notifications for when the appLOK is unlock and which unlock code

was used. You can delete codes, create codes, set one-off codes and receive a

notification when a code is used.

appLOK Gateway is great for those that want to keep an eye on who is coming into

your office or home.

appLOK Gateway is also perfect for AirBnB owners: You can set un-lock codes to only

work during their stay, and become inactive after their stay.

https://www.levco.co.nz/modules/SP_Webshop/shop.php?product_details&product=694
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CL515 MG - Codelock CL515 Marine Grade Tubular Mortice Latch With

Code Free Entry Option

$726.51

The Marine by Codelocks range features a selection of locks that have been specially

enhanced to withstand harsh outdoor environments and coastal applications. Reliable

and durable, the marine grade black finish has proven to be resistant against moisture

and salt spray, following rigorous salt spray testing for up to 1000 hours*.

Medium duty tubular mortice latch with ‘anti-shim’ plunger. Latch retracts by turning

inside handle freely, or the outside handle after code input. The CL515 model provides

a Code Free option. The outside lever will retract the latch freely until disabled.

KL1000 G3 - KitLock Locker Lock

$241.50

The KL1000 G3 is a compact digital lock

offering key override, front battery

change, 24hr countdown timer* and up

to 20 User Codes.
Applying advanced technology to our core products.

Introducing the KL1000 G3; designed through evolution of our best-selling KitLock, the

KL1000, and boasting all popular features of the KL1000 Classic+ including 20 User

Codes and 24hr countdown timer.

KitLock by Codelocks is a convenient alternative to traditional locks and keys suitable

for a wide range of cabinet and locker applications. The KL1000 G3’s key override and

front battery change capabilities provide ease of use and peace of mind. The updated

chrome effect back panel and handle finishes reflect their surroundings giving the lock

a slimmer, more subtle aesthetic.

Sharing the same fittings & fixings as the KL1000 KitLock this lock is easily retrofitted,

ideal for upgrading existing installations with increased flexibility and convenience for

both guests and staff.
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appLOK S35B-BLK - Bluetooth Smart Leverset Black

$613.10

Easily manage your property access with smart

app operated locksets

appLOK'" is a series of smart APP operated locksets covering various installation

applications for residential and rental properties. All locks and key boxes connect to a

simple yet smart mobile APP that utilizes Bluetooth technology to set up and manage

your property access requirements.

Specifications
- Power Source - 4x AA Batteries (supplied)

- Working Environment - -40 to +80c

- Door Width - 35mm - 50mm/51mm - 90mm

- Mortice Lock Backset - 30, 35, 40, 45 or 60mm (Sold Seperately)

- Low battery indicator - Yes

- IP Rating - IP55

- Construction Material - Stainless Steel

- Warranty - 2 year

- Certification - Ro HS/CE

appLOK S35B-SIL - Bluetooth Smart Leverset Silver

$613.10

Easily manage your property access with smart

app operated locksets
appLOK'" is a series of smart APP operated locksets covering various installation

applications for residential and rental properties. All locks and key boxes connect to a

simple yet smart mobile APP that utilizes Bluetooth technology to set up and manage

your property access requirements.

Specifications
- Power Source - 4x AA Batteries (supplied)

- Working Environment - -40 to +80c

- Door Width - 35mm - 50mm/51mm - 90mm

- Mortice Lock Backset - 30, 35, 40, 45 or 60mm (Sold Seperately)

- Low battery indicator - Yes

- IP Rating - IP55

- Construction Material - Stainless Steel

- Warranty - 2 year

- Certification - Ro HS/CE

https://www.levco.co.nz/modules/SP_Webshop/shop.php?product_details&product=694
https://www.levco.co.nz/modules/SP_Webshop/shop.php?product_details&product=694
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appLOK SH81B-SIL - Bluetooth Lockset 3572 compatible

$699.81

Easily manage your property access with smart

app operated locksets
appLOK'" is a series of smart APP operated locksets covering various installation

applications for residential and rental properties. All locks and key boxes connect to a

simple yet smart mobile APP that utilizes Bluetooth technology to set up and manage

your property access requirements.

- Extended Cylinder may be required for installation, click here.

Specifications
- Power Source - 4x AAA Batteries (supplied)

- Working Environment - -10 to +55c

- Door Width - 35mm - 50mm

- Backset - 60mm

- Low battery indicator - Yes

- IP Rating - IP55

- Construction Material - Stainless Steel

- Warranty - 1 year

- Certification - RoHS/CE

https://www.levco.co.nz/modules/SP_Webshop/shop.php?product_details&product=682
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CLXT1 - PINGuard™ by Codelocks XT1

$36.42

Suitable for CL100, CL200 and CL2000.

Flexible, high grade polymer weather covers with additional code protection privacy.

PINGuard™ by Codelocks’ range of covers are now available in three sizes to suit a

wide range of Codelocks mechanical and electronic locks. The covers provide

additional PIN security whilst also protecting your Codelocks from adverse weather

conditions.

Suitable for the CL100, CL200 & CL2000.

The covers are flexible, high grade polymer that fit behind the lock, improving the

gasket seal and preventing water ingress making them an ideal external accessory to

your Codelocks digital standalone lock.

Protect Your PIN
Keep prying eyes away from your entry code! Add to external and internal doors where

the PIN needs protecting from view.

Protect Your Lock
PINGuard™ by Codelocks significantly reduces the effects of water ingress. The

added weather protection will extend the life of your lock. Protect the finish, the keypad

and overall appearance of your Codelocks product. Small, medium and large

PINGuard™ by Codelocks available, suitable for external applications; gates, sheds,

out buildings, work sites etc.
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CLXT2 - PINGuard™ by Codelocks XT2

$36.42

Suitable for the CL500.

Flexible, high grade polymer weather covers with additional code protection privacy.

PINGuard™ by Codelocks’ range of covers are now available in three sizes to suit a

wide range of Codelocks mechanical and electronic locks. The covers provide

additional PIN security whilst also protecting your Codelocks from adverse weather

conditions.

Suitable for the CL500 range.

The covers are flexible, high grade polymer that fit behind the lock, improving the

gasket seal and preventing water ingress making them an ideal external accessory to

your Codelocks digital standalone lock.

Protect Your PIN
Keep prying eyes away from your entry code! Add to external and internal doors where

the PIN needs protecting from view.

Protect Your Lock
PINGuard™ by Codelocks significantly reduces the effects of water ingress. The

added weather protection will extend the life of your lock. Protect the finish, the keypad

and overall appearance of your Codelocks product. Small, medium and large

PINGuard™ by Codelocks available, suitable for external applications; gates, sheds,

out buildings, work sites etc.

CL310K SG- Codelock Medium Duty Tubular Digital Deadbolt with Key

Override

$287.50

Affordable Access Control

Suitable for a variety of entry control applications in commercial and residential

premises. Take a good look at the CL310 and see how it could help you

CL355K FB - Codelock Tubular Digital Deadlatch with Key Override

and Hold Back - Black Finish

$383.89

Affordable Access Control

Suitable for a variety of entry control applications in commercial and residential

premises. Take a good look at the CL355K and see how it could help you
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CL255 MG - Codelock CL255 Marine Grade Tubular Mortice Latch With

Hold Back

$375.97

The Marine by Codelocks range features a selection of locks that have been specially

enhanced to withstand harsh outdoor environments and coastal applications. Reliable

and durable, the marine grade black finish has proven to be resistant against moisture

and salt spray, following rigorous salt spray testing for up to 1000 hours*.

Tubular mortice latch retracts by turning inside lever freely, or the outside knob after

code input. Features hold open function. Supplied with a hold open function enabled

allowing free entry when required, without having to use a code. The function can be

disabled during installation requiring code input to open the door. Key override is

available to order on compatible models within the CL200 range

CL290 MG - Codelock CL290 Back to Back Marine Grade Tubular

Mortice Latch

$420.41

The Marine by Codelocks range features a selection of locks that have been specially

enhanced to withstand harsh outdoor environments and coastal applications. Reliable

and durable, the marine grade black finish has proven to be resistant against moisture

and salt spray, following rigorous salt spray testing for up to 1000 hours*.

Tubular mortice latch retracts by turning inside lever freely, or the outside knob after

code input. Features hold open function. Supplied with a hold open function enabled

allowing free entry when required, without having to use a code. The function can be

disabled during installation requiring code input to open the door. Key override is

available to order on compatible models within the CL200 range

appLOK S-LOCK4 - Stainless Steel Mortice lock for appLOK handles

$100.42

appLOK Stainless Steel Mortice Lock
-

Backset sizes avaliable 30, 35, 40, 45 and 60mm
-

Lift handle up to throw the bolt
-

Inside handle will aways release the bolt and latch

to exit
-

Outside will open when correct code/e

key/tag/finger print is presented to handle
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KL15 PVT - Kitlock KL15 Mechanical Combination Lock (Private)

$108.20

KL15 KitLock Mechanical Combination

Lock
Simple, tough and good value for money, the KL15 offers mechanical keyless access

suitable for a variety of locker and cabinet applications.

The KL15 can be surface mounted with an ergonomically designed surface trim plate

that provides additional grip allowing ease of opening. If it’s a sleek look that will better

suit the application, the KL15 can also be flush fitted.

 

Private Function
The KL15 Private Function is ideal for use where the same, personal 4 digit code will

be repeatedly used, e.g. an employee with the same locker/drawer in the workplace.

Public Function also available

KL15 PUB - Kitlock KL15 Mechanical Combination Lock (Public)

$108.20

KL15 KitLock Mechanical Combination

Lock
Simple, tough and good value for money, the KL15 offers mechanical keyless access

suitable for a variety of locker and cabinet applications.

The KL15 can be surface mounted with an ergonomically designed surface trim plate

that provides additional grip allowing ease of opening. If it’s a sleek look that will better

suit the application, the KL15 can also be flush fitted.

Public Function
The KL15 Public Function is ideal for short term, multiple occupancy applications. The

user enters a personal four digit code, this locks the lock. The same code is entered

once only to open the lock, the lock remains open ready for the next user.

Private function also available.

CL160 - Codelocks Light Duty Mortice Latch Featuring QuickCode

Code Change.

$287.50

The CL160 is an entry level mechanical push button lock which provides an extensive

variety of functions for light duty entry control as well as providing on the door code

change and simple retrofit opportunities.

https://www.levco.co.nz/modules/SP_Webshop/shop.php?product_details&product=701
https://www.levco.co.nz/modules/SP_Webshop/shop.php?product_details&product=700
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Padlocks

PL321C - ABLOY Classic - Padlock with 20mm shackle

$106.95

Specifications
- Body Material: Brass.

- Finish: Chrome.

- Number of Discs: 11.

- Key removable in locked position.

- Display packed with 2 x Classic Keys.

Shackle
- Material: Stainless Steel.

- Finish: Chrome

- Diameter: 5 mm.

- Vertical Clearance: 20 mm.

- Horizontal Clearance: 18 mm.

PL330C - ABLOY Classic - Grade 3 Padlock with 25mm shackle

$177.10

Specifications
- Body Material: Brass.

- Finish: Chrome.

- Number of Discs: 11.

- Key removable in locked position.

- Display Packed with 2 x Classic Keys.

Shackle
- Material: Case-hardened boron steel.

- Finish: Chrome.

- Diameter: 8 mm.

- Vertical Clearance: 25 mm.

- Horizontal Clearance: 25 mm.

PL330N - ABLOY Protec - Grade 3 Padlock with 25mm shackle

"Unassembled"

$197.80

Specifications
- Body Material: Brass.

- Finish: Chrome.

- Number of Discs: 11.

- Key removable in locked position.

- Can be master-keyed with door cylinders.

Shackle
- Shackle Material: Case-Hardened

boron steel.

- Finish: Chrome.

- Diameter: 8 mm.

- Vertical Clearance: 25 mm.

- Horizontal Clearance: 25 mm.
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PL330N/50 - ABLOY Protec - Grade 3 Padlock with 50mm shackle

"Unassembled"

$204.13

Specifications
- Body Material: Brass.

- Finish: Chrome.

- Number of Discs: 11.

- Key removable in locked position.

- Can be master-keyed with door cylinders.

Shackle
- Shackle Material: Case-Hardened

boron steel.

- Finish: Chrome.

- Diameter: 8 mm.

- Vertical Clearance: 50 mm.

- Horizontal Clearance: 25 mm.

PL340N - ABLOY Protec - Grade 4 Padlock with 25mm shackle

"Unassembled"

$287.50

Specifications
- Body Material: Case-Hardened steel.

- Finish: Chrome.

- Number of Discs: 11.

- Key removable in locked position.

Shackle
- Shackle Material: Case-Hardened boron

steel.

- Diameter: 10 mm.

- Vertical Clearance: 25 mm.

- Horizontal Clearance: 28 mm.

PL342N - ABLOY Protec - Grade 4 Padlock with 25mm shackle

"Unassembled"

$402.50

Specifications
- Body Material: Case-Hardened steel.

- Finish: Chrome.

- Number of Discs: 11.

- Key removable in locked position.

- Can be master-keyed with door cylinders.

Shackle
- Shackle Material: Case-Hardened

boron steel.

- Finish: Chrome.

- Diameter: 10 mm.

- Vertical Clearance: 25 mm.

- Horizontal Clearance: 25 mm.
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PL350N - ABLOY Protec - Grade 5 Padlock with 25mm shackle

"Unassembled"

$465.75

Specifications
- Body Material: Case-Hardened steel.

- Finish: Chrome.

- Number of Discs: 11.

- Key removable in locked position.

- Can be master-keyed with door cylinders.

Shackle
- Shackle Material: Case-Hardened

boron steel.

- Finish: Chrome.

- Diameter: 14 mm.

- Vertical Clearance: 50 mm.

- Horizontal Clearance: 31 mm.

PL330T - ABLOY Protec2 - Grade 3 Padlock with 25mm shackle

"Unassembled"

$197.80

Specifications
- Body Material: Brass.

- Finish: Chrome.

- Number of Discs: 11.

- Key removable in locked position.

- Can be master-keyed with door cylinders.

Shackle
- Shackle Material: Case-Hardened

boron steel.

- Finish: Chrome.

- Diameter: 8 mm.

- Vertical Clearance: 25 mm.

- Horizontal Clearance: 25 mm.

PL330T/50 - ABLOY Protec2 - Grade 3 Padlock with 50mm shackle

"Unassembled"

$204.13

Specifications
- Body Material: Brass.

- Finish: Chrome.

- Number of Discs: 11.

- Key removable in locked position.

- Can be master-keyed with door cylinders.

Shackle
- Shackle Material: Case-Hardened

boron steel.

- Finish: Chrome.

- Diameter: 8 mm.

- Vertical Clearance: 50 mm.

- Horizontal Clearance: 25 mm.
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PL340T - ABLOY Protec2 - Grade 4 Padlock with 25mm shackle

"Unassembled"

$287.50

Specifications
- Body Material: Case-Hardened steel.

- Finish: Chrome.

- Number of Discs: 11.

- Key removable in locked position.

Shackle
- Shackle Material: Case-Hardened boron

steel.

- Diameter: 10 mm.

- Vertical Clearance: 25 mm.

- Horizontal Clearance: 28 mm.

PL340T/50 - ABLOY Protec2 - Grade 3 Padlock with 50mm shackle

"Unassembled"

$288.08

Specifications
- Body Material: Case-Hardened steel.

- Finish: Chrome.

- Number of Discs: 11.

- Key removable in locked position.

Shackle
- Shackle Material: Case-Hardened boron

steel.

- Diameter: 10 mm.

- Vertical Clearance: 50 mm.

- Horizontal Clearance: 28 mm.

HS1 - Squire High Security Defiant Padlock

$105.23

HS4 - Squire High Security Stronghold Padlock

$200.10

The Squire HS4 Stronghold insurance padlock, is a pedigree padlock.

The Stronghold's carefully balanced shape compliments an excellence in lockmaking

and engineering innovation.

LN1 - Squire Lion Brass Padlock

$17.83

Specifications
- Shackle diameter: 3.5 mm.

- Shackle length: 12 mm.

- Body: 20.7 mm wide solid brass.

- 3 pin tumbler.
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LN4 - Squire Lion Brass Padlock

$28.18

Specifications
- Shackle diameter: 6 mm hardened steel.

- Shackle length: 22.1 mm.

- Body: 39.5 mm wide solid brass.

- 5 pin tumbler.

SS50C - Squire Extra High Security Combination Padlock - 5 Wheel

$213.90

LAL234/55KD - Levco 234 55mm Brass Padlock

$65.55

Heavy Duty Brass Padlock

LAL234/45KD - Levco 234 45mm Brass Padlock

$44.28

Medium/Heavy Duty Brass Padlock

LAL234/40KD - Levco 234 40mm Brass Padlock

$49.74

Medium Duty Brass Padlock

LAL264BKD - Levco 264 38mm Brass Padlock

$15.04

Light Duty Brass Padlock

LAL263BKD - Levco 263 32mm Brass Padlock

$10.27

Light Duty Brass Padlock
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LAL262BKD - Levco 262 25mm Brass Padlock

$7.57

Light Duty Brass Padlock
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Rim & Mortice Locks

ALP5222025 - Alpro Euro Hook Bolt 25mm

$46.00

Europrofile deadlocks are available in both barbolt and hookbolt versions.

ALP5222025R - Alpro Euro Hook Bolt 25 mm (RIV nut fixing)

$46.00

Europrofile deadlocks are available in both barbolt and hookbolt versions.

ALP5222030 - Alpro Euro Hook Bolt 30mm

$51.75

Europrofile deadlocks are available in both barbolt and hookbolt versions.

ALP5222030R - Alpro Euro Hook Bolt 30mm (RIV nut fixing)

$51.75

Europrofile deadlocks are available in both barbolt and hookbolt versions.

ALP5222125 - Alpro Euro Swing Bolt 25 mm

$46.00

Europrofile deadlocks are available in both barbolt and hookbolt versions.

ALP5222130 - Alpro Euro Swing Bolt 30 mm

$51.75

Europrofile deadlocks are available in both barbolt and hookbolt versions.

ALP5245101 - Alpro ANSI Deadlatch 28 mm (1 1/8") RH

$63.25

The description of swinging door operation always viewed from the outside.

LH - door hinges on left

RH - door hinges on right
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ALP5245102 - Alpro ANSI Deadlatch 28 mm (1 1/8") LH

$63.25

The description of swinging door operation always viewed from the outside.

LH - door hinges on left

RH - door hinges on right

ALP5245103 - Alpro ANSI Deadlatch 25 mm (31/32") RH

$57.50

The description of swinging door operation always viewed from the outside.

LH - door hinges on left

RH - door hinges on right

ALP5245104 - Alpro ANSI Deadlatch 25 mm (31/32") LH

$57.50

The description of swinging door operation always viewed from the outside.

LH - door hinges on left

RH - door hinges on right

ALP5245701 - Alpro Euro Deadlatch 25 mm RH

$57.50

The description of swinging door operation always viewed from the outside.

LH - door hinges on left

RH - door hinges on right

ALP5245702 - Alpro Euro Deadlatch 25 mm LH

$57.50

The description of swinging door operation always viewed from the outside.

LH - door hinges on left

RH - door hinges on right

ALP5245703 - Alpro Euro Deadlatch 28 mm RH

$63.25

The description of swinging door operation always viewed from the outside.

LH - door hinges on left

RH - door hinges on right
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ALP5245704 - Alpro Euro Deadlatch 28 mm LH

$63.25

The description of swinging door operation always viewed from the outside.

LH - door hinges on left

RH - door hinges on right

ALP5245705 - Alpro Euro Deadlatch 38 mm RH

$69.00

The description of swinging door operation always viewed from the outside.

LH - door hinges on left

RH - door hinges on right

ALP5245706 - Alpro Euro Deadlatch 38 mm LH

$69.00

The description of swinging door operation always viewed from the outside.

LH - door hinges on left

RH - door hinges on right

LC208 - ABLOY Security Mortice Latch

$192.05

Mortise latch with lever handle function only.

LC211 - ABLOY Security Mortice Lock

$302.45

Security mortice lock case (comparable with security grade 5 according to EN 12209)

with hardened deadbolt and drilling protection.

LC300 1.3 - ABLOY Non-deadlocking mortice lock

$287.50

Non-deadlocking mortice lock for narrow profile entrance doors.

The lock is opened by a key or a thumbturn (or handles if in use).

Can be used with electromechanical striker plate.

Handing 1.3 (Left Handed)
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LC300 2.4 - ABLOY Non-deadlocking mortice lock

$287.50

Non-deadlocking mortise lock for narrow profile entrance doors.

The lock is opened by a key or a thumbturn (or handles if in use).

Can be used with electromechanical striker plate.

Handing 2.4 (Right Handed)

LC302 2.4 - ABLOY Automatic deadlock for narrow profile doors

$313.95

Function is determined by sliding snib on forend: 
- UP position = automatic deadlocking. Opened by a key from either side, or by a

thumbturn from inside.

- MIDDLE position = lock is latched and operates also with handles.

- DOWN position = latchbolt is retained inside the lock case.

Handing 2.4 (Right Handed).

LC306 - ABLOY Security Deadlock for narrow doors

$330.05

Security lock case (comparable with security grade 5 according to EN 12209) for

narrow profile doors.

LC9652 - ABLOY Euro/DIN project lock for narrow profile doors

$155.25

Profile door locks for DIN Euro cylinder Non handed, reversible latchbolt.

LOKtouch MWL-30100 1 Point Mortice Lock

$82.40

Aluminum door 30mm mortice lock - 1

point locking
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LOKtouch MWL-30100 1 Point Mortice Lock

$86.24

Aluminum door 30mm mortice lock - 2

point locking
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Safe Locks

1000-ECL/M - Ross 1000 Series Elec/Comb Safe Lock

$483.00

ROSS SAFE LOCK 1000-SERIES ECL ELECTRONIC w/- PLASTIC CODEPAD

600 - Ross Safe Lock with Cover #600

$98.90

Suitable for floor, wall, drug, night, home, office, computer tape safes and gun

cabinets.

600L - Ross Latch Safe Lock 600L

$156.79

700-SERIES - Ross 700 Series Retrofit Lock

$184.00

800-C - Ross 800 Cupboard Lock

$126.50

Ross 800C Security Lock.

800-CL - Ross 800 Latch Cupboard Lock

$132.25

Ross 800C Security Lock. Latching Version.

870-C - Ross 870 Series Dead Bolt W/570 CYL

$166.75
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870-CL - Ross 870 Series Latch W/570 CYL

$166.75

900-WCL/WCR - Ross 3 Point Locking 900 Series Safe Lock

$166.75

1000-ECL2/M - Ross 1000 Series ECL 2 Elec/Comb Safe Lock

$557.75

1000-RAP - Ross 1000 Series Retrofit Adapter Plate

$69.00

102-NCUL - Ross 102 Series Safe Lock Less Cover

$57.50

102-NCD - Ross 102 Series Safe Lock Down Less Cover

$57.50

SI-6 - Ross Single Bitt Keyway Insert 6mm

$11.98

Single-Bitt-Keyway

The sintered single-bitt-keyway Keyhole Insert has the keyway totally enclosed within a

19mm round body with a 25mm diameter shouldered face.
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Safes

AP-141K - Secuguard 141 Key Cabinet

$563.50

Secuguard Key Cabinet - 141 Key Capacity

Specifications
- External Dimensions: 650 mm(h) x 420 mm(w) x 100 mm(d).

- Capacity: 141 Keys.

- Weight: 18.5 kg's.

- Door: 1.5 mm Steel.

- Body: 4.0 mm Steel.

AP-45K - Secuguard 45 Key Cabinet

$322.00

Secuguard - 45 Key Cabinet

Specifications
- External Dimensions: 360 mm(h) x 300 mm(w) x 100 mm(d).

- Capacity: 45 keys.

- Weight: 7.5 kg's.

- Door: 4 mm Steel.

- Body: 1.5 mm Steel.

AP-75K - Secuguard 75 Key Cabinet

$402.50

Secuguard Key Cabinet - 75 Key Capacity

Specifications
- External Dimensions: 450 mm(h) x 360 mm(w) x 100 mm(d).

- Door: 4 mm Steel.

- Body: 1.5 mm Steel.

- Capacity: 75 Keys.

- Weight: 11.5 kg's.
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CS100K - Secuguard Postal Slot Deposit Safe

$479.17

Secuguard Security Safe with Key Lock

Specifications
-  Solid steel construction with 6mm steel plate body reinforced with steel bar all

around front edges. Solid 12mm steel plate

door with internal hinges.

- Quality Australian made six lever pick resistant Ross key lock.

- Drill resistant hardened steel plate to protect lock area.

- 100mm x 15mm posting slot and baffle.

- 2 x 15mm anchor bolt holes in back and base.

- Durable powder coated hammertone finish in charcoal.

- Weight: 18 kg's.

CS252E - (AP252SET) Secuguard Postal Slot Deposit Safe - Digital

$891.25

Secuguard Deposit Safe with Digital Lock

Specifications
- External Dimensions: 300 mm(h) x 350 mm(w) x 250 mm(d).

- Door: 12 mm Steel Plate.

- Body: 6 mm Steel Plate.    

- Weight: 34 kg's.

- Posting Slot - 160 mm x 15 mm.

AP-302EPT - Secuguard Safe with Digital Lock

$856.75

Secuguard Safe with Digital Lock

Specifications
- Quality UL listed swing bolt electronic digital safe lock.

- External Dimensions: 300 mm(h) x 380 mm(w) x 300 mm(d).

- Door: 8 mm Steel Plate.

- Body: 6 mm Steel Plate. 

- Weight: 35 kg's.
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AP-552EPT - Secuguard Safe with Digital Lock

$1,667.50

Secuguard Safe with Digital Lock

Specifications
- External Dimensions: 550 mm(h) x 470 mm(w) x 400 mm(d).

- Door: 8 mm Steel Plat.

- Body: 6 mm Steel Plate.   

- Weight: 82 kg's.

AP-7038SEK - Secuguard Deposit Safe with Digital Lock

$2,012.50

Secuguard Deposit Safe with Digital Lock

Specifications
- External Dimensions: 700 mm(h) x 380 mm(w) x 360 mm(d).

- Door: 10 mm Steel Plate.

- Body: 6 mm Steel Plate.

- Weight: 94 kg's.

FA-55E - Digital Fire and Burglary Resistant Home Safe

$1,715.80

Specifications
- External Dimensions(mm): 552(H) x 452(W) x 350(D).

- Internal Dimensions(mm): 512(H) x 412(W) x 260(D).

- Shelving(removable): 2 x adjustable.

- Weight: 76kg.

FA-35E - Digital Fire and Burglary Resistant Home Safe

$1,270.75

Specifications
- External Dimensions(mm): 352(H) x 452(W) x 350(D).

- Internal Dimensions(mm): 312(H) x 412(W) x 260(D).

- Shelving(removable): 1 x adjustable.

- Weight: 56kg.
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FA-22E - Digital Fire and Burglary Resistant Home Safe

$960.25

Specifications
- External Dimensions(mm): 222(H) x 352(W) x 300(D).

- Internal Dimensions(mm): 182(H) x 312(W) x 210(D).

- Shelving(removable): 1 x fixed.

- Weight: 31kg.

SD2E200 - Secuguard - Digital Drug Safe

$1,219.00

Specifications
- External Dimensions(mm): 600 H x 450 W x 200 D.

- Internal Dimensions(mm): 580 H x 430 W x 125 D.

- Shelving: 4 x adjustable.

- Weight(kg): 87.

- Volume(litre): 30

SD2K300 - Secuguard - Key Drug Safe

$1,909.00

Specifications
- External Dimensions(mm): 600 H x 450 W x 300 D.

- Internal Dimensions(mm): 580 H x 430 W x 225 D.

- Shelving: 4 x adjustable.

- Weight(kg): 108.

- Volume(litre): 55.

EIKO MS-600 MIGHTY SAFE

$2,017.10

An attractive and affordable commercial Burglary & Fire resistant safe that protects

essential documents and valuable with a dual locking system consisting of a digital

combination lock and 9 lever key safe lock.

Theft Protection

- Dual Lock Access - for convenience and security

- Door removal protection - resists forced entry
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EIKO MS-602 MIGHTY SAFE

$2,386.25

An attractive and affordable commercial Burglary & Fire resistant safe that protects

essential documents and valuable with a dual locking system consisting of a digital

combination lock and 9 lever key safe lock.

Theft Protection

- Dual Lock Access - for convenience and security

- Door removal protection - resists forced entry

EIKO TB4-3D

Furnished with a plunger lock to control all drawers and a key changeable combination

lock on top drawer, and a key lock on other drawers as a standard feature. individual

drawer locking latch allows the user to leave one or more drawers unlocked with the

plunger in the locked position.

EIKO TB4-4D

Furnished with a plunger lock to control all drawers and a key changeable combination

lock on top drawer, and a key lock on other drawers as a standard feature. individual

drawer locking latch allows the user to leave one or more drawers unlocked with the

plunger in the locked position.

B-1414SE - Protex B-Rated Small Front Loading Drop Safe

$1,610.00

"B" Rated Burglary Safe with Envelope Drop Slot and Electronic Lock.

FEATURES

- Solid steel construction, fully welded body construction.

- Securam electronic digital lock.

- 6mm thick carburized hard-plate to resist drilling.

- Spring loaded active re-locker.

- Door is constructed from anti-pry 12mm thick. solid steel plate.

- Front loading anti-fishing baffle.

- 4 pre-drilled mounting holes on bottom of safe (12mm dia.).

- 3 chrome plated heavy duty locking bolts (25mm dia.).

- Heavy-duty vault hinges.

- High quality powder coat finish.

- Bolting hardware included (for concrete floor anchoring).
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FD-2014 - Protex Small Front Loading Depository Safe

$1,846.90

Protex B-rated depository drop safes are designed for ease of use and are a great

choice for convenient stores, hotels/motels, churches, gas stations/car wash,

restaurants and more. The safe is equipped with laser cut 12mm steel plate door,

spring loaded re-locker and chrome plated heavy-duty steel locking bolts as well as an

anti-drill lock plate. The SecuRam electronic lock is a standard feature for the drop

safe which gives it a very convenient and fast operation as well as easy programming

and a wrong-try penalty lockout mode to prevent from manipulation of the lock.

FEATURES

- Solid steel construction, fully welded body construction.

- Convenient large drop door with anti-fish design.

- Securam electronic digital lock.

- 6mm thick carburized hard-plate to resist drilling.

- Spring loaded active re-locker.

- Door is constructed from anti-pry 12mm thick. solid steel plate.

- 4 pre-drilled mounting holes on bottom of safe (12mm dia.).

- 3 chrome plated heavy duty bolts (25mm dia.).

- Bolt detent spring will throw the bolts when door is shut.

- Heavy-duty vault hinges.

- Quality powder coat finish.

- Bolting hardware included (for concrete floor anchoring).

FD-2714 - Protex Large Depository Safe

$2,140.15

Protex Large Depository Safe.

Protex B-rated depository drop safes are designed for ease of use and are a great

choice for convenient stores, hotels/motels, churches, gas stations/car wash,

restaurants and more. The safe is equipped with laser cut 1/2 inch steel plate door,

spring loaded re-locker and chrome plated heavy-duty steel locking bolts as well as an

anti-drill lock plate.

FEATURES

- 5 active chrome locking bolts 32mm dia.

- Securam high-security electronic lock.

- Battery powered.

- 4 Pre-drilled anchor holes (bottom).

- Bolting hardware included for concrete floors.

- Electrostatic powder-coat with fine anti-corrosion and rustproof materials are applied

for durability.

- 63mm thick door with 12mm solid steel-plate to prevent prying.

- Drill resistant hard-plate.

- Spring-loaded relocker.

- 1 Adjustable and removable shelf.
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FDD-3214 - Protex Dual Door Depository Safe

$2,662.25

Protex Large Dual Door Depository Safe.

Protex B-rated depository drop safes are designed for ease of use and are a great

choice for convenient stores, hotels/motels, churches, gas stations/car wash,

restaurants and more. The safe is equipped with laser cut 1/2 inch steel plate door,

spring loaded re-locker and chrome plated heavy-duty steel locking bolts as well as an

anti-drill lock plate.

FEATURES

- New Keypad Functions:

- Up to 7 user codes (Master code, Supervisor code and 5 others users code).

- Dual Model Control is provided (Single Model and Dual User Mode).

- 1-10 digit code setting.

- Time Delay Option is available.

- Management Reset Code Provided.

- Best for multiple users.

- Dual door drop safe.

- 3 active chrome locking bolts 32mm dia. (ea. compartment).

- Drop goes into the top compartment.

- Battery powered.

- 4 Pre-drilled anchor holes (bottom).

- Bolting hardware included for concrete floors.

- Electrostatic powder-coat with fine anti-corrosion and rustproof materials are applied

for durability.

- 63mm thick door with 12mm solid steel-plate to prevent prying.

- Drill resistant hard-plate.

- Spring-loaded re-locker.
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HD-73 - Protex Small Burglary Safe

$828.00

Protex HD-73 Burglary Safe.

This line of Protex safes is an excellent choice for your home or business. The safe will

provide you with excellent burglary protection. Interior has a beautiful felt lining on all

shelves - giving it a great feel and look on the inside. You can lay your jewelry or

expensive watch right on the felt shelves.

FEATURES

- 5 Active chrome locking bolts 25mm dia.

- This line of safes is an excellent choice for your home or business.

- Felt lined shelves.

- Battery powered electronic keypad.

- Power override box included.

- 2 override keys included (Laser key).

- 4 Pre-drilled anchor holes (bottom).

- Bolting hardware included for concrete floors.

- Electrostatic powder-coat with fine anti-corrosion and rustproof materials are applied

for durability.

- 250mm thick door with 9.5mm solid steel-plate to prevent prying.

- 3 Adjustable and removable shelves.

- Built-in LED light system to light up the interior of safe when door opens.

HD-100 - Protex Large Burglary Safe

$1,104.00

Protex HD-100 Burglary Safe.

This line of Protex safes is an excellent choice for your home or business. The safe will

provide you with excellent burglary protection. You can lay your jewelry or expensive

watch right on the felt shelves.

FEATURES

- 6 Active chrome locking bolts 32mm dia.

- This line of safes is an excellent choice for your home or business.

- Felt lined shelves.

- Battery powered electronic keypad.

- Power override box included.

- 2 override keys included (Laser key).

- 4 Pre-drilled anchor holes (bottom).

- Bolting hardware included for concrete floors.

- Electrostatic powder-coat with fine anti-corrosion and rustproof materials are applied

for durability.

- 63mm thick door with 9mm solid steel-plate to prevent prying.

- 4 Adjustable and removable shelves.

- Built-in LED light system to light up the interior of safe when door opens.
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PWS-1814E - Protex Electronic Wall Safe

$1,006.25

This safe is great for personal use at home or office. The PWS-1814E is equipped with

a digital keypad for easy operation and maintenance.

Electronic Hidden Wall Safe

This wall safe is an excellent choice for home, office, hotel, dorm or school use. Quick

and convenient access, easy programing and can be installed at any height on interior

wall. It's very easy to install between 2 wall studs. It comes with a velvet interior for a

great plush look and feel. The keypad is flush with the safe's flange, therefore able you

to hang a picture over the safe to conceal it from view. The door has a hidden lock to

open the safe with a mechanical override key (2 included).This key is used only when

batteries are dead or keypad is damaged.

Since this safe is 4" to fit a standard wall between the studs. The safe is using 4x AA

batteries and it includes a power override box to be able to power the safe from the

outside when the battaries die. The door is spring loaded and will open by itself after

the correct code is entered. After entering the correct code the motorized locking bolts

will retract automaticly and the door will swing open.

FEATURES

- Burglary Resistant wall safe with digital electronic locking system.

- High quality VELVET INTERIOR.

- Motorized locking bolt system will open the door automatically.

- Designed to be installed between 16" o/c wall studs.

- Approximately .44 cubic feet of storage space.

- Key lock override system (2 keys included).

- Power override included.

- Dual live motorized chrome bolts (3/4" dia.).

- Made of heavy duty gauge steel.

- 2 Removable shelves.

- Spring loaded door.

- Flush digital keypad.

- Door thickness is 5/8" formed steel.
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RX-164 - Protex Prescription Drop Box

$569.25

RX-164 Protex Prescription Drugs Drop Box - Designed for use in police stations,

hospitals, pharmacies, fire stations and more.

FEATURES

- Heavy Duty Drop box designed for discarding pills, prescriptions and other unwanted

medication containers.

- Tubular-style key lock with Double "D" configuration (can be retrofitted with other cam

locks).

- Piano hinge.

- Drop door openning thick enough to drop up to 2-1/4" diameter containers.

- Metal baffle to protect drop openning from fishing.

- Pre-drilled mounting holes in back for wall mounting.

- Can be set on a table or a shelf.

- Mounting hardware for wood and concrete is included.

- Two tubular keys included.

- Reinforced double steel door to protect against prying.

- The perfect way to lock and secure unwanted prescriptions or other bulky items.

- RX-Label comes unattached, so you can use it for other applications.

- Maximum diameter of item to drop is 2.25".

SDL-400K - Protex Wall Mounted Drop Box with Key Lock

$460.00

Inter-Office Wall-Mount Locking, Payment Drop Box w/ Key Lock Drop box designed

for cash, rent checks and envelopes.

FEATURES

- Tubular-style key lock with Double "D" configuration (can be retrofitted with other cam

locks).

- Piano hinge.

- Slot opening 254mm wide will accept legal size paper and large envelopes.

- Saw-tooth metal baffle to protect slot.

- Pre-drilled mounting holes in back.

- Mounting hardware for wood and concrete is included.

- Reinforced door.

- The perfect way to lock and secure suggestions, ballots, mail, money, rent checks

and more.

- Use as a mail collection box for all out-going office mail.
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WDB-110 - Protex Letter Size Wall Drop Box

$391.00

Wall-Mount Locking, Payment Drop Box

FEATURES

- Tubular-style key lock with Double "D" configuration (can be retrofitted with other cam

locks).

- Piano hinge.

- Slot opening 225mm wide will accept legal size paper.

- Metal baffle to protect slot.

- Pre-drilled mounting holes in back.

- Mounting hardware for wood and concrete is included.

- Two tubular keys included.

- Reinforced door.

- The perfect way to lock and secure suggestions, ballots, keys, mail, money, rent

checks and more.

- Use as a mail collection box for all out-going office mail.

WDD-180 - Protex Wall Drop Box

$819.95

Through-The-Wall Locking Drop Box. Adjusts to fit through walls anywhere between 4"

to 10" in thickness.

FEATURES

- Tubular-style key lock with Double "D" configuration.

- Two tubular keys included.

- Piano hinge.

- Drop door openning thick enough to drop keys, wallets, car remotes, thick envelopes

and more.

- Metal baffle to protect drop openning from fishing.

- Pre-drilled mounting holes on sides for in-the-wall installation.

- Installation hardware included.

- Reinforced double steel door to protect against prying.

- The perfect way to lock and secure cash, keys, mail, car remotes, small envelopes

and more.

- Drop from one side and collect from the opposite side.

- Designed to be installed in the wall between standard (16" on center) wall studs.

- Requires cutting the drywall between the studs.

- Includes two removable and adjustable metal frames to hide the rough cuts.

- Maximum thickness of item to drop is 1" thick.

- Recommended wall thickness for proper installation is between 4 and 10 inches.
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Dominator DS0D

Dominator DS-0D Safe with Digital Lock
The Dominator Safes® DS Series safes are the only Australian designed safe to

achieve the CNS 105 minute fire resistance certification as well as the Underwriters

Laboratories UL-RSC Burglary Resistance certification, making them the market leader

in fire and theft protection safes.

Specifications
- External Dimensions: 370 mm(h) x 440 mm(w) x 390 mm (d)

- Internal Dimensions: 240 mm(h) x 360 mm(w) x 252 mm (d)

- Weight: 74 kilograms

- Capacity: 21 litres

- Fire Rating: 105 minute CNS tested

- Cash Rating: $40,000 recommended in unsupported application

-

GRADE: Certified AS/NZS3809:1998 Grade 1

Equivalent to EN 1143-1 Grade 1

Dominator DS1D

Dominator DS-1D Safe with Digital Lock
The Dominator Safes® DS Series safes are the only Australian designed safe to

achieve the CNS 105 minute fire resistance certification as well as the Underwriters

Laboratories UL-RSC Burglary Resistance certification, making them the market leader

in fire and theft protection safes.

Specifications
- External Dimensions: 515 mm(h) x 440 mm(w) x 375 mm (d)

- Internal Dimensions: 390 mm(h) x 300 mm(w) x 310 mm (d)

- Weight: 107 kilograms

- Capacity: 36 litres

- Fire Rating: 105 minute CNS tested

- Cash Rating: $50,000 recommended in unsupported application

- GRADE: Certified AS/NZS3809:1998 Grade 1

- Equivalent to EN 1143-1 Grade 1
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Dominator DS2D

Dominator DS-2D Safe with Digital Lock
The Dominator Safes® DS Series safes are the only Australian designed safe to

achieve the CNS 105 minute fire resistance certification as well as the Underwriters

Laboratories UL-RSC Burglary Resistance certification, making them the market leader

in fire and theft protection safes.

Specifications
- External Dimensions: 570 mm(h) x 550 mm(w) x 550 mm (d)

- Internal Dimensions: 445 mm(h) x 410 mm(w) x 370 mm (d)

- Weight: 173 kilograms

- Capacity: 67 litres

- Fire Rating: 105 minute CNS tested

- Cash Rating: $50,000 recommended in unsupported application

- GRADE: Certified AS/NZS3809:1998 Grade 1

Equivalent to EN 1143-1 Grade 1

Dominator DS3D

Dominator DS-3D Safe with Digital Lock
The Dominator Safes® DS Series safes are the only Australian designed safe to

achieve the CNS 105 minute fire resistance certification as well as the Underwriters

Laboratories UL-RSC Burglary Resistance certification, making them the market leader

in fire and theft protection safes.

Specifications
- External Dimensions: 770 mm(h) x 550 mm(w) x 550 mm (d)

- Internal Dimensions: 645 mm(h) x 410 mm(w) x 370 mm (d)

- Weight: 214 kilograms

- Capacity: 97 litres

- Fire Rating: 105 minute CNS tested

- Cash Rating: $50,000 recommended in unsupported application

- GRADE: Certified AS/NZS3809:1998 Grade 1

Equivalent to EN 1143-1 Grade 1
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Dominator DS4D

Dominator DS-4D Safe with Digital Lock
The Dominator Safes® DS Series safes are the only Australian designed safe to

achieve the CNS 105 minute fire resistance certification as well as the Underwriters

Laboratories UL-RSC Burglary Resistance certification, making them the market leader

in fire and theft protection safes.

Specifications
- External Dimensions: 1015 mm(h) x 550 mm(w) x 550 mm (d)

- Internal Dimensions: 890 mm(h) x 410 mm(w) x 370 mm (d)

- Weight: 242 kilograms

- Capacity: 135 litres

- Fire Rating: 105 minute CNS tested

- Cash Rating: $50,000 recommended in unsupported application

- GRADE: Certified AS/NZS3809:1998 Grade 1

Equivalent to EN 1143-1 Grade 1

Dominator HS1D

Dominator HS-1D Safe with Digital Lock
The Dominator Safes® HS Series safes are designed to provide protection against

both burglary and fire, while maintaining the efficient sizing of a typical domestic safe.

Including 30 minute fire protection as well as several attack resisting qualities, the HS

series is the ideal solution to protecting valuables in the home.

Specifications
- External Dimensions: 355 mm(h) x 355 mm(w) x 355 mm (d)

- Internal Dimensions: 319 mm(h) x 319 mm(w) x 251 mm (d)

- Weight: 53 kilograms

- Capacity: 25 litres

- Fire Rating: 30 minute recomended

- Cash Rating: $20,000 recommended in unsupported application
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Dominator HS2D

Dominator HS-2D Safe with Digital Lock
The Dominator Safes® HS Series safes are designed to provide protection against

both burglary and fire, while maintaining the efficient sizing of a typical domestic safe.

Including 30 minute fire protection as well as several attack resisting qualities, the HS

series is the ideal solution to protecting valuables in the home.

Specifications
- External Dimensions: 508 mm(h) x 381 mm(w) x 381 mm (d)

- Internal Dimensions: 472 mm(h) x 345 mm(w) x 277 mm (d)

- Weight: 73 kilograms

- Capacity: 45 litres

- Fire Rating: 30 minute recommended

- Cash Rating: $20,000 recommended in unsupported application

Dominator HS3D

Dominator HS-3D Safe with Digital Lock
The Dominator Safes® HS Series safes are designed to provide protection against

both burglary and fire, while maintaining the efficient sizing of a typical domestic safe.

Including 30 minute fire protection as well as several attack resisting qualities, the HS

series is the ideal solution to protecting valuables in the home.

Specifications
- External Dimensions: 508 mm(h) x 508 mm(w) x 508 mm (d)

- Internal Dimensions: 472 mm(h) x 472 mm(w) x 402 mm (d)

- Weight: 115 kilograms

- Capacity: 89 litres

- Fire Rating: 30 minute recommended

- Cash Rating: $20,000 recommended in unsupported application
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Dominator HS4D

Dominator HS-4D Safe with Digital Lock
The Dominator Safes® HS Series safes are designed to provide protection against

both burglary and fire, while maintaining the efficient sizing of a typical domestic safe.

Including 30 minute fire protection as well as several attack resisting qualities, the HS

series is the ideal solution to protecting valuables in the home.

Specifications
- External Dimensions: 686 mm(h) x 508 mm(w) x 381 mm (d)

- Internal Dimensions: 650 mm(h) x 472 mm(w) x 277 mm (d)

- Weight: 125 kilograms

- Capacity: 85 litres

- Fire Rating: 30 minute recommended

- Cash Rating: $20,000 recommended in unsupported application

Dominator HS5D

Dominator HS-5D Safe with Digital Lock
The Dominator Safes® HS Series safes are designed to provide protection against

both burglary and fire, while maintaining the efficient sizing of a typical domestic safe.

Including 30 minute fire protection as well as several attack resisting qualities, the HS

series is the ideal solution to protecting valuables in the home.

Specifications
- External Dimensions: 845 mm(h) x 508 mm(w) x 508 mm (d)

- Internal Dimensions: 803 mm(h) x 465 mm(w) x 402 mm (d)

- Weight: 160 kilograms

- Capacity: 150 litres

- Fire Rating: 30 minute recommended

- Cash Rating: $20,000 recommended in unsupported application

SHS2K - Secuguard Home/Office/Pistol Safe

$670.84

Solid steel construction with 6mm steel plate body reinforced with steel bar all around

front edges. Solid 12mm steel plate door with internal hinges.

Specifications
- External Dimensions(mm): 250 H x 360 W x 260 D.

- Internal Dimensions(mm): 238 H x 348 W x 165 D.

- Shelving: 1 x removable.

- Weight(kg): 34.

- Volume(litre): 13.
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AP-71KE - Secuguard Electronic 71 Key Cabinet

$373.75

Secuguard - 71 key Electronic Key Cabinet

Specifications
- External Dimensions: 450 mm(h) x 360 mm(w) x 120 mm(d).

- Capacity: 71 keys.

- Weight: 13 kg's.

- Door: 4 mm Steel.

- Body: 1.5 mm Steel.

Dominator GC-2D Gun Cabinet

Dominator GC-2D Gun Cabinet with

Digital Lock
The Dominator Safes® gun safes range is designed with the intention of providing

adequate security to not only meet the relevant state and territory requirements, but to

exceed them. Including adjustable internal fittings and various size options to cater for

collections of different sizes and specifications.

Specifications
- External Dimensions: 1450 mm(h) x 500 mm(w) x 420 mm (d)

- Internal Dimensions: 1260mm* (h) x 492mm (w) x 342mm (d) (*height dimension

does not include ammunition storage cupboard)

- Weight: 160 kilograms

- Capacity: 8 Large Rifles or 12 Small Rifles

- Capacity(litres): 241

- Cash Rating: $15,000 recommended in unsupported application
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Dominator GC-3D Gun Cabinet

Dominator GC-3D Gun Cabinet with

Digital Lock
The Dominator Safes® gun safes range is designed with the intention of providing

adequate security to not only meet the relevant state and territory requirements, but to

exceed them. Including adjustable internal fittings and various size options to cater for

collections of different sizes and specifications.

Specifications
- External Dimensions: 1450 mm(h) x 800 mm(w) x 420 mm (d)

- Internal Dimensions: 1260mm* (h) x7492mm (w) x 332mm (d) (*height dimension

does not include ammunition storage cupboard)

- Weight: 275 kilograms

- Capacity: 16 Large Rifles or 24 Small Rifles

- Capacity(litres): 341

- Cash Rating: $20,000 recommended in unsupported application

SHS3K - Secuguard Home/Office/Pistol Safe

$799.25

Solid steel construction with 6mm steel plate body reinforced with steel bar all around

front edges. Solid 12mm steel plate door with internal hinges.

Specifications
- External Dimensions(mm): 300 H x 400 W x 310 D.

- Internal Dimensions(mm): 288 H x 388 W x 215 D.

- Shelving: 1 x removable.

- Weight(kg): 44.

- Volume(litre): 24.
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Dominator DF-2D

 

Dominator In Floor Safe DF-2D
CONCEALED SECURITY
Beginning with the 5 solid steel locking bolts and 20mm thick solid steel door, the DF-2

has increased security features and a bolt work design that allows more efficient

conversion to electronic locking.

The internal capacity increase allows storage of items larger than A4 in size and the

door is fitted with a pneumatic assist fitting to enable easy use and operation.

Specifications
- External dimensions: 344mm h x 379mm w x 299mm d

- Internal dimensions: 336mm h x 371mm w x 239mm d

- Weight: 44kg

- Capacity: 29 litres

- Paint finish: Textured black paint

- Locking points: 5

- Bolt down provisions: Poured concrete fixing

- Cash Rating: $20,000 recommended in unsupported application
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Dominator DD-2D

 

Dominator Tilt Door Deposit Safe DD-2D
TRUE FINANCIAL SECURITY
When access requirements are an obstacle and security is a must, the Dominator

Safes® Deposit Series provides the flexibility required to ensure an effective and

efficient security solution. With the tilting deposit drawer system and internal lockable

compartments, deposits  can be made without having to give access to those who

don’t require it.

Specifications
- External dimensions: 508mm h x 355mm w x 355mm d

- Internal dimensions: 260mm* h x 343mm w x 295mm d (*internal height includes

storage area only.)

- Door open width: 640mm

- Door open depth: 680mm

- Weight: 68kg

- Capacity: 26L

- Paint finish: Textured black paint

- Locking points: 3

- Bolt down provisions: 4 internal bolt holes

- Cash Rating: $15,000 recommended in unsupported application
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Dominator DD-3D

 

Dominator Tilt Door Deposit Safe DD-3D
TRUE FINANCIAL SECURITY
When access requirements are an obstacle and security is a must, the Dominator

Safes® Deposit Series provides the flexibility required to ensure an effective and

efficient security solution. With the tilting deposit drawer system and internal lockable

compartments, deposits can be made without having to give access to those who don’t

require it.

The DD-3 is the first size to introduce a separate internal compartment that catches the

deposited items and stores them separate to the other holdings. This feature allows

you to provide staff access to change or other items, without accessing the main cash

deposits.

Specifications
- External dimensions: 686mm h x 508mm w x 508mm d

- Internal dimensions: 420mm* h x 496mm w x 452mm d (*internal height includes

storage area and 180mm for lockable compartment.)

- Door open width: 950mm

- Door open depth:970mm

- Weight: 138kg

- Capacity: 94L

- Internal Fittings: 1 adjustable shelf and key lockable deposit compartment

- Paint finish: Textured black paint

- Locking points: 3

- Bolt down provisions: 4 internal bolt holes

- Cash Rating: $15,000 recommended in unsupported application
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Dominator PS2D

 

Dominator Plate/Pistol Safe PS2D
COST EFFECTIVE GUARD
A sleek but intimidating design, that provides exceptional security where fire resistance

isn't required. Adaptable to any of the locking platforms easily and fitted with

secondary relocking devices as standard. More than 40kgs of solid steel used in

construction and along with the 4 prefabricated mounting holes, allows a highly

effective installation.

Specifications
- External dimensions: 315mm h x 315mm w x 360mm d

- Internal dimensions: 300mm h x 300mm w x 265mm d

- Door open width: 578mm

- Door open depth: 623mm

- Weight: 41kg

- Capacity: 24L

- Internal Fittings: 1 adjustable shelf

- Paint finish: Textured black paint

- Locking points: 2

- Bolt down provisions: 4 internal bolt holes

- Cash Rating: $15,000 recommended in unsupported application (Suitable for Class H

firearm storage in accordance with the relevant Australian State regulations.)

Dominator DS5D

Dominator DS-5D Safe with Digital Lock
The Dominator Safes® DS Series safes are the only Australian designed safe to

achieve the CNS 105 minute fire resistance certification as well as the Underwriters

Laboratories UL-RSC Burglary Resistance certification, making them the market leader

in fire and theft protection safes.

Specifications
- External Dimensions: 1500 mm(h) x 725 mm(w) x 570 mm (d)

- Internal Dimensions: 1355 mm(h) x 725 mm(w) x 415 mm (d)

- Weight: 425 kilograms

- Capacity: 397 litres

- Fittings: 5 adjustable shelves, 4 recessed bolt-down holes in base

- Fire Rating: 105 minute CNS tested

- Cash Rating: $50,000 recommended in unsupported application

- GRADE: Certified AS/NZS3809:1998 Grade 1

- Equivalent to EN 1143-1 Grade 1
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SD3E300 - Secuguard - Digital Drug Safe

$3,399.32

Specifications
- External Dimensions(mm): 900 H x 6000 W x 300 D.

- Internal Dimensions(mm): 880 H x 570 W x 225 D.

- Shelving: 6 x adjustable.

- Weight(kg): 171.

- Volume(litre): 113

SD3K300 - Secuguard - Key Drug Safe

$3,021.83

Specifications
- External Dimensions(mm): 600 H x 450 W x 300 D.

- Internal Dimensions(mm): 580 H x 430 W x 225 D.

- Shelving: 4 x adjustable.

- Weight(kg): 108.

- Volume(litre): 113.

SD1K - Secuguard - Key Drug Safe

$1,149.71

Specifications
- External Dimensions(mm): 450 H x 300 W x 200 D

- Internal Dimensions(mm): 430 H x 270 W x 125 D

- Shelving: 3 x adjustable

- Weight(kg): 49

- Volume(litre): 15

SD1E - Secuguard - Digital Drug Safe

$1,505.75

Specifications
- External Dimensions(mm): 450 H x 300 W x 200 D

- Internal Dimensions(mm): 430 H x 270 W x 125 D

- Shelving: 3 x adjustable

- Weight(kg): 49

- Volume(litre): 15
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GS3K - Secuguard Category "E" Rifle Safe (10 Rifle)(Key locked)

$2,730.57

Specifiications
- External Dimensions(mm): 1500 H x 500 W x 350 D.

- Internal Compartment(mm): 210 H x 486 W x 195 D.

- Weight(kg): 169

- Capacity: Holds 10 rifles

- Mounting: 4 x 15mm mounting holes in back and base

GS3E - Secuguard Category "E" Rifle Safe (10 Rifle)(Digital locked)

$2,922.20

Specifications
- External Dimensions(mm): 1500 H x 500 W x 350 D.

- Internal Compartment(mm): 210 H x 486 W x 195 D.

- Weight(kg): 169

- Capacity: Holds 10 rifles

- Mounting: 4 x 15mm mounting holes in back and base

SHS3E - Secuguard Home/Office/Pistol Safe

$1,017.50

Solid steel construction with 6mm steel plate body reinforced with steel bar all around

front edges. Solid 12mm steel plate door with internal hinges.

Specifications
- External Dimensions(mm): 300 H x 400 W x 310 D.

- Internal Dimensions(mm): 288 H x 388 W x 215 D.

- Shelving: 1 x removable.

- Weight(kg): 44.

- Volume(litre): 24.
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Second hand safes

An assortment of second hand/refurbished safes for sale. 

Chubb Record Protection - 3 drawer filing cabinet

Construction: Chubb files are constructed so that the internal temperature remains

below the critical 177 degrees C, even though the external temperature may be a

searing 925 degrees Cor thereabouts. They are also designed to withstand damage

after a fall of nine metres on to building rubble - a fall consistent with collapsing floors.

Tongue and groove closure: This type of fitment between the body and the drawer

front prevents flame from penetrating.

Drawer slides; The special Chubb suspension slides with nylon roller action have been

constructed to give many years of silent service. The double action slides allow each

drawer to be pulled clear of the body enabling you to make full usage of the drawer

space.

Locking: Each drawer of the Record Protection file has a single point spring day catch

which immediately secures it after has been shut. Locking can be controlled by one or

more keylocks giving several alternatives of individual or combined controls.

Finish: The body is attractively finished in a high quality 'Chubb Brown' lacquer with the

drawer frond a 'Drift-wood' lacquer.

External Dimensions: 1370 mm (H) x 534 mm (W) x 850 mm (D).

Internal Dimensions: 364 mm (H) x 394 mm (W) x 670 mm (D).

Approx capacity: 273 cu.m.

Approx net weight: 279 kg.

As this is a large item please contact for the arrangement of shipping.

Please view our trademe listing for this item if you wish to purchase!

Trademe Listing

https://www.trademe.co.nz/Browse/Listing.aspx?id=1461163385&ed=true
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Chubb Commerce Safe

Resists - explosives, drilling, force, fire.

Body: The overall thickness of the body is 82 mm. Solid fire resisting material is

enclosed between the outer and inner steel body casing.

Door: The door is 95 mm thick with hardened plate protecting all vital parts of the

locking mechanism and boltwork, The door is designed to resist forcing tools, and

incorporates a fire resisting chamber.

Boltwork: The door is secured by three heavy 25 mm diameter steel bolts on the front

edge and a fixed bar which fits behind a full length rebate on the hinge side.

Locking: Key locking.

Fittings: Shelves.

External Dimensions: 1086 mm (H) x 680 mm (W) x 680 mm (D).

Internal Dimensions: 914 mm (H) x 508 mm (W) x 483 mm (D).

Approx. Cubic Capacity: 227 L's

Weight: Approx net weight is 787.3 kg's.

As this is a large safe please contact first for arrangement of shipping.

Please view our trademe listing for this item if you would like to purchase! 

Trademe Listing

https://www.trademe.co.nz/Browse/Listing.aspx?id=1461132634
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Security Barrels and Keys

NZ1-201SC - Australian Round Barrel

NZ1-570SC - Australian Oval Barrel

NZ1-8221SC - Schlage A Series Barrel

NZ1-9551CP - Euro Double Fixed Cam Barrel

NZ1-9552CP - Euro Single with Turn Fixed Cam Barrel

NZ2-201SC - Australian Round Barrel

NZ2-570SC - Australian Oval Barrel
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NZ2-8221SC - Schlage A Series Barrel

NZ2-9551CP - Euro Double Fixed Cam Barrel

NZ2-9552CP - Euro Single with Turn Fixed Cam Barrel

NZ3-201SC - Australian Round Barrel

NZ3-570SC - Australian Oval Barrel

NZ3-8221SC - Schlage A Series Barrel

NZ3-9551CP - Euro Double Fixed Cam Barrel

NZ3-9552CP - Euro Single with Turn Fixed Cam Barrel
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NZM-001SC - Lockwood 001 Barrel

NZM-201SC - Australian Round Barrel

NZM-530SC - Lockwood 530 Barrel

NZM-570HBSC - Australian Oval Hold Back Barrel

NZM-570SC - Australian Oval Barrel

NZM-8221SC - Schlahe A Series Barrel

NZM-9551CP - Euro Double Fixed Cam Barrel

NZM-9552CP - Euro Single with Turn Fixed Cam Barrel
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NZM-9553CP - Euro Double Lazy Cam Barrel

NZ1-KB6P - Key Blank

NZ1 Profile 6-pin Key Blank.

NZ2-KB6P - Key Blank

NZ2 Profile 6-pin Key Blank.

NZ3-KB6P - Key Blank

NZ3 Profile 6-pin Key Blank.

NZM-KB6P - Key Blank

NZM Multi Profile 6-pin Key Blank.

NZ1-KB6P/BL - Key Blank for Plastic Head

NZ1 Profile 6-pin Key Blank for Plastic Head.

HEAD-GREEN - NZ Series Plastic Key Head Green
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Smart Locks

CL5510 - Codelock Smart Electronic Tubular Mortice Latch

$1,175.30

The SMART Lock CL5510 makes access control easier, offering flexibility and

convenience by providing a range of entry methods

Specifications
- Battery Status Monitor via App.

- Batteries: 4 x AA Cells.

- Low Battery Warning.

- Memory Stores: 350 different Clients, 100 codes, 150 cards, 150 phone clients.

- Spindle Type 8 mm (5/16”) spring loaded spindle.

- Material: Zinc Alloy.

- Door Thickness: 35 mm – 60 mm (13/8” – 23/8”).

- Latch Options: 60 mm (23/8”) and 70 mm (2¾”).

- Buttons 12 button back-lit keypad.

CL4510 - Codelock Smart Electronic Tubular Mortice Latch

$918.85

Smart locks get smarter. The CL4500 range of locks offers the Codelocks smart

lock features but in a smaller, sleeker lock model.

Specifications
- Battery Status Monitor via App.

- Batteries: 4 x AA Cells.

- Low Battery Warning.

- Memory Stores: 350 different Clients.

- Spindle Type 8 mm (5/16”) spring loaded spindle.

- Material: Zinc Alloy.

- Door Thickness: 35 mm – 60 mm (13/8” – 23/8”).

- Latch Options: 60 mm (23/8”) and 70 mm (2¾”).

- Buttons 12 button back-lit keypad.
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appLOK S200-SIL - Bluetooth Smart Leverset Silver

$488.52

Easily manage your property access with smart

app operated locksets

appLOK'" is a series of smart APP operated locksets covering various installation

applications for residential and rental properties. All locks and key boxes connect to a

simple yet smart mobile APP that utilizes Bluetooth technology to set up and manage

your property access requirements.

 

Specifications
- Power Source - 4x AA Batteries (supplied)

- Working Environment - -40 to +80c

- Door Width - 35mm - 50mm

- Backset - 60/70 adjustable

- Emergency power source -9v battery

- Low battery indicator - Yes

- IP Rating - IP55

- Construction Material - Stainless Steel

- Warranty - 2 year

- Certification - Ro HS/CE
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appLOK S200-BLK - Bluetooth Smart Leverset Black

$488.52

Easily manage your property access with smart

app operated locksets
appLOK'" is a series of smart APP operated locksets covering various installation

applications for residential and rental properties. All locks and key boxes connect to a

simple yet smart mobile APP that utilizes Bluetooth technology to set up and manage

your property access requirements.

Specifications
- Power Source - 4x AA Batteries (supplied)

- Working Environment - -40 to +80c

- Door Width - 35mm - 50mm

- Backset - 60/70 adjustable

- Emergency power source -9v battery

- Low battery indicator - Yes

- IP Rating - IP55

- Construction Material - Stainless Steel

- Warranty - 2 year

- Certification - Ro HS/CE

appLOK S110-BLK - Bluetooth Smart Deadbolt Black

$529.71

Easily manage your property access with smart

app operated locksets
appLOK'" is a series of smart APP operated locksets covering various installation

applications for residential and rental properties. All locks and key boxes connect to a

simple yet smart mobile APP that utilizes Bluetooth technology to set up and manage

your property access requirements.

Specifications
- Power Source - 4x AA Batteries (supplied)

- Working Environment - -40 to +80c

- Door Width - 35mm - 50mm

- Backset - 60/70 adjustable

- Emergency power source -9v battery

- Low battery indicator - Yes

- IP Rating - IP55

- Construction Material - Zinc Alloy/ABS Plastic

- Warranty - 2 year

- Certification - Ro HS/CE
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appLOK S110-SIL - Bluetooth Smart Deadbolt Silver

$529.71

Easily manage your property access with smart

app operated locksets
appLOK'" is a series of smart APP operated locksets covering various installation

applications for residential and rental properties. All locks and key boxes connect to a

simple yet smart mobile APP that utilizes Bluetooth technology to set up and manage

your property access requirements.

Specifications
- Power Source - 4x AA Batteries (supplied)

- Working Environment - -40 to +80c

- Door Width - 35mm - 50mm

- Backset - 60/70 adjustable

- Emergency power source -9v battery

- Low battery indicator - Yes

- IP Rating - IP55

- Construction Material - Zinc Alloy/ABS Plastic

- Warranty - 2 year

- Certification - Ro HS/CE

appLOK S918-BLK - Bluetooth Smart Leverset Black

$597.66

Easily manage your property access with smart

app operated locksets

appLOK'" is a series of smart APP operated locksets covering various installation

applications for residential and rental properties. All locks and key boxes connect to a

simple yet smart mobile APP that utilizes Bluetooth technology to set up and manage

your property access requirements.

Specifications
- Power Source - 4x AAA Batteries (supplied)

- Working Environment - -40 to +80c

- Door Width - 35mm - 50mm/51mm - 90mm

- Mortice Lock Backset - 30, 35, 40, 45 or 60mm (Sold Seperately)

- Low battery indicator - Yes

- IP Rating - IP55

- Construction Material - Stainless Steel

- Warranty - 2 year

- Certification - Ro HS/CE

https://www.levco.co.nz/modules/SP_Webshop/shop.php?product_details&product=694
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appLOK S918LM-SIL - Bluetooth Smart Leverset Silver

$685.19

Easily manage your property access with smart

app operated locksets
appLOK'" is a series of smart APP operated locksets covering various installation

applications for residential and rental properties. All locks and key boxes connect to a

simple yet smart mobile APP that utilizes Bluetooth technology to set up and manage

your property access requirements.

Specifications
- Power Source - 4x AAA Batteries (supplied)

- Working Environment - -40 to +80c

- Door Width - 35mm - 50mm/51mm - 90mm

- Mortice Lock Backset - 30, 35, 40, 45 or 60mm (Sold Seperately)

- Low battery indicator - Yes

- IP Rating - IP55

- Construction Material - Stainless Steel

- Warranty - 2 year

- Certification - Ro HS/CE

appLOK S1019-SIL - Bluetooth Smart Leverset Silver

$633.71

Easily manage your property access with smart

app operated locksets
appLOK'" is a series of smart APP operated locksets covering various installation

applications for residential and rental properties. All locks and key boxes connect to a

simple yet smart mobile APP that utilizes Bluetooth technology to set up and manage

your property access requirements.

Specifications
- Power Source - 4x AA Batteries (supplied)

- Working Environment - -40 to +80c

- Door Width - 35mm - 50mm/51mm - 90mm

- Mortice Lock Backset - 30, 35, 40, 45 or 60mm (Sold Seperately)

- Low battery indicator - Yes

- IP Rating - IP55

- Construction Material - Stainless Steel

- Warranty - 2 year

- Certification - Ro HS/CE

https://www.levco.co.nz/modules/SP_Webshop/shop.php?product_details&product=694
https://www.levco.co.nz/modules/SP_Webshop/shop.php?product_details&product=694
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appLOK S1019-BLK - Bluetooth Smart Leverset Black

$633.71

Easily manage your property access with smart

app operated locksets
appLOK'" is a series of smart APP operated locksets covering various installation

applications for residential and rental properties. All locks and key boxes connect to a

simple yet smart mobile APP that utilizes Bluetooth technology to set up and manage

your property access requirements.

Specifications
- Power Source - 4x AA Batteries (supplied)

- Working Environment - -40 to +80c

- Door Width - 35mm - 50mm/51mm - 90mm

- Mortice Lock Backset - 30, 35, 40, 45 or 60mm (Sold Seperately)

- Low battery indicator - Yes

- IP Rating - IP55

- Construction Material - Stainless Steel

- Warranty - 2 year

- Certification - Ro HS/CE

appLOK S918-SIL - Bluetooth Smart Leverset Silver

$597.66

Easily manage your property access with smart

app operated locksets
appLOK'" is a series of smart APP operated locksets covering various installation

applications for residential and rental properties. All locks and key boxes connect to a

simple yet smart mobile APP that utilizes Bluetooth technology to set up and manage

your property access requirements.

Specifications
- Power Source - 4x AAA Batteries (supplied)

- Working Environment - -40 to +80c

- Door Width - 35mm - 50mm/51mm - 90mm

- Mortice Lock Backset - 30, 35, 40, 45 or 60mm (Sold Seperately)

- Low battery indicator - Yes

- IP Rating - IP55

- Construction Material - Stainless Steel

- Warranty - 2 year

- Certification - Ro HS/CE

https://www.levco.co.nz/modules/SP_Webshop/shop.php?product_details&product=694
https://www.levco.co.nz/modules/SP_Webshop/shop.php?product_details&product=694
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appLOK S918LM-BLK - Bluetooth Smart Leverset Black

$685.19

Easily manage your property access with smart

app operated locksets
appLOK'" is a series of smart APP operated locksets covering various installation

applications for residential and rental properties. All locks and key boxes connect to a

simple yet smart mobile APP that utilizes Bluetooth technology to set up and manage

your property access requirements.

Specifications
- Power Source - 4x AAA Batteries (supplied)

- Working Environment - -40 to +80c

- Door Width - 35mm - 50mm/51mm - 90mm

- Mortice Lock Backset - 30, 35, 40, 45 or 60mm (Sold Seperately)

- Low battery indicator - Yes

- IP Rating - IP55

- Construction Material - Stainless Steel

- Warranty - 2 year

- Certification - Ro HS/CE

appLOK S-651 Wifi/Bluetooth Gateway Hub

$200.10

Control your lock when you  are away from home.
appLOK Gateway takes all the Bluetooth Functions of your appLOK Smart Lock and

transmits it over Wi-Fi.

appLOK Gateway allows you to control and manage most functions of your appLOK

Remotely with a Wi-Fi Connection. You can unlock the appLOK Smart Lock remotely

and receive live notifications for when the appLOK is unlock and which unlock code

was used. You can delete codes, create codes, set one-off codes and receive a

notification when a code is used.

appLOK Gateway is great for those that want to keep an eye on who is coming into

your office or home.

appLOK Gateway is also perfect for AirBnB owners: You can set un-lock codes to only

work during their stay, and become inactive after their stay.

https://www.levco.co.nz/modules/SP_Webshop/shop.php?product_details&product=694
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appLOK S35B-BLK - Bluetooth Smart Leverset Black

$613.10

Easily manage your property access with smart

app operated locksets

appLOK'" is a series of smart APP operated locksets covering various installation

applications for residential and rental properties. All locks and key boxes connect to a

simple yet smart mobile APP that utilizes Bluetooth technology to set up and manage

your property access requirements.

Specifications
- Power Source - 4x AA Batteries (supplied)

- Working Environment - -40 to +80c

- Door Width - 35mm - 50mm/51mm - 90mm

- Mortice Lock Backset - 30, 35, 40, 45 or 60mm (Sold Seperately)

- Low battery indicator - Yes

- IP Rating - IP55

- Construction Material - Stainless Steel

- Warranty - 2 year

- Certification - Ro HS/CE

appLOK S35B-SIL - Bluetooth Smart Leverset Silver

$613.10

Easily manage your property access with smart

app operated locksets
appLOK'" is a series of smart APP operated locksets covering various installation

applications for residential and rental properties. All locks and key boxes connect to a

simple yet smart mobile APP that utilizes Bluetooth technology to set up and manage

your property access requirements.

Specifications
- Power Source - 4x AA Batteries (supplied)

- Working Environment - -40 to +80c

- Door Width - 35mm - 50mm/51mm - 90mm

- Mortice Lock Backset - 30, 35, 40, 45 or 60mm (Sold Seperately)

- Low battery indicator - Yes

- IP Rating - IP55

- Construction Material - Stainless Steel

- Warranty - 2 year

- Certification - Ro HS/CE

https://www.levco.co.nz/modules/SP_Webshop/shop.php?product_details&product=694
https://www.levco.co.nz/modules/SP_Webshop/shop.php?product_details&product=694
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appLOK SH81B-SIL - Bluetooth Lockset 3572 compatible

$699.81

Easily manage your property access with smart

app operated locksets
appLOK'" is a series of smart APP operated locksets covering various installation

applications for residential and rental properties. All locks and key boxes connect to a

simple yet smart mobile APP that utilizes Bluetooth technology to set up and manage

your property access requirements.

- Extended Cylinder may be required for installation, click here.

Specifications
- Power Source - 4x AAA Batteries (supplied)

- Working Environment - -10 to +55c

- Door Width - 35mm - 50mm

- Backset - 60mm

- Low battery indicator - Yes

- IP Rating - IP55

- Construction Material - Stainless Steel

- Warranty - 1 year

- Certification - RoHS/CE

appLOK S-LOCK4 - Stainless Steel Mortice lock for appLOK handles

$100.42

appLOK Stainless Steel Mortice Lock
-

Backset sizes avaliable 30, 35, 40, 45 and 60mm
-

Lift handle up to throw the bolt
-

Inside handle will aways release the bolt and latch

to exit
-

Outside will open when correct code/e

key/tag/finger print is presented to handle

https://www.levco.co.nz/modules/SP_Webshop/shop.php?product_details&product=682

